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Abstract
In the past years, we could observe a significant amount of new robotic systems in science,
industry, and everyday life. To reduce the complexity of these systems, the industry
constructs robots that are designated for the execution of a specific task such as vacuum
cleaning, autonomous driving, observation, or transportation operations. As a result, such
robotic systems need to combine their capabilities to accomplish complex tasks that exceed
the abilities of individual robots. However, to achieve emergent cooperative behavior, multirobot systems require a decision process that copes with the communication challenges of
the application domain.
This work investigates a distributed multi-robot decision process, which addresses
unreliable and transient communication. This process composed by five steps, which
we embedded into the ALICA multi-agent coordination language guided by the PROViDE
negotiation middleware. The first step encompasses the specification of the decision
problem, which is an integral part of the ALICA implementation. In our decision
process, we describe multi-robot problems by continuous nonlinear constraint satisfaction
problems. The second step addresses the calculation of solution proposals for this problem
specification. Here, we propose an efficient solution algorithm that integrates incomplete
local search and interval propagation techniques into a satisfiability solver, which forms
a satisfiability modulo theories (SMT) solver. In the third decision step, the PROViDE
middleware replicates the solution proposals among the robots. This replication process is
parameterized with a distribution method, which determines the consistency properties
of the proposals. In a fourth step, we investigate the conflict resolution. Therefore, an
acceptance method ensures that each robot supports one of the replicated proposals. As
we integrated the conflict resolution into the replication process, a sound selection of
the distribution and acceptance methods leads to an eventual convergence of the robot
proposals. In order to avoid the execution of conflicting proposals, the last step comprises a
decision method, which selects a proposal for implementation in case the conflict resolution
fails.
The evaluation of our work shows that the usage of incomplete solution techniques of the
constraint satisfaction solver outperforms the runtime of other state-of-the-art approaches
for many typical robotic problems. We further show by experimental setups and practical
application in the RoboCup environment that our decision process is suitable for making
quick decisions in the presence of packet loss and delay. Moreover, PROViDE requires less
memory and bandwidth compared to other state-of-the-art middleware approaches.
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Part I

Preliminaries

1 Introduction
In recent years, a wide variety of robots has been constructed. This holds for many areas of
our life such as research, industry, or even private environments. For instance, autonomous
cleaning or lawn mower robots are used in many households. In the same way, the
industry uses autonomous robots to deliver packets within warehouses or inspect leaks of
gas pipes [72]. The DARPA Robotics Challenge [48] showed the ability of robot systems
to solve complex tasks in generic settings. As a consequence, the participants developed
highly complex humanoid robot systems to cope with the diversity of the problem domain.
However, when investigating the challenges independently, present technologies allow
for the construction of specialized robots that are able to solve these tasks even more
convincingly. For example, the car driving challenge, which no humanoid robot could pass
until today, has already been accomplished by the Google car [71] despite facing public
road traffic. In order to solve more complex problems with the performance of specialized
robots, the next logical evolution step is a team composed of heterogeneous collaborative
robots.
Teams of specialized robots are able to perform tasks that exceed the capabilities of the
individuals. This shifts the main challenges from mechatronics to computer science, as
comprehensive communication, coordination, and decision frameworks are essential to
exploit the potential of robotic teams. A central goal of such frameworks is the achievement
of emerging behavior based on coherent robot decisions, e. g., to assign tasks in disaster
scenarios regarding search, emergency supply, and rescue victims, while facing a weakened
communication infrastructure. In recent years of research, many frameworks that tackle
practical communication issues have been proposed. These borrow ideas from distributed
systems research. For example, the usage of a communication middleware such as the
Robot Operating System (ROS) [134] has become a common approach on which many of
today’s robotic systems rely on. This process is part of an ongoing standardization effort
that enables plug-and-play solutions of robot components. Moreover, it facilitates the
interaction between different robot vendors developed by independent manufacturers.
The development of cooperative multi-robot behaviors is a complex and time-consuming
task [138]. Accordingly, many research activities investigate coordination approaches for
teams of cooperative robots. A Language for Interactive Cooperative Agents (ALICA) [157]
is such an approach, which is geared towards highly dynamic domains, while facing
unreliable communication and sensory noise. ALICA robots estimate each other’s actions
based on their observations and refine these estimations through communication. This
allows the coordination of tasks, execution states, and common decisions despite of lost or
delayed network messages. In this work, we present a unified solution to achieve coherent
decisions for teams of autonomous robots designed for the usage in coordination frameworks
such as ALICA.
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1.1 Motivation
Considering the amount of different environments today’s robots are used in, generic
modeling frameworks require a decision mechanism that is flexible enough to handle
almost arbitrary situations. Many industrial systems make use of a central decision
component that observes robots [18] or assigns tasks [14, 31, 101], which are then
executed autonomously. Such a central approach forms a single point of failure, which can
cause two possible problems: First, a robot can lose its connection to the central coordinator,
e. g., due to limitations in the communication range or a hardware malfunction. In this case,
the majority of the team can continue its operation. If communication range limitations
cause the broken connection, fail-safe procedures may navigate the robot back to re-engage
the communication range. In the second case, the central component might break down.
As a result, the coordination among the robots is completely shut down. To address this
problem, the central components are usually designed with redundancy, e. g., mirrored on
a second host that can replace the original one. In either case, the question arises how
to operate in unknown environments where cooperation has to be formed almost ad hoc,
e. g., for search and rescue scenarios. Thus, we conclude that centralized approaches are
inflexible and problem dependent.
An important factor for the coordination within teams of robots is to achieve coherent
decisions. This allows different robots to execute individual tasks while achieving an
emerging behavior. However, when applying a decentralized approach, we have to face
another kind of problem: How can we achieve coherent decisions in a team of robots
with potentially conflicting decisions? This problem has been examined extensively by
the distributed systems community in the domain of fault-tolerant systems, which led to
solutions such as consensus algorithms [35, 90, 123]. These aim especially at achieving
replication transparency for server farms. In scenarios with autonomous mobile robots,
configuration changes of the team composition have to be considered, where robots break
down, leave the team, or new robots join.
Although distributed consensus algorithms address configuration changes partially, they
cannot be adapted to situations where swift decisions are more important than consensus
guarantees. This is particularly the case in fast changing environments such as in
robotic soccer. These domains show that consensus is not always required. However,
the communication overhead of consensus algorithms hampers fast decisions. Hence,
decision procedures of robots have to be adaptable to the intended application domain and
situation of the robot. This work aims for a comprehensive solution that realizes a flexible
decision process for generic robot coordination frameworks supported by a negotiation
middleware.

1.2 Problem Statement
Our approach is led by the observation that coherent decisions are mandatory to achieve
cooperative and emerging behavior. However, in many cases consensus is not mandatory
to achieve coherent robot decisions. For instance, if robots work on a cooperative
construction project partitioned into subtasks, decisions concerning single subtasks do
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not need consensus among all robots. Even the robots working on the same subtask do
not always need consensus, e. g., if building material needs to be delivered to a certain
construction area, the common decision only needs to ensure that all the required materials
arrive in time. Hence, robots do not need to agree on the exact object that should be
picked up next in order to solve the task.
According to the well-known results of Fischer, Lynch, and Paterson [57], consensus cannot
be guaranteed if only a single faulty robot is present. Therefore, consensus algorithms focus
on guaranteeing safety at the price of liveness. Additionally, they comprise a high amount
of communication overhead and latency. Vice versa, standard “best effort” communication
middlewares do not provide support for conflicts among the published data. Rather, the
conflict resolution is delegated to the robot software developer. The key research question
solved by this work is:
How can robots make coherent decisions adapted to the current situation and
task?
Generic and comprehensive coordination frameworks for teams of robots require a flexible
decision process that allows for adapting the communication in a data-centric fashion.
Furthermore, particular steps of the decision process need to be exchangeable, adaptable,
or left out according to the problem-specific needs, e. g., to achieve fast decisions in highly
dynamic environments or to ensure agreement if required so. However, the developer
needs much experience in the design of distributed systems in order to integrate a robot
decision process into the application. To support developers of multi-robot systems, we
implement our decision process as middleware into the ALICA framework and answer the
question:
How can a middleware framework support a multi-robot decision process?
A key feature of decision-making is the computation of proposals that solve the targeted
problem. The question many scientists in robotics research try to solve is:
How can robots compute decision proposals?
This work focuses on two different aspects of this question: First, an efficient solver
for continuous nonlinear constraint satisfaction problems (CNCSP) is presented, which
can handle generic and domain-independent problem descriptions. Second, we present
a generic interface that allows for exchanging the solution strategy. This enables the
developer to select the most efficient solution strategy for a given problem. For example,
although path-planning problems can be represented as CNCSP and the presented solver is
able to find a solution for this type of problem, we cannot rely on the domain knowledge
about physical relationships to improve its search heuristic. Hence, a dedicated path
planner can compute the solution more efficiently. Furthermore, a dedicated approach
simplifies problem description by implicitly relying on domain specific knowledge.

1.3 Scenarios
In the following, we describe the scenarios examined in this work. We consider them as
archetypes to derive requirements for our approach, as these scenarios cover a broad range
of challenging problems for multi-robot decision processes.
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1.3.1 RoboCup Soccer
The RoboCup organization is performing yearly robotic competitions with the goal to
compare research approaches of the participants and stimulate research in the fields
of artificial intelligence, object recognition, mechatronics, and multi-robot coordination.
RoboCup tournaments are divided into several leagues with different research focuses.
This work specifically refers to the robotic soccer section, which has the overall goal to
beat the soccer world champion with a team of fully autonomous robot soccer players
in a match that complies with the official FIFA rules by 2050. The main research
goals “concern cooperative multi-robot and multi-agent systems in dynamic adversarial
environments” [142].
The primary reasons for choosing soccer as a challenge in RoboCup are first the clearly
specified and structured environment, composed of white lines, black obstacles, and
a colored ball. This forms an upper limit to the object recognition challenge and
allows a strong focus on coordination problems. Second, due to the static field, it
provides a reproducible setting to compare different approaches. Third, the objects
in this environment provide a high dynamic. Hence, approaches need to be reactive
and computationally efficient, which is a characteristic that distinguishes from typical
laboratory settings. Finally, soccer is a well-known and popular sport. Thus, it requires
little explanation of the basic rules and fosters public visibility.
In this work, we refer to the RoboCup Middle Size League (MSL) [162], which provides
the heaviest (up to 40 kg) and fastest (up to 5 m/s) robots among all robotic soccer leagues.
Each team consists of five fully autonomous robots playing on an 18 m × 12 m sized field
with a standard FIFA ball of yellow or red color. An industry PC, laptop, or other on-board
computer forms a fully distributed setting that controls the team of robots. IEEE 802.11a or
IEEE 802.11b WIFI are the only allowed inter-robot communication technologies. Human
interaction during the game is restricted to the referee, who sends game commands to the
robots. These describe the current game situation such as throw-in, kick-off, penalty, or
free kick.
Most robots in the MSL have a size of 52 cm × 52 cm × 80 cm and are driven by wheels
arranged to a holonomic drive, allowing them to move in arbitrary directions. Additionally,
they are equipped with an electronic or pneumatic kicking device, which is able to kick the
ball with a speed of over 12 m/s. The main sensor to observe the environment is a camera
pointing towards a convex mirror on top of the robots, allowing an omni-directional view.
This allows for detecting obstacles, lines, and ball positions with a frequency of around
30 Hz and up to a distance of 6 m to 10 m depending on the light conditions.
The RoboCup soccer scenario is particularly interesting for this work, as it requires swift and
coherent reactions of the robots to cope with the high dynamic of the game. Furthermore,
the WIFI connections at tournaments are often error prone and led in exceptional cases to
packet loss rates of 50 %, which we partially observed at the world championships 2013.
These are mostly induced by the large amount of appearing access points and network
traffic. Due to the frequency overlap of the WIFI channels, the lower transmission layers
cause packet collisions, although the participants are connected to a different access point.
In conclusion, a fault-tolerant decentralized system design is required.
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1.3.2 Autonomous Driving
The DARPA Grand Challenge [30] that took place in 2004, 2005, and 2007, generated
research efforts in almost all automobile manufacturer companies and many universities
worldwide. The initial challenges in autonomous driving were in efficient and reliable
sensor data processing and single-robot decision making. Therefore, autonomous cars
are equipped with expensive laser rangefinders, radars, cameras, and LiDARs. To process
the high amount of data, autonomous cars are provided with powerful computational
units with the goal to extract the position on the street, obstacles, and road signs. Many
results could be applied successfully in intelligent driver assistance systems such as parking
assist systems or lane departure warning systems. By combining all these technologies, the
Google car [71] did the first fully autonomous trips in public road traffic in 2012.
In parallel, the automobile industry developed communication standards for vehicles
and infrastructure of public road traffic. These technologies are called Car2Car and
Car2X communication, respectively. Here, a wide agreement on the lower layers of
the communication protocol like IEEE 802.11p [36] exists. This standard specifies the
data link and physical layer for vehicular environments focusing on high movement
speeds of the participants. Mostly, Car2Car communication is realized as vehicular ad hoc
networks (VANETs). Besides the fact that VANETs operate at 5.9 GHz, they behave similar
to other IEEE 802.11 standards with respect to packet loss and delay, as shown by Bilgin
and Gungor [21].
As a next step, car manufacturers investigate cooperative cars. This investigation is
caused by the insight that some accidents can only be prevented by cooperation between
road users, e. g., due to incomplete or faulty information about the environment of an
autonomous vehicle. Hence, cooperation is mandatory to increase safety [177].
In contrast to RoboCup, the environment of autonomous driving scenarios provides
new characteristics that allow deriving additional requirements for our approach: First,
autonomous cars usually interact with each other only during a limited period, i. e., in
dynamic teams. Second, the presence of a common communication infrastructure cannot
be assumed. Note, some autonomous cars use cellular networks, which provide a good
coverage but are still not area-wide available. Furthermore, the available bandwidth is
shared among all devices, which can lead to a bottleneck. Finally, autonomous cars have
to achieve a high degree of safety to avoid accidents and causalities.

1.3.3 Emergency Response
As a third scenario, we investigate emergency response operations. Recent years showed a
growth of catastrophic disasters in number and complexity [70]. An example for this is
the earthquake in the pacific ocean near Japan in March 2011, which caused a tsunami
and the nuclear accident in Fukushima. One characteristic of this accident was the lack
of information and broken communication infrastructure, which increased the scale of
the disaster. We assume that the application of rescue robots could have stinted the
catastrophe, backed up by the following quote:
“Close study of the disaster’s first 24 hours, before the cascade of failures carried
reactor 1 beyond any hope of salvation, reveals clear inflection points where minor
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differences would have prevented events from spiraling out of control.” – IEEE
Spectrum [163]

Unknown disaster environments with damaged communication infrastructure also imply
new challenges for decisions of cooperative robots. Most notably, we have to assume that
a viable communication link between the robots is only rarely available. However, since
many decisions have only regional impact, the global quorum is not required to make a
decision. Instead, agents can build their decisions based on a local quorum, which can be
assumed to be within communication range. Here, the dynamic identification of such a
local quorum is a key challenge.
Another important challenge in emergency response scenarios – considering the mobility
of autonomous robots – is the distribution of knowledge about past decisions. For example,
when a robot engages a communication island of a group of robots, which execute a task
cooperatively, we need to determine the relevant past decisions for the engaging robot to
enable reasoning regarding future decisions.

1.4 Requirements
In this work, we aim for a comprehensive robot decision process that is covering a
broad range of robotic domains and scenarios, as described in the previous sections. As
summarized in Table 1.1, these scenarios vary in agent connectivity, required decision
time, incidence of team decisions, and safety requirements.

Scenario
RoboCup Soccer
Autonomous Driving
Emergency Response

Robot
Connectivity
Dense
Medium
Sparse

Decision
Speed
Fast
Fast
Medium

Team Decision
Incidence
ca. once per second
ca. once per minute
ca. once per minute

Decision
Safety
Low
High
High

Table 1.1: Targeted application domains and their properties.

We aim for a multi-purpose decision process for autonomous mobile robots. To foster the
ease of use, we need an implementation that is included within a general robot control
framework. Hence, our approach inherits the requirements from multi-agent coordination
frameworks. Other requirements follow directly from the needs of the previously described
scenarios:
Full Distribution In many scenarios, agents have to divide into sub-groups that try
to achieve partial goals. Therefore, agents may operate separated locations. In
conclusion, a communication link to a central decision making component cannot
be guaranteed, especially when considering agent mobility in a range-limited
communication setting. Hence, a cooperative decision making approach has to
be fully decentralized.
Incomplete Knowledge In particular, large-scale or dynamic environments with many
agents interacting with a potentially high number of relevant world entities make
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it almost impossible to establish a coherent shared world model. This is caused
by the bandwidth limitations of common network interfaces that prohibit all agent
observations to be continuously shared within the team. As a result, agents cannot
rely on a shared knowledge base to make common decisions.
Support for Dynamic Team Configurations Today’s wireless communication interfaces
have limitations in the communication range. Moreover, the environment constrains
the communication range of robotic systems. For example, obstacles such as walls or
uneven terrain may result in reflections and interference in the hardware layer, which
may reduce the communication range of these devices drastically. Since autonomous
mobile robots change their locations to implement their tasks, they can engage or
leave each other’s communication range. As a consequence, a distributed robot
decision process needs the ability to adapt to new team configurations: Engaging
agents have to be discovered and incorporated into the decision process to allow for
decisions, which are coherent in a local sub-group.
Robustness Robot observations are usually noisy and error prone. Consequently, the
decisions made upon these observations suffer from the same issues. In some cases,
this might lead to conflicting decision proposals. Hence, one of the key requirements
in distributed decision processes is the ability to resolve these conflicts to achieve
robust coherent decisions.
Fault Tolerance Like in every distributed setting, network errors might occur, which
usually results in lost data packets. A robot decision process needs to address the
problem of missing or delayed packets such that agents can detect network errors
and resulting conflicting decisions. This is necessary to enable a robot to correct
wrong decisions to preserve a minimum level of safety properties.
Availability Another key aspect for distributed decision-making follows from the mobility
of agents and their limited communication abilities especially with a low inter-robot
connectivity like in emergency response scenarios, i. e., robots can move out of their
communication range. Here, we need to ensure that agent decision data provides a
high availability, e. g., when communication is not possible anymore.
Efficiency In scenarios like robotic soccer, where the environment changes quickly, swift
reactions are mandatory. Thus, the decision process needs the capability to make
fast decisions. Therefore, management operations need to be efficient to avoid the
injection of high latencies. Additionally, the number of communication rounds needs
to be restricted with respect to the needs of the given problem setting of the robots.
Adaptability Decision-making in a distributed setting always involves a trade-off between
the safety and efficiency of the applied process. However, in our opinion, this
trade-off requires a problem-specific response: In some time-critical situations, we
might ignore safety properties in favor of faster decisions and vice versa. Hence, the
decision process requires a mechanism that is adaptable to a given problem setting.
In summary, a generic multi-robot coordination framework requires a distributed decision
method that can change its safety properties and decision velocity adapted to the given
situation. Such a framework needs support for robustness and fault tolerance against
network errors with the ability to handle unreliable and range-limited communication.
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1.5 Approach
This work provides a comprehensive solution to realize a decision process for teams of
autonomous robots. Our solution is inspired by a profound and flexible human consensus
decision-making process from sociology [166], which guides the generation and negotiation
of solution proposals. This process is adjustable to the problem setting, e. g., to achieve
quick decisions or enable large number of participants and proposals. Therefore, it forms
an ideal basis for this work.
For teams of mobile robots, we derived a five-step process: Determination of the problem
statement, proposal computation, proposal distribution, conflict resolution, and value
decision. Thereby, we identified two major advances for mobile robots compared to
the sociological process: First, to speed up the overall process, robotic participants are
generally not allowed to declare reservations. Hence, we focus on coherent solutions
instead of consultation. Second, we propose an adequate middleware support for each
decision step. This middleware supports the implementation of multi-robot decisions to
satisfy the requirements described in Section 1.4.
The first decision step determines the problem statement. Here, we assume a common
multi-agent program, which is distributed among the agents at the time of deployment.
This program describes all problem definitions that might appear during runtime. However,
impreciseness of robot observations might lead to incoherent problem statement. This idea
is implemented by ALICA, which we use as a framework to express the problem statement.
The determination of proposals – performed in the second step – requires a generic solver
that is able to compute solutions for a wide variety of robotic problems. We assume
continuous nonlinear constraint satisfaction and optimization problems to be a suitable
and extensive problem class for most robotic applications. However, considering the
required response times of many robotic systems, former solution approaches require a
critical amount of computation time to find solutions for this problem class. We present
an efficient but incomplete solver that is able to cope with common problem instances of
robotic domains in a reasonable time. Note, generic solvers rely on heuristics, which are
less specialized to a specific problem setting. Thus, generic approaches cannot provide
performances similar to those of specialized solvers, e. g., for planning, task allocation, or
trajectory generation. In conclusion, the exchange of the solution technique can increase
the speed of the solution process. Consequently, we provide an interface, which allows the
integration of problem-specific solution algorithms.
For the final three decision steps, we aim for a versatile solution that explicitly supports
the distributed decision process. In particular, support for the handling of concurrent
and possibly conflicting proposals is required. Thus, we developed a data-centric
communication middleware called PROViDE (Proposal Replication for Value DEtermination)
that steers the negotiation of decision values in a replicated data space for proposals.
In order to enable applications that enforce swift decisions, only small latencies can be
tolerated. Hence, there is a need to observe the network to quickly compensate lost
network packets. Furthermore, the limitations in communication range of mobile robots
hinder the availability of proposals and can lead to non-persistent decisions, e. g., because
proposals may disappear from the global data space. However, as proposals usually
require only little amount of data, their replication can usually be afforded. Additionally,
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replication speeds up the data accessibility, as read operations can be realized on local
data.
For practicability reasons, a decision process must be embedded in a coordination
framework, which is able to distribute tasks among the robots and to implement
control loops that execute robot behaviors. In other words, a multi-agent decision
requires an adequate execution layer. Therefore, we embedded our decision process
into the ALICA coordination framework, which provides domain independence without
a central coordinator. Furthermore, we inherit ALICA’s locality principle that allows the
determination of a validity scope for decisions. Note that our solution is designed for
the usage within ALICA but its general concept can be transferred to other coordination
languages. We define the following assumptions and limitations for our solution:
1. PROViDE requires an intelligent routing protocol. In case no direct connection
between two agents within the same group is possible, the routing protocol relays
the relevant network packets to ensure that all robots can be reached. We call such a
group the current team of a robot.
2. Our solution assumes that no corrupted packets can be transmitted – vice versa
successfully delivered network packets are assumed to be correct. In standard
wireless communication technologies such as IEEE 802.11g [173], this is usually
achieved by checksums that are appended to network packets and allow the detection
of faulty bits.
3. The described decision process does not guarantee safety of its decisions. Hence,
bad network conditions can lead to conflicting decisions among the robots. It is our
goal to achieve a sufficiently high probability for coherent decisions in typical robotic
application domains. The results of Fischer, Lynch, and Paterson [57] make this
limitation inevitable.
4. The goal of our approach is to achieve coherent decisions. However, this does not
necessarily imply that agreement is present.

1.6 Contributions
The main contribution of this thesis is a comprehensive middleware, which supports a
decision process for autonomous mobile robots in adverse and dynamic environments.
Additionally, we make several contributions to subareas of distributed decision-making:
1. To provide conflict resolution, the decision process explicitly distinguishes decision
values from solution proposals of individuals.
2. The decision process systematically separates the determination of robot decisions
values from the algorithms that implement the decisions.
3. To compute decision proposals, we combine a DPLL algorithm [47] with an
incomplete and distributed constraint satisfaction solver based on local searches.
Thus, we achieve considerable speed enhancement for the solution of many
continuous nonlinear constraint satisfaction problems.
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4. We embed the process within a multi-robot coordination language, which forms a
systematic approach for the execution and implementation of distributed decisions.
5. Our solution is guided by the PROViDE middleware, which encompasses a virtual
shared data space, supports the publish-subscribe concept, and provides clock
synchronization.
6. The integration of PROViDE into ALICA allows an explicit specification of the tradeoff between safety and efficiency for the developer adapted to the current situation
of the robot.

1.7 Structure of this Work
This work is structured in three parts. The first part states the foundations for our work
and brings our work in line with existing scientific results. Afterwards, the second part
describes the solution and the steps of the multi-robot decision process in detail. The last
part provides an assessment of our solution that shows its properties and applicability. The
content of the following chapters can be summarized as follows:
Chapter 2: We explain the basic terms for this thesis and give an overview of common
communication techniques and organization of multi-agent systems.
Chapter 3: We present the coordination language ALICA, which hosts our decision process
and supports the specification of multi-agent decision problems.
Chapter 4: An analysis and a comparison of existing approaches with our solution are
presented.
Chapter 5: The presentation of our solution starts with an overview of the multi-agent
decision process.
Chapter 6: Before negotiation can take place, agents need to compute proposal values
that can be shared within the team. We give examples of how proposals can be
determined and present a generic constraint satisfaction solver in detail.
Chapter 7: The PROViDE middleware that executes the negotiation of value proposals is
presented. Here, we also describe the theoretical properties of our solution.
Chapter 8: After the description of the concepts, we give an overview of the PROViDE
reference architecture.
Chapter 9: For the implementation of the negotiated decision, our decision process
requires a sophisticated execution framework. Chapter 9 explains the integration of
PROViDE into ALICA.
Chapter 10: The assessment starts with a runtime analysis of the present constraint
satisfaction solver to show its general applicability and computational efficiency.
Chapter 11: Some properties of PROViDE require practical evaluation. In particular, we
analyze the latency, bandwidth requirements, scalability, and impact of packet loss
on the negotiation process.
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Chapter 12: To show the versatility of the negotiation process and middleware, we present
application examples, which highlight the practical value of our approach.
Chapter 13: We conclude with a summary and future work.

2 Foundations
This chapter describes the foundational knowledge for this work and is composed of three
parts. First, we present multi-agent systems, types of teamwork, and their organization
structures. Second, we summarize the most common types of data distribution methods for
multi-robot systems. Third, we conclude with basic definitions for replication in distributed
systems.

2.1 Multi-Agent Systems
In general, there is no universally accepted definition for the term agent. In this thesis, we
rely on the definition of the rational agent by Russell and Norvig [145] that is also used in
the context of multi-agent systems by Woolridge [180, p. 15]:
“An agent is a computer system situated in some environment and that is capable
of autonomous action in this environment in order to meet its design objectives”
We see a robot as a physical instance controlled by an agent, which allows the agent to
interact with the physical world through sensors and actuators. In the research field of
robotics, many publications use the term robot as an instance of an agent. Nevertheless,
we interpret both terms equally in favor of a better readability. Both concepts – robot and
agent – can also appear as participants in a communication process. Note that several
economic theories reject the model of a rational agent [98, p. 72], as some agents are not
fully controlled by their underlying logic, e. g., human beings, who also incorporate an
emotional level.
According to Woolridge [180, p. 105], single-agent systems are rare in practical
applications. In particular, most agents interact with parts of their environment that
are again intelligent agents. This classifies such a system as a multi-agent system (MAS).
For example in the DARPA Robotics Challange [48], robots interacted with human users
who supported the robots with their knowledge to facilitate the tasks.
Multi-agent systems are controlled by various mechanisms and can appear in different
organization forms. In the next sections, we will describe the most important concepts of
multi-agent systems in the context of this thesis.

2.1.1 MAPE-K Cycle
In practice, most rational agents rely on the MAPE-K cycle [78, 97] (see Figure 2.1),
which is a model to characterize the processing cycle of autonomous agents. MAPEK is an acronym for each component of the processing step: Monitor, Analyze, Plan,
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Execute, and Knowledge. Similar to other rational agents, the control loop perceives
the environment through sensors and processes the acquired data in order to extract
more abstract information such as positions, velocities, or other states of objects in the
environment. Based on the results of this analysis, agents plan and decide next steps and
realize them through their actuators. These actuators manipulate the environment of the
agent in order to fulfill the agent’s task. The communication interface of a robot does also
act as an actuator or a sensor, respectively, as it is able to generate or sense electromagnetic
pulses.
Agent
Analysis

Planning
Knowledge

Monitoring

Execution

Perceptions

Actions
Environment

Figure 2.1: Agent-environment relation (MAPE-K Cycle).

The whole MAPE-K process is supported by domain-specific knowledge, which is mostly
provided by a human expert. In other cases, it can result from machine learning techniques
such as reinforcement learning or Bayesian inference, which use the agents’ experience to
improve its behavior. Hence, these techniques often rely on a utility function that measures
the usefulness of a certain state or action. In the context of this work, we consider other
agents as a source of knowledge, e. g., by their transmitted observations or decision data.

2.1.2 BDI Agents
BDI agents adopt the decision theory of “human practical reasoning” by Bratman [23] to
compute their actions and decisions. Here, BDI is the abbreviation for belief, desire, and
intention, which are the key components in BDI architectures:
Beliefs encode the assumed informational state of the environment, the agent itself, and
other agents. Beliefs are usually stored in the Beliefset or Beliefbase. In the robotics
domain, the data container is usually referred to as world model. The most common
examples for beliefs refer to sensor readings. Yet, beliefs can also be higher level
information as a result of sensor fusion processes as in [137].
Desires describe on a high abstraction level what the agent tries to achieve. For example,
the desire of a soccer robot is to win the game, an autonomous car tries to transport
its passengers to a certain location, and an emergency response robot aims for the
rescue of disaster victims. Moreover, desires can be more precise. In that case, they
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describe mandatory sub-goals for successful operations. In this context, goals denote
a desire that is currently addressed by the agent, e. g., to perform a pass to a robot,
which is then able to score a goal. In this thesis, we use a slightly different notion of
goals, as described in Section 3.7.
Intentions describe actions the agent decided to execute, e.g., the execution of a certain
plan or behavior. In the theory of BDI agents, plans are understood as a sequence of
actions with the goal to implement at least one intention of the agent.
BDI agents received much attention in the research community [23, 135], resulting in
the development of many BDI frameworks [24, 46, 76]. However, these frameworks
did not gain acceptance in the area of robotics. One reason might be the fact that the
implementations follow strict rules based on a multi-modal logic, which does not provide
the required usability. Furthermore, BDI agents do not support multi-agent systems without
any extensions. Nevertheless, multi-agent frameworks such as ALICA borrowed ideas from
the BDI architecture while trying to make them more applicable for practical applications.

2.1.3 Cooperation in Multi-Agent Systems
The level of cooperation in a multi-agent system is an important criterion for its
classification. There are two main notions to describe agents that cooperate with each
other:
Cooperative describes agents that follow a common goal. More precisely, they do not
have any “egoistic” goals. This is the strictest form of cooperation, which is usually
used in sports, e. g., in robotic soccer.
Collaborative denotes agents that do not necessarily follow a common goal but support
each other. In many cases, the agents form a temporary coalition to achieve a goal,
which is annulled afterwards. More rarely, agents have compatible goals leading to an
emerging behavior. For instance, companies that work on a common project typically
use collaboration as form of interaction. Here, the major goal of companies remains
the growth of their own profits. This can lead to the end of their collaboration if the
collaboration shrinks their revenue.
Furthermore, some interacting multi-agent systems do not cooperate. These can be
classified as:
Neutral interaction characterizes agents that follow their own goals without considering
the other agents in their decisions. As a result, interaction only occurs by chance,
e. g., when two independent cleaning robots perform collision avoidance.
Antagonistic behavior refers to agents that have competitive goals. Usually, this means
that only one agent is able to achieve the intended goal, e. g., in competitive games
where only one participant can win such as chess or Ludo.
These categories cannot been seen as distinct from each other. For example, robotic soccer,
where each team uses a cooperative strategy to win the game, is also antagonistic, as
both teams compete with each other to win the game. Furthermore, the same domain
can also be modeled using a different paradigm. For example, in human soccer, we can
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observe antagonistic behavior when single players try to score a goal on their own instead
of increasing the chances by passing the ball to a better positioned teammate.
This thesis examines cooperative as well as collaborative systems. Therefore, our solution
considers proposals from all agents participating in the same team. The selection
mechanism for the final value determines whether a collaborative or cooperative decision
is made.

2.1.4 Organization of Multi-Agent Systems
Cooperative or collaborative agents underlie an organizational structure, which specifies a
set of relationships, roles, or authorities. In special cases, the structure changes during
runtime, e. g., adapted to the goal [77]. Furthermore, in some systems, the organization is
rather implicit and informally represented.
As described by Carley and Gasser [33] or Sandholm et al. [148], the organizational
structure and their realization can have an important impact on the performance of the
system. Researchers agree on the fact that no general structure optimal for all situations
exists [33]. In the following, we give an overview of the most important organization
forms in multi-agent systems, which are described in full detail by Horling and Lesser [77]:
Hierarchies are organized as a tree. Agents close to the tree root have a higher priority
than agents that are more distant. Usually, this also implies different requirements for
the perspective of agents: Agents with a high priority have a more global perspective
than agents with low priority. Interaction does only appear between connected
agents and not across the arms of the tree. The main advantage of hierarchies is
their clear structure that provides an ideal basis for divide and conquer algorithms.
However, hierarchies also induce a single point of failure at the root node. Lastly, a
tree structure is rigid, which makes adaptation to new tasks challenging.
Holarchies describe agents interacting in groups that can be controlled by one or more
groups of a higher priority. This idea was inspired by the universe, which is divided
into galaxies, solar systems, planets, and moons. It is also the most common
organization of enterprises, which distinguish companies, groups, divisions, etc. The
boundaries between the holons are less strict, which allows more autonomy and
interactions across the tree.
Coalitions are formed as a temporary group of interacting agents, which makes these
groups suitable for collaborations. They usually follow one or more common goals
and disperse afterwards if no common goals exist anymore. Interactions between
groups do not usually appear. Although nesting is possible, most coalitions follow a
rather flat hierarchy.
Congregations are similar to coalitions with the difference that they are designed for a
long-term cooperation. This organizational form benefits from complementary
capabilities of the participants, as this facilitates the discovery of a valuable
composition.
Teams are formed by agents to achieve a common goal. Agents can have own (sub-) goals
that contribute to the goal the team agreed on. Within the team, many structures
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are used to interact with each other and agents can take any role that supports the
common intention. Multi-agent teams usually have an explicit representation of
shared goals, mutual beliefs, or common plans.
Societies unite agents without a common goal. Instead, each agent follows their own
goal and is guided by rules, norms, or laws that can achieve emerging behavior and
limit the actions of the agents.
Marketplaces create a producer-consumer system, where some agents sell shared
resources, tasks, services, or goods, which can be requested by buying agents. Hence,
markets usually form a competitive environment. Additionally, sometimes agents
with a dedicated role called auctioneer might guide the bidding process.
Federations group agents with common characteristics together. One distinct mediator
or broker guides each group and interacts with others. Hence, federations provide
autonomy under a central government. The unique characteristic of federations
is the mediator, who is in charge of the communication and therefore uses status
information, task requests, and capability descriptions to interact with other groups.
This is particularly helpful for heterogeneous groups of agents.
Matrix organizations have several supervisors that are able to delegate, guide, or apply
pressure. Hence, agents need enough autonomy to deal with possibly conflicting
instructions.
Compounds describe the overlapping of different organization systems, e. g., when the
form changes with respect to the currently executed task.
The decision process presented in this thesis is mainly designed for organizations with tight
cooperation and flat hierarchies such as teams, federations, matrices, marketplaces, and
congregations. However, we also introduce scopes that support the usage in hierarchies,
holarchies, or compounds. The usage in societies is possible but not our targeted
application, as no common decisions are required.

2.2 Data Distribution
The key ingredient for a multi-agent decision process is the distribution of data to realize
communication. Therefore, our solution includes a middleware that facilitates and
automates the data dissemination. This allows the decision process to abstract information
from socket-based data exchange. In the following sections, we present the most important
data distribution paradigms most modern communication middlewares rely on. Thereby,
we conclude each section with a short analysis of their impact on the robotic domain and
assess their appropriateness for our approach.

2.2.1 Message Passing
Message passing is a simple data distribution paradigm. It is mostly realized using a
publish-subscribe pattern, which describes a producer-consumer relationship. Here, the
middleware allows to instantiate a publisher or a subscriber object, which provides the
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functionalities to transmit or receive messages, respectively. The message type and topic,
which are specified at the application layer, identify message offers and subscriptions. This
setting allows a 1 : n relation between publisher and subscriber, i. e., n subscribers can
receive messages from one single publisher.
It is common to specify a callback function for the message reception, which is called when
a transmission has been received. These callbacks are often realized by a thread pool that
allows assigning an idle thread to process an incoming message. In case all threads are
busy when a message arrives, the message is stored temporarily in a message buffer until a
thread becomes available. In case this buffer reaches its memory resource limit, messages
have to be discarded or the “publish function call” needs to wait until new memory space
is available. Therefore, such a callback mechanism fosters an asynchronous processing of
communication events, similar to interrupt service routines.
The message broker is the core of almost all modern message passing middlewares. Its
main function is to establish and maintain connections between publishers and subscribers.
In particular, this includes the message transport from the subscriber to the publisher.
Depending on the used middleware product, the message broker provides functionality
for routing, service discovery, prioritization, or other quality of service features, e. g.,
time-based filtering for fast producers and slow consumers. Another important task of the
message broker is encryption if a security service is present.

Publisher

Publisher
Queue

Subscriber A

Subscriber B

Callback

Callback

Subscriber
Queue

Subscriber
Queue

Deserialize

Deserialize

Serialize

Message Broker
Figure 2.2: Message passing example with one publisher and two subscribers.

The ability to marshal messages for transmissions is another important feature of many
message passing middlewares. Therefore, these middlewares provide an – ideally platformindependent – interface definition language (IDL). Such a language allows the developer
to specify the relevant messages for the application. Afterwards, the message definitions
are transformed into source code using an IDL compiler [117], which supplies serialization
and deserialization methods [15]. An example of how a middleware can realize message
passing is shown in Figure 2.2.
Summarized, the simplicity and loose coupling between message producer and consumer
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are the advantages of message passing programming models. Due to the model
transformation that is performed by the IDL compiler, it is easy to integrate platform
independence by adding platform-specific code generation templates. The major
disadvantage of message passing is its low level of abstraction. Hence, it provides a
low application development support. Nevertheless, in robotic applications, message
passing is currently the most popular programming model (cf. [134]), as its simplicity
seems to outweigh the disadvantages. Note that our solution uses message passing as base
technology. However, messages do not carry any semantic meaning of their information.
In particular, they do not have a clear distinction between a value proposal and the final
decision.

2.2.2 Remote Procedure Calls
Remote procedure calls (RPC) realize inter-process communication with distribution
transparency for function calls. Hence, the developer can call a function at a remote server
instance as if it was locally available. RPCs follow the client-server model [168, p. 42-55]
and are usually implemented with the following procedure:
1. The client possesses a function stub with the same signature as the function that has
to be called.
2. In case of a function invocation on the client, it sends a request to a known server,
including the name of the called function and the serialized function parameters.
3. The server invokes its local function implementation with the deserialized parameters
of the request.
4. When the execution is completed, the server serializes the return values and sends
them back to the client.
5. After receiving the response from the server, the client deserializes the return value
and delivers them to the function stub.
To generate the function stub, the middleware uses the interface definition encoded in an
IDL [117]. In contrast to message passing (cf. Section 2.2.1), the IDL includes the relevant
data types of the parameters, return values, and function signatures. In some frameworks,
such as the Common Object Request Broker Architecture (CORBA) [117], the IDL can provide
the complete object structure to provide transparency for an object-oriented programming
model.
An interesting topic in the context of RPC middleware products is their error handling
when network packets are lost or duplicated. Therefore, each RPC underlies one of the
following error semantics:
Maybe does not provide any error handling. Hence, the developer cannot know whether
the function is invoked or not, or if it is invoked multiple times. Maybe is the typical
error semantic of vanilla UDP calls.
At-least-once remote procedure calls are executed at least once, even if packet loss occurs.
For example in cases of packet duplication, it is possible that a single function call
causes more than one method invocation. This error semantic is usually acceptable
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for idempotent function calls where multiple executions do not cause side effects but
provide the same result, e. g., for stateless services.

At-most-once guarantees that the function is not executed more than once. When packet
loss occurs, e. g., due to broken servers, it is possible that the function cannot be
invoked. This error semantic is of particular interest for information transmitted
continuously. Here, many applications do not require a retransmission of outdated
data.
Exactly-once ensures exactly one method invocation no matter which type of error occurs.
Although this is the most desirable error semantic, it is generally not realizable
considering all possible error types.
Note that these error semantics can be assigned to the delivery mechanism in asynchronous
message passing middlewares. Due to the extensive use of an IDL for RPCs, this paradigm
provides more development support and a higher level of abstraction than message passing.
Modern middlewares provide extensive support for directory and naming services as well
as security layers, life-cycle control, and support for concurrency [117]. In the field of
robotics, most interactions are executed asynchronously and unidirectional. Thus, RPCs
are only rarely used in the field of robotics although being part of the widely used Robot
Operating System (ROS) [134]. For our decision process, we consider RPCs as inadequate,
since a request-response semantic seems too inflexible for the needs of an adaptable
communication protocol.

2.2.3 Distributed Shared Memory
Distributed shared memory (DSM) is derived from the common memory of computer
clusters. It allows processes that are distributed over the network to access the same
memory, e. g., by declaring, deleting, reading, or writing variable values. To realize this
pattern, two approaches exist: First, DSM can use a central component that is managing
the memory by granting read or write access. Second, the data can be replicated in
the network to provide fault tolerance. Replication induces the problem of achieving
proper consistency guarantees. A more detailed discussion of replication can be found in
Section 2.3.
In order to access the DSM, processes requires a memory manager that provides access
methods for reading and writing. Furthermore, the memory manager locates the requested
data in the network and hides the communication protocol for data access, i. e., when a
process writes or reads data that is physically located on a remote computer, the memory
manager queries this data via the network and sends, respectively, a write request to the
host. In this context, some implementations provide caching functionality to allow a more
efficient data access. However, caching can be seen as some form of replication, which can
again cause consistency problems [100].
The goal of most DSM systems is to extend the locally available memory to a large virtual
memory space. Hence, the major advantage of today’s implementations is their scalability.
Furthermore, the implicit distribution can be handled easily by the developer, who does not
need send or receive primitives. As already mentioned, the major disadvantages are the
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provided consistency properties and the problems with concurrent access. Furthermore,
the access to remote data induces higher delays than local data.
In multi-robot systems, DSM is a rarely used approach. In our opinion, this is because
hardly any implementations focusing on the robotics domain are available. Therefore,
many developers of multi-robot systems do not seem to be used to the DSM paradigm.
Nevertheless, we claim that DSM can provide the simplicity that is requested by the
developers, caused by the implicit data distribution. The solution presented later in this
thesis explicitly addresses the drawbacks of DSM in robotic systems, especially considering
unreliable communication and concurrency issues.

2.2.4 Data-Centric Dissemination
Middlewares with data-centric dissemination use an orthogonal communication concept
than the ones presented before. Instead of sending messages via specified communication
channels, data-centric approaches usually manage data within a distributed shared memory
based on the contained parameters [126]. Briefly, a sender transmits its data into some
kind of “middleware cloud”, which allows all participants manipulation or withdrawal.
Besides an identifier and type, the parameters mostly describe quality of service features
such as validity time, rate of publication, rate of subscription, or reliability. On the one
hand, this allows the infrastructure to be aware of these parameters and use them to
improve routing, error handling, or other network features. On the other hand, the
middleware can use parameters to invalidate, cache, or filter the data. Altogether, datacentric approaches allow the middleware to be smarter concerning its data handling.
The most popular standard for data-centric middlewares is the Data Distribution
Service (DDS) [125], which has, among others, been implemented by OpenSplice DDS [150]
coined by PrismTech1 . This implementation uses a publish-subscribe architecture to address
data in a shared memory. This shows that data-centric dissemination can be combined
with other communication paradigms.
Although data-centric communication was adopted in 2004, only a few suitable standards
exist besides DDS. However, recent research efforts are making progress in this
direction [12]. In particular, the ROS community is currently pushing a DDS-based ROS
implementation [143]. Our solution can be seen as a data-centric negotiation middleware
using a shared memory view to address decision data.

2.3 Replication
The concept of replication describes the approach of distributing data copies on different
machines in the network. Generally, this approach has two major advantages: First, it
increases the reliability of data. For example, if one copy vanishes from the network, e. g.,
due to a server crash, it can easily be replaced by one of the others. Furthermore, it is
easier to detect corrupted data and provide fault tolerance. Second, replication is used to
1 http://www.prismtech.com/dds-community
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improve the performance of data access. For example, when many clients try to access
replicated data, their requests can be distributed to one of the copies.
For the usage of replication in multi-robot scenarios, the two advantages manifest slightly
differently. On the one hand, the increased reliability of data leads to an increased
availability. This is particularly interesting when considering agents that might break down
or leave the communication range. On the other hand, replicating the data to all available
robots leads to local accessibility. Hence, robot requests are not influenced by the delay of
the present network. Since we identified availability and efficiency as key requirements
requirements for multi-agent decision processes, replication forms the base technology for
our solution.
The advantages also include two disadvantages that have to be addressed: First, the data
copies need to be kept up to date if changes occur, and second, agreement on certain
values has to be ensured. The following sections describe these issues in detail.

2.3.1 Consistency
The main issue with replication in distributed systems is consistency of data copies. In this
work, we define consistency according to Tanenbaum and Steen[168, p. 291]:
“Informally, this means that when one copy is updated, we need to ensure that
other copies are updated as well; otherwise the replicas will no longer be the
same.”
The “level of consistency” provided by a distributed system is classified by a consistency
model, which is a contract between the processes and data store. This contract describes in
which order processes read – mostly concurrently – write operations of others. Therefore,
each application requires a definition regarding which behavior is acceptable for concurrent
writes. The most relevant consistency models are:
Strict Consistency is the strongest consistency model, ensuring that every read operation
returns the result of the most recent write operation. Hence, write operations have
instantaneous effect on the complete data store. For the distributed case, strict
consistency cannot be achieved, as global time would be required to determine the
most current write operation.
Sequential Consistency ensures that all processes recognize the read and write operations
in the same sequential order. This means that interleaving between concurrent
operations is allowed as long as the interleaving follows the same order at all
processes. As a consequence, sequential consistency does not allow to determine the
most recent write operation.
Causal Consistency requires causally related write operations to be read by all processes
in the same order. In contrast, the order of concurrent write operations might differ
on remote machines. In this context, event A has a causal relation to event B if
event A caused or influenced event B, otherwise both events are called concurrent.
FIFO Consistency or PRAM Consistency ensures that all write operations of a single
process are read in the same order by all other processes. However, concurrent write
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operations may be seen in a different order by different processes. This allows shared
memory applications to apply write operations of all processes to the memory in
parallel. Hence, write operations of a process do not need to be stalled until other
processes have finished their operations.
Weak Consistency holds if synchronization variables that can be used to ensure
consistency for critical sections exist. Three properties hold for synchronization
variables: First, synchronization variables must at least be sequentially consistent.
Second, access to synchronization variables is only granted if all other write
operations have been completed. Third, access to the data store is only possible if no
operations on synchronization variables are pending [50].
Eventual Consistency aims for data stores where concurrent value updates are rather rare,
and consistency violations can either be resolved or tolerated. Eventual consistency
does not give a guarantee that replicas are consistent at any point in time. Instead,
the underlying protocol of the system tries to converge to a state where replicas are
consistent and when no updates take place.
Distributed system developers appreciate strong consistency guarantees. However, this
usually comes with the price of a higher communication overhead and makes transactions
slower. Recent research concluded from these facts that the consistency model should be
chosen with respect to the given problem setting [170].
We further want to highlight the importance of the term causality. In the environment of
distributed decision-making, a decision might causally depend on other decisions, e. g.,
when an autonomous car decides to cross an intersection, other cars should consider this
decision in their own plans. For those cases, we have to ensure that the “trace of causally
dependent decisions” can be considered by the decision process. The only exceptions to
this rule apply when the system can tolerate or resolve inconsistencies.
The knowledge base for causally dependent decisions does not necessarily require causal
consistency for its entire data. In Section 12.4, we show how to realize this use case with
PROViDE. Aside from that, the decision process presented in this thesis supports eventual
consistency, as other models imply that the guarantees hold for operations on multiple
variables. If we relax the latter condition and regard variables as independent memory
instances, our middleware solution provides FIFO consistency.

2.3.2 Consensus
In computer science, the term consensus has been essentially coined by the research on
fault-tolerant systems. Thus, consensus is a valuable technology for distributed decisions
in the presence of replication. In this work, we define a consensus problem as follows:
In the consensus problem, “each process has an initial value and all correct
processes must agree on a single value” [86, p. 513]
This definition does not imply that all robots (processes) consider the chosen value as the
best solution. However, they agree to support this value and to ignore their “doubts”. To
this end, our definition conforms to consensus in sociology [25].
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According to this definition, a solution for the consensus problem has to achieve three safety
requirements [88]: First, the chosen value has to be one of the proposals (non-triviality).
Second, a value can only be chosen once (stability), which implies that a process cannot
change its value selection after it has been chosen. Third, all processes chose the same
value (consistency). Note that here the term consistency does not refer to the consistency of
replicated data but to the choice of different processes.
The safety properties ensure that only correct values can be chosen. In particular, this
avoids arbitrary or unpredictable behavior among the processes. Applied to robot decision
processes, this means that no uncoordinated behavior is tolerated. However, a further
requirement is called the liveness property, which guarantees that the robots can act
productively together: If a value has been proposed, then it will eventually be chosen.
Most consensus algorithms also make assumptions on the considered possible faults. Most
notably, usually no byzantine faults are considered, which refers to agents that are still
communicating and transmitting correct messages that deliberately try to sabotage the
interaction [93]. Furthermore, agents are assumed to be able to fail, disappear, restart,
operate asynchronously, and have arbitrary speeds. Moreover, the message transmissions
can take arbitrarily long and result in duplicated or lost packets. Nevertheless, messages
cannot be corrupted.
Solutions for solving the consensus problem usually involve four types of agents: clients,
learners, acceptors, and proposers [90]. Depending on the implementation, one agent can
perform multiple of these roles or even all together. When clients intend to propose a
new value to eventually achieve consensus on, they transmit an according message to one
of the proposers. The proposer tries to distribute the value among all acceptors. Once
consensus has been established among all acceptors, a learner can eventually learn this
value and deliver an according information to a requesting client.
Fischer, Lynch, and Paterson [57] proved that it is impossible to reach consensus in an
asynchronous distributed system if only a single process is faulty. The key reason for
the so-called FLP impossibility is the fact that it is not possible to distinguish between
a very slow process or communication link and a crashed process. More precisely, the
authors prove the existence of a critical step, which is the decision for a consensus value.
This critical step can be performed by either a single or multiple independent proposer
processes. If multiple processes decide independently for a consensus value, the decisions
can occur with arbitrary permutations, which prohibits a well-defined transition. Hence,
one proposer could declare consensus on a certain value, while another one does not.
In case only a single proposer performs the critical step, it is still not possible to decide
whether a response to the client is only slow or the proposer crashed. For the same reasons,
no other process can take over the work of this distinguished proposer. As a result, it may
happen that other processes such as the client wait forever.
Many robotic frameworks do not tackle the consensus problem explicitly. Instead, they
simply assume synchronous communication links among the agents realized with some
timeout. As this timeout is essential to detect broken robots and communication links, our
approach is addressing this issue explicitly, see Section 7.3.3 for details.
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2.3.3 State Machine Replication
Most distributed systems use replication with the goal to ensure availability in the presence
of faulty processes [34, 79, 165]. Here, a faulty process can be replaced by an operative
replicate, which is created through state machine replication. Thereby, the algorithm
ensures consensus on one state of a finite-state machine, which usually receives inputs
and produces outputs. Hence, almost all programs can be represented as a state machine.
Moreover, most behavior modeling frameworks for autonomous robots are realized as
state machines.
State machine replication allows for building highly reliable state machines. Here, all
servers have the same state machine implementation and a log of all past commands is
replicated. Whenever consensus on a new value in the log has been established, it can
be applied to the state machine. As this ensures that all state machines receive the same
commands in the same order, the state machines have the same state and will produce
the same outputs. Thus, in case of a crash, the remaining servers can continue to provide
service. Figure 2.3 depicts state machine replication for three servers.

Clients
Command

Jmp

Server 1

Server 2

Server 3

State Machine

State Machine

State Machine

Log

Log

Log

X=0

inc

Jmp

X=0

inc

Jmp

X=0

inc

Replication

Figure 2.3: Example of state machine replication with three servers.

Despite its theoretical capabilities to coordinate multi-agent systems (cf. Chapter 3), state
machine replication is only rarely used in the robotics domain. The main reason is the
overhead of replicating the log, which is not necessary for most applications. Instead, it
suffices to distribute the current states of all robots. In other cases, a central coordinator
is elected to ensure coherent decisions [159]. However, both methods can be adapted
to the given problem setting, resulting in a more efficient implementation with less
communication overhead.
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2.3.4 Coherent Decisions
Practical robotic applications do rarely require the safety or liveness properties guaranteed
by consensus algorithms. Instead, they can rely on coherent decisions and still achieve
emergent and coordinated behavior. A common definition for coherence in computer
science is originated from the field of parallel computing. Here, cache or memory coherence
is given if the read operation of CPU A always returns the value written by CPU B and
whenever the operation on CPU B is the most recent write operation [168, p. 17].
Since this thesis concerns decision processes of multi-robot systems, we conceive coherence
from a more general perspective. We call two decision values x and y coherent if
the resulting behavior during execution leads to the same result. As robots act in a
continuous world, there is no general measure for “same result”. More formally, we
assume a world of an acting robot that depends on a vector of continuous states ~s.
These states describe positions of all relevant objects and their dynamics. The decision
values
x and y are coherent if the Mahalanobis distance (defined as DM (s~x , s~y , S) =
p
(s~x − s~y )S −1 (s~x − s~y )) of the world state vectors s~x and s~y is lower than some threshold
δc with δc > 0. Here, s~x and s~y describe the world after following decision x and y,
respectively.. As the dimensions within the state vector are generally neither independent
nor have equal importance, the covariance matrix S characterizes the distance measure.
According to this definition, the simplest example of coherence is equality, as the
Mahalanobis distance of equal vectors is always equal to zero.
A more complex example appears in standard situations of the RoboCup MSL. Here, a
common strategy foresees that three robots of a team try to cover their opponents to
prevent them from receiving a pass. Therefore, each robot is assigned to a position that
is nearby an opposing robot and within the line of sight to the ball. When the robots
decide for such a covering strategy, we can achieve coherence if the three most important
positions are covered. It is important to ensure that no more than one robot tries to cover
each distinct position. Otherwise, one opposing robot will be uncovered, which would
encourage the opponents to pass the ball to this uncovered robot. Hence, the consequent
situation after the decision has been executed is completely different, resulting in a big
value of δc . To decide for coherent covering of positions, we at least require agreement
on the assignment of robots to the opponents they are meant to cover. However, slight
deviations of the cover positions based on the unequal knowledge bases of the robots will
still result in almost the same game situation.
In this example, a less strict decision policy can be used in favor of enabling the robots to
adapt faster to the movement of their opponents: If the decision process would be based
on consensus, the adaptation to a movement of an opponent would require restarting the
complete decision process for every position change. In contrast, our approach allows the
robots to adapt their positions independently without the use of communication, which
allows faster decision changes and less bandwidth usage.

3 ALICA
Modeling cooperative behavior for autonomous teams of robots is a challenging and
complex task. In particular, the robots need sophisticated mechanisms to synchronize their
actions, assign tasks, and resolve conflicts considering the requirements of the targeted
environment. For example, in the RoboCup MSL, agents have to act in a very dynamic
environment. At the same time, the robots have to consider that network errors can cause
packet loss and delay. Such environments require a framework that supports developers
by fostering modular and maintainable software.
Since 2008, the research department “Distributed Systems” of the University of Kassel
has been developing the ALICA (A Language for Cooperative Interactive Agents) [157,
159–161] framework, which provides a formally defined language to specify multiagent behavior. Thereby, it considers dynamic environments and imperfect network
communication. As our multi-robot decision process is embedded in ALICA, we describe
ALICA in the next sections in detail. We first explain the syntax and semantics of ALICA.
Afterwards, we describe the first-order language components of ALICA, on wich our
decision process relies. Finally, we give an overview of the conflict resolution mechanisms
that are implemented in ALICA.

3.1 Syntax
In this section, we describe the syntax of ALICA programs, which form a set of instructions
that are executed on each agent participating in the team. Such a program contains basic
single-agent action elements called behaviors, as described in Section 3.1.1. In order to
describe sequences of behavior selections and robot tasks, behaviors are arranged in a
higher-level concept called plan, see Section 3.1.2. A further concept of ALICA aims for the
synchronization of actions when transitioning between behaviors, which is described in
Section 3.1.3. Furthermore, a role is assigned to each agent that specifies its adequateness
for the execution of tasks. A more detailed description of the role concept can be found
in Section 3.1.4. Another language element advances ALICA to a first-order language by
parameterizing plans with variables that are used as a further coordination mechanism
and are described in Section 3.1.5.

3.1.1 Behaviors
As mentioned before, the atomic activities of ALICA agents are called behaviors. In
practical cases, behaviors are usually realized as control loops that move an agent from
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one place to another, grasp something in their environment, explore an unknown area, or
the like. As behaviors need an interface that allows controlling the actuators of the agent,
they are usually implemented in a high-level programming language such as C# or C++.
Furthermore, behavior iterations are triggered by a user-defined event, e. g., when new
sensor data is available or after a certain time period. Despite this triggering mechanism,
ALICA does not regulate the internal structure of behaviors, which allows the developer
to implement arbitrary control structures, e. g., a path-planning algorithm for obstacle
avoidance.
In order to restrict the execution of reasonable behavior actions, ALICA allows for specifying
pre- and runtime conditions. The precondition has to hold before a behavior is allowed to
be executed. Hence, it specifies the initial valid world state required by the behavior,
e. g., a robot can only grasp something if no other object occupies its actuator. In
contrast, a runtime condition has to hold during the complete execution of the behavior,
e. g., an autonomous car should not pass a crossing if no collision-free trajectory exists.
Furthermore, a behavior can be configured with a postcondition, which describes the
change in the agent’s environment performed by the behavior. The main intention of these
three conditions is the possibility to apply planning algorithms on a set of behaviors with a
description of the final world state. Classical algorithms such as STRIPS planners [56] are
capable of solving this problem class.
In order to address execution failures, ALICA behaviors have a termination state. It
identifies whether the behaviors have been executed successfully or a failure occurred.
In this context, failures are present if the implemented controller is not able to reach the
control goal within the given constraints. This can for example allow a ball interception
behavior in robotic soccer to signalize that a robot will not be able to catch the ball.

3.1.2 Plans
ALICA plans are a generalization of behaviors, which form a composition of single-agent
actions to multi-agent finite-state machines. Each state machine represents one task that is
executed by one or more agents, describes behavior sequences, and points to the initial
state. Hence, a plan is a collection of state machines, which aim for common goals and are
logically related to each other. Considering a standard situation in robotic soccer, a plan
could include one task for a pass executor, one task for the pass receiver, and one task for
two defending robots.
The directed edges connecting ALICA states are called transitions. Transitions contain a
condition that changes the state of an agent from the origin state to the destination state.
States can have more than one outgoing transition. Generally, the transitioning behavior is
undefined if more than one outgoing transition becomes true simultaneously. However,
this can be avoided by adding a conjunction to each condition with the complement of all
other conditions that belong to the same state.
A plan state can host one or more ALICA plan elements such as behaviors or other
plans. As a consequence, a hierarchical structure of plans can be implemented forming a
special case of hierarchical task networks (HTN), which is a research matter of planning
algorithms [112]. The basic advantage of such behavior descriptions is the decomposition
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of the team behavior into small pieces. This leads to a better maintainability of the program
and breaks down the complexity.
As plans are a generalization of behaviors, they inherit the concept of success and failure
states. These states are modeled as terminal states of each state machine. Additionally,
plans also inherit the notion of pre-, runtime, and postconditions.
Another component of a plan is a utility function, which computes the utility of a plan for
a given assignment of robots to tasks in the currently known situation. A more detailed
discussion on the task assignment can be found in Section 3.2.3.
Besides the task assignment, the utility function is used to select the best plan for a given
situation from a set of possible plans. In ALICA, such a set of plans is called plantype. In
practical cases, plantypes group plans that achieve the same goal or compatible goals. For
example, in robotic soccer, different implementations of free kick plans could be grouped
to a plantype. Here, the different plans could vary in their aggressiveness. In this case,
the utility function determines the most promising plan during runtime. These could
consider the opponents’ maximum velocity to determine which strategy gains the most
space towards the opposing goal.
An example of an ALICA program for agents that act in an emergency response scenario is
shown in Figure 3.1. Note that each ALICA program is characterized by a single master
plan, which represents the root node of the plan tree.
Root
Z0

Default Task

Root Plantype

Construct Homebase
Support

Rescue

Rescue Victims

Z1

Z3

Search Victims

Drive Home

Z2

Z4

Rescue

Unload

Pick up Victims

Z5
Explore

Rescue

Z6
Rescue

Support

Z7
Transport to Base

Figure 3.1: Example ALICA plan hierarchy for an extraterrestrial exploration mission composed of
behaviors (orange), tasks (green), plans, and plantypes (blue).
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3.1.3 Synchronizations
In general, ALICA provides loose synchronization for agents that transition from one state
into another in order to reduce the required amount of communication. This limits not only
the required amount of bandwidth, but also increases the tolerance towards network errors.
However, in some scenarios this might not suffice to guarantee the successful execution of
a cooperative plan. For example, consider two robots in an emergency response scenario
that try to lift a stretcher simultaneously to carry a disaster victim safely to a rescue area.
In the presence of network errors, such robots need a tight coupling of their actions to
ensure that the lift operation is not executed asynchronously, which could cause the victim
to fall off the stretcher. Hence, ALICA provides a language element called synchronization,
which ensures that two robots perform a state transition simultaneously. An example plan
for two robots solving a lifting task synchronously is depicted in Figure 3.2.
Lift Stretcher
LiftFront

Z1

Z3

Grasp Front Handle

Lift

S
LiftBack

Z2

Z4

Grasp Back Handle

Lift

Figure 3.2: ALICA plan for two robots to synchronously lift a stretcher.

Synchronizations ensure that all involved agents, waiting in a certain set of states, execute
the outgoing transition at the same time. Vice versa, either all agents perform the state
transition or none of them. This mechanism follows the idea of joint intentions [99]. To
this end, synchronizations are a form of a cooperative decision. Therefore, the realization
of synchronizations can be implemented by our solution, as presented in Part II of this
thesis.

3.1.4 Roles
As mentioned in the section before, tasks describe a specific part of a plan that implements
a certain sub-goal of one or more agents. Furthermore, the task assignment is determined
by a utility function. This mechanism allows to model arbitrary assignments of agents to
tasks. However, the development of proper utility functions is a difficult task, which ALICA
tries to simplify with the concept of roles. ALICA assigns one or more roles to each agent
and these roles are determined based on the capabilities of the agents. Additionally, each
task includes preferences, which enforce certain roles to execute the task or reject the task
execution.
In many applications, this mechanism is sufficient to determine an adequate task
assignment. For example, in robotic soccer, offensive robots need to move over longer
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distances, while defensive robots travel less in the field. As a consequence, it is preferable
to use fast robots as attackers and slow robots as defenders. Of course, these preferences
should not prevent defending robots from attacking an opponent if they are in a good
position to do so. Therefore, the preferences are modeled as part of the utility function
and can be overwritten by problem-specific conditions such as the distance to an attacking
opponent. The resulting three-tier architecture to assign a task to a robot is shown in
Figure 3.3.
Agent

Role Assignment

Role

Task Allocation

Task

Figure 3.3: Three-tier task assignment architecture of ALICA.

ALICA does not require a specific role allocation algorithm. Nevertheless, the algorithm
should rely on the capabilities of the agents instead of dynamic components of the
environments. As a result, roles are expected to change only rarely, as the capabilities
of the robots should only change rarely as well. This could be the case if a self-healing
and monitoring framework such as RoSHA [83] detects a malfunction of one of the
robot devices, e. g., the kick mechanism. In contrast, task allocations can change quickly
according to the environment state, e. g., the robot closest to the ball. Hence, ALICA does
not provide any conflict resolution mechanisms for the role assignment. However, role
changes require a sophisticated team decision process like the one presented in this work
in order to eventually achieve consistent role changes.

3.1.5 Plan Variables
The ALICA elements described so far are restricted to certain behaviors, i. e., behaviors
execute the same actions in order to achieve a particular goal. We could only overcome this
problem by exploiting the fact that behaviors are implemented in a high-level programming
language, which allows internal states. For many scenarios, this can lead to complex
behavior implementations or a state explosion problem [38], e. g., if a robot needs to
navigate to three different points in a given world coordinate system, we have to develop
three different specialized behaviors. However, all three behaviors host the same algorithm
and controller to reach their goal. This leads to much code duplication and diminishes the
maintainability. Furthermore, there would be no explicit method to coordinate these points
with other robots, e. g., to ensure that each point is only reached once. Therefore, ALICA
allows to parameterize plans and behaviors with variables. This lifts the propositional form
of ALICA (also called pALICA) to a first-order language.
In practical scenarios, variables mostly describe the goal that a behavior or plan should
achieve such as a target movement position, an object to be grasped, or a region to explore.
This allows to divide the computation of agent goals from the algorithm to reach them. As
a result, fewer behaviors are necessary to solve similar problems.
In the original version of ALICA, the variable values are determined by collecting the
constraints and optimization functions from all active conditions in the plan tree, i. e.,
runtime, pre-, postconditions, and transitions can contribute conditions called constraints
for the value determination. These are composed to a constraint optimization problem,
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which can be computed by a distributed solver (see Section 3.4 and Section 3.5 for more
details). Figure 3.4 shows how a plan for searching and rescuing a disaster victim could be
realized using variables. The major advantage of this example is the fact that more than
one robot could execute the Search and Rescue task, as long as a decision mechanism is
present ensuring that at most one robot tries to rescue a single victim.
Search and Rescue
Search and Rescue

Z1
Search Victim

Victim(x)

Z2
Rescue(x)

Figure 3.4: Plan for the search and rescue of disaster victims using plan variables.

ALICA supports two types of variables: Plan variables and agent variables. As a major
difference, the number of plan variables is statically defined by the plan. For instance, if
we assume that x in the plan of Figure 3.4 is a plan variable, the behavior Rescue does
provide the same value for x to all agents executing it. More precisely, if two robots are in
the state Z2 , both help to rescue the same victim. In contrast, x can be defined as an agent
variable for all agents executing the task Search and Rescue. This allows to assign one
disaster victim as a goal to each of these agents. Hence, the number of values depends on
the number of agents in Z2 , which is dynamically computed during runtime. Nevertheless,
the active constraints have to hold for all values of x delivered to Rescue.
Variables play an important role for our work, as they are the manifestation of multi-agent
decisions in ALICA. Variables are not restricted to any data type, which makes them ideal
to store the data for decisions. Furthermore, ALICA variables have a unique name, which
identifies the decision issue. Moreover, they allow the usage of coordination mechanisms,
e. g., to achieve consensus on their values. Finally, variables represent the link between
the decision and its execution.

3.2 Semantics
In the following sections, we give an overview of the semantics of ALICA, which define
well-formed ALICA programs (a formal definition of well-formed plans can be found
in [157, p. 46]). One important reason to give a formal definition of the ALICA semantics
is that they enable proofs of ALICA programs for properties such as liveness and safety.
However, a formal definition is beyond the scope of this work. Instead, we focus on the
key features and principles that are relevant for robot decision processes. A complete
definition is given in [157, p. 51].

3.2.1 Principles
The semantics of ALICA underlie three fundamental principles, which aim for the ease of
use, robustness, and adaptability. Additionally these principles allow the usage of ALICA
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in new domains forming a general-purpose framework for multi-agent coordination. In
the following, we state these principles in detail:
Domain Independence ALICA focuses on the robotic domain. However, it is applicable
in almost every multi-agent domain, as it makes only few assumptions about the
environment and its representation. In particular, it is possible to apply closed or
open world assumptions as basis for decisions. As a consequence, the inference logic
to evaluate conditions or utility functions requires a domain-specific implementation
that fits to the assumptions of the world model.
Autonomy The key requirement for dealing with unreliable communication is autonomy.
ALICA performs computations and inferences redundantly on all machines that act
in the same plan to introduce fault tolerance. This allows detecting and resolving
possible conflicts. In consequence, ALICA is the ideal framework to implement team
decision processes like the one presented in this thesis. However, ALICA assumes
agents that are not communicating for a certain amount of time to be malfunctioning
and excludes them from the team. As our approach explicitly tackles large-scale
scenarios in which continuous communication is usually not present, we have to
weaken this assumption. We present the details in Chapter 9.
Locality Redundant computations for all expressions of all agents in the ALICA team
would lead to potentially unmanageable complexity. Therefore, ALICA agents exploit
the hierarchical form of the plan structure to define scopes for relevant conditions.
The plan or state, in which an agent is currently located, identifies these scopes.
Furthermore, agents track decisions of other agents that are located in the same plan
in order to realize redundant computations. In the solution presented in this thesis,
we exploit the same mechanisms to define scopes for agents to reduce the required
communication bandwidth, see Section 7.5.2 for details.

3.2.2 Agent Model
With respect to the MAPE-K cycle of Section 2.1.1, ALICA is located in the planning phase
of an agent. To provide a separation from the other computation steps, ALICA requires
a mediation language L, which evaluates conditions and infers the final commands that
are computed within behaviors and executed by the actuators. As this logic is not part of
ALICA but realized by a higher programming language such as C++ or C#, code stubs are
generated. Thus, the application developer implements these expressions externally. This
means, ALICA provides source code stubs for each condition, utility function, constraint,
and behavior. The ALICA engine automatically calls the according component when an
evaluation is necessary with respect to the current program or agent state according to the
operational ALICA rules, which are specified in [157, p. 93ff].
The configuration of an ALICA agent is specified by the tuple (B, Υ, E, R, G), with B being
the belief base, Υ the plan base, E the execution set of active behaviors, R the set of roles
an agent currently holds, and G a storage of currently valid constraints. ALICA programs
and the operational rules operate on this tuple and thereby change the configuration of
the agent.
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Belief base B defines the world model the agent currently believes in. L refers to the belief
base to describe and evaluate conditions, constraints, and utility functions. In order to
track agents and comprehend their decisions in the same scope, ALICA requires all agents
to have coherent mutual belief concerning all relevant expressions referring to B. Further
assumptions, which are beyond the scope of this work, can be found in [157, p. 55ff].
A plan base contains the current plan states and tasks of an agent. This structure is
implemented as a tree structure, which allows efficient transitions between states. The
formal definition of ALICA describes the plan base as a set of plans, tasks, and state triples,
see [157, p. 54ff] for details.

3.2.3 Task Allocation
Multi-robot task allocation (MRTA) is one of the most complex and central problems for
multi-agent coordination. The problem consists of three main components: First, a set of
tasks has to be assigned to a set of agents. Second, a set of conditions forms constraints for
the assignments, which restrict the number of possible ones, e. g., to ensure that a grasping
task is executed by a robot with a gripping device. Third, a utility function determines the
value of an assignment. For instance, in robotic soccer, a robot close to the ball should
execute an attacking task instead of a robot with a long travel distance. ALICA induces a
fourth component to the task assignment problem, as the final utility value decides which
plan within a plantype is executed.
The robotics community classifies task allocation problems according to three characteristics: The amount of tasks a robot can execute in parallel, the amount of robots that
need to execute one tasks, and the time extension of the assignment. ALICA addresses
a multi-task robot (MT) multi-robot task (MR) assignment problem with instantaneous
assignment (IA), which is strongly N P -hard [65]. Hence, an ALICA agent can execute
multiple tasks in parallel, or multiple agents can execute one task. Furthermore, the
assignment does only cover the current set of tasks and robots and does not consider future
assignments. The only exception to this rule arises when the system developer models
such predictions within the utility functions. However, ALICA does not generally consider
time-extended assignments. Encoding them by the utility function would probably result
in a violation of the soft real-time properties of ALICA.
According to the locality principle, ALICA computes the task assignment for each plan of
the plan tree separately. This reduces the problem to n single-task (ST) robot multi-robot
task problems, with n being the number of current plan tree levels. Nevertheless, the
ST-MR-IA problem is unfortunately still N P -Hard [65].
To cover a close to optimal task allocation, the assignments are computed recursively,
beginning at the root node of the plan tree. In case a plan cannot compute a valid
assignment for the given robots, ALICA propagates this error to the parent plan, which in
turn has to find a different assignment. Invalid assignments can appear if the allocation
constraints are not satisfied. This means, an assignment is invalid when too few or too
many robots need an assignment for the plan, or the plan pre- and runtime conditions do
not hold. A formal definition for valid assignments is stated in [157, p. 68f].
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3.2.4 Utility Functions
In order to address the complexity of the task assignment problem described in
Section 3.2.3, ALICA requires its utility functions U to provide a heuristic H. This heuristic
allows to estimate the maximum expected utility of partial assignments to speed up the
search for an optimal assignment. Moreover, utility functions are a weighted sum, where
each summand computes its contribution to the heuristic. Hence, the utility function U(p)
for plan p is computed as follows:


if pri < 0
−1
P
U(p) = w0 pri + 1≤i≤n wi fi if the team works on p ,
(3.1)


0
otherwise
with fi denoting the summands, wi the corresponding weights, and pri a priority summand,
which is part of the utility function by default and encodes the priority
ALICA roles to
Pfor
n
execute a certain task. ALICA requires the weights to sum up to one i=0 wi = 1 and all
summands fi to map to [0..1]. This ensures that the utility function is also limited to the
range of [0..1], except for negative
P priorities. According to this equation, the heuristic is
computed as H(p) = w0 hpri + 1≤i≤n wi hi if the priorities are not violated and where hi
denotes the heuristic for the summand i.
To perform the task allocation, ALICA uses an A∗ search, which determines the best
assignment and plan choice of plantypes. Therefore, robots are successively assigned to
tasks (expansion) according to the highest heuristic value given by H, which allows for
evaluating partial assignments. In order to result in an optimal assignment, the heuristic
needs to be admissible ∀n, U(n) ≤ H(n). In other words, H never underestimates the
utility value. However, precise estimates of the final utility value by the heuristic can speed
up the task allocation significantly. The properties of the algorithm follow the A∗ search,
as described by Hart, Nilsson, and Raphael [74].

3.2.5 Operational Rules
The operational rules of ALICA describe how a multi-agent program is processed. Formally,
each rule transforms the agent tuple vector if a certain condition holds. We distinguish
these rules into three classes: base rules, plan execution rules, and repair rules. In the
following, we give an intuitive overview of these rules.
The two base rules are required to set up the ALICA program and sense the environment.
Therefore, the initialization rule is processed when the program starts its execution. Here,
each agent initializes with an empty execution set and allocates in the initial state of the
default task in the top-level (root) plan of the plan tree with an empty constraint store. If
new information is available, the sensing rule adds the new sensor data to the belief base,
which is the base for all inference of L.
The plan execution rules specify how the plan is executed if no failures occur. ALICA
defines five execution rules:
Transition Rule: If the condition of an outgoing transition, which is not part of a
synchronization, from one of the current states of an agent holds, the agent removes
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all plans below this state from the plan base. Furthermore, the plan below the
destination state of this transition is added to the plan base of the agent. In practical
implementations, this role successively applies for all current states starting from the
root node of the plan tree.

Synchronized Transition Rule: If the transition is part of a synchronization set, the agents
transition to the next state if all agents have the mutual belief that the conditions of
all transitions in the synchronization set hold. As a consequence, either all agents
perform the state transitions or none of them. The transition process itself is defined
equally to the transition rule.
Allocation Rule: As ALICA agents have to work on a task when executing a plan, the
allocation rule is performed whenever no valid task assignment for one of the current
agent states is present. Therefore, ALICA calls the task allocation algorithm and adds
the initial state of the newly computed task for the agent to its plan base.
Behavior Success Rule: In case a behavior announces success of its actions, the behavior
success rule removes this behavior from the current execution set of the agent. Hence,
its postcondition has to hold.
Task Success Rule: Each plan can be defined with success states. If such a state is reached
by an agent, the task completion is stored in the belief base of the agent. This
particularly affects the validity of the current task assignment and thus requires
communication with other agents.
Due to the complexity of robotic systems, the dynamics of robotic environments, and the
imperfectness of robots and their software, failures can occur. ALICA handles such failures
by trying to execute a different behavior, plan, role, or task allocation. The ALICA repair
rules address these issues:
Behavior Abortion Rule: Each behavior within the current execution set of an agent can
signal a failure. In this case, the behavior is removed from the execution set and
the failure count is increased. This failure count allows for the implementation of
recovery strategies, which address the given domain and problem setting.
Behavior Repair Rules: The two behavior repair rules (redo and propagation rule)
represent the default failure handling mechanism. The behavior redo rule reinserts
failed behavior into the execution set if the failure count equals one. For failure
counts greater than one, the failure propagation rule increases the failure count of
the plan containing the failed behavior.
Plan Abortion Rule: A plan is aborted if either an agent transitions into a failure state,
the runtime condition becomes invalid, or no valid assignment is present. As a
consequence, the failed plan and all child elements are removed from the plan tree.
Plan Repair Rules: Plan failures can be repaired by restarting, replacing, or propagation
of the failure. Therefore, ALICA provides four rules: First, the top fail rule is executed
if a failure occurs in the top-level plan and resets the whole ALICA program by
applying the initialization rule. Second, the plan redo rule is executed if an agent
fails to perform a task but a valid assignment is given, which still allows fulfilling the
plan, e. g., because pre- and runtime conditions do hold. Hence, the agent restarts
the execution of the task and increases the failure count of the plan. Third, the plan
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replace rule triggers the task allocation to find a more appropriate assignment in case
the failure count equals one and the plan or one of its behaviors has been aborted.
Fourth, the propagation rule aborts the parent plan by increasing its failure count
and removes the failed plan with all child elements from the plan tree if the failure
count is two or greater.
Allocation Failure Rule: Due to the allocation failure rule, the plan is aborted and the
failure count is increased by one if no valid task assignment can be found by the
task assignment algorithm. Hence, this rule might trigger conditions leading to the
execution of the plan repair rules.
Adaptation Rule: If the utility value of a task assignment is low and an assignment with a
higher utility can be expected to be found (defined by a plan-specific measure called
similarity weight) for the current situation, the adaptation rule triggers a new task
allocation.
Role Allocation Rule: Similarly, the role allocation rule triggers a new role allocation
process if the capabilities of team members or the whole composition of the team
changes. Due to the adaptation rule and role preferences, this can result in new task
allocations for the currently executed plans.
The transition rules add the constraints associated with the condition to the constraint
store. In contrast, if task allocation or reallocation takes place, the constraint store is
updated to enclose constraints that belong to plans that are currently executed. Following
the same logic, the constraint store is cleared when the top fail or initialization rule is
called. No other rules affect the constraint store.
A formal definition of these rules can be found in [157, p. 93ff] and [157, p. 155ff]. In
the context of this work, it is important to note that the operational rules do not explicitly
address failures caused by inconsistent belief bases. However, the ALICA implementation
provides several mechanisms to handle conflicts, which are described in Section 3.6.

3.3 Team Estimation
A key ingredient to compute a valid task assignment is the estimation of the agents
cooperating in a team. This refers to all active ALICA agents within communication range.
To estimate the present agents, in ALICA, all agents broadcast their plan tree iteratively.
The basic idea is to exclude an agent from the estimated team if more consecutive messages
from this agent than expected from typical packet loss rates of the network connection get
lost. Therefore, ALICA assumes a cumulative Poisson distribution for lost packets:
p(k ≥ n) = 1 − e−λ

n−1
X
i=0

λi
,
i!

(3.2)

where λ is the mean value, k the number of packets sent within a burst of lost plan tree
messages, and k the number of consecutively lost messages. Using this equation and
a probability threshold pdown , the number of consecutive messages can be determined,
which satisfy pdown < p(k ≥ n). If this condition does not hold, the respective robot is
excluded from the team.
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In the robotic soccer domain, ALICA sends plan trees with approximately 10 Hz. To
determine p(k ≥ n), a mean burst length λ needs to be estimated. Based on empirical
evaluations under bad network conditions in RoboCup tournament situations, we
empirically determined λ = 10. Assuming pdown = 10−3 , an agent is excluded after
22 consecutively lost messages and after 2.2 s, respectively. This model does not consider
communication delay.

3.4 Constraints
ALICA does not impose strict rules on the representation of constraints. However,
constraints are defined to be expressed in L and describe restrictions to some free variables
~x. As ALICA is implemented in C++ and C#, respectively, it also delivers a standard
method to describe constraint formulas based on a modified version of the automatic
differentiation (AD) library by Shtof [154]. It allows to express nonlinear functions in
inequality equations, which can be combined with conjunctions and disjunctions. Our
approach to define multi-agent goals uses the same foundations. A more detailed definition
can be found in Section 6.4
A constraint problem in ALICA is defined by the unfolded constraints for all variables that
are queried in L. To unfold a constraint, ALICA recursively searches all active constraints
in the store, which are relevant to determine the queried variables. Hence, the resulting
problem requires the determination of free variables, which provides a dependency of some
constraints within the store, e.g., if we consider a positioning problem. Constraints can
determine n robot positions as a two-dimensional vector with the goal to place each robot
within communication range. Here, we would formulate n constraints to ensure that the
distance between the positions is less than the communication range: ∀i∀j||~xi − ~xj || < cr ,
where cr is the communication range of the agents and ~xi the free variable determining
the position of agent i. In this scenario, an agent will probably only query for its own target
position. However, to compute a solution for this problem, all constraints are relevant.
Constraints can also include a utility function, which describes the benefit provided by a
certain solution. This allows for a more precise choice among the constraint solutions.

3.5 Constraint Satisfaction Problem Solver
For each variable query, ALICA unfolds the relevant constraints to form the problem
description. This problem description is the base for a constraint satisfaction problem (CSP)
solver to determine a value for the free variables. Although the solver shipped with ALICA is
exchangeable, for implementation reasons, it needs to be able to deal with AD descriptions
for constraints.
The CSP solver of ALICA mainly relies on local searches. Therefore, it transforms the
conjunctions, disjunctions, and inequalities of the AD constraint representation into a
membership function, as known from fuzzy logic theory. This membership function returns
values greater than one for all valid solutions. In contrast, invalid variable values evaluate
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the membership function to values below zero and give an estimation of the violation of
the constraint. Based on this estimation, the solver performs gradient descent computed
by the AD library to find a local optimum in this error space.
The membership function transformation does usually not provide a convex error
landscape. Hence, local search-based approaches cannot guarantee to converge to a
valid solution. In order to increase the probability of finding a solution, the solver restarts
from different start points. The resulting approach is still incomplete but shows high
success in finding solutions for difficult problem classes quickly, as shown in [158]. Note
that the solver to compute solution proposals presented in this thesis also uses the same
techniques, see Section 6.5 for details.

3.6 Conflict Resolution
All decisions within ALICA require the presence of a coherent mutual belief base in order
to ensure consistency among agents. However, in many practical scenarios such as robotic
soccer, the environment changes dynamically, which poses problems in ensuring coherency.
To address potentially conflicting decisions, ALICA provides some mechanisms that we
analyze in the next sections. Thereby, we highlight drawbacks that we address with our
solution in Part II.

3.6.1 Transitions
Caused by the transition rule, ALICA agents change their plan state if the condition of
an outgoing transition of the current state is evaluated as true. These conditions are
expressed in L and rely on consistent belief bases. Since ALICA provides operational rules
to withdraw a transition decision, a conflicting execution of the transition rule occurs if no
mutual belief is present. Hence, it is the responsibility of the application developer to either
establish a mutual belief or describe a fault-tolerant plan. Note that triggering a transition
back to the source state of a detected conflict can be used to model fault tolerance. Here,
ALICA’s capability to establish a mutual belief concerning the current states of the agents
forms a profound basis for the implementation of such a conflict detection.
A different solution to coherent transitioning in ALICA is the usage of synchronizations.
Synchronized transitions ensure agreement before transitioning to the next state in
order to avoid conflicts in advance. However, this comes at the price of a three-way
handshake protocol, which requires n2 messages, where n is the number of agents.
Moreover, synchronizations are restricted to transitions within the same plan. Furthermore,
synchronizations do not provide any decision knowledge such as a mutual belief concerning
some world entity.
The fact that ALICA was originally designed to address cooperative teams of agents prohibits
the possibility of a single agent making a decision for other agents of the team, unless it
provides a mutual belief to achieve a common decision. This also holds for transitions
between states, which cannot be triggered by a third-party agent, except a whiteboard for
mutual belief as decision base is present. However, our decision process extends ALICA
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to additionally support collaborative settings including agents that are not controlled by
ALICA.

3.6.2 Task Allocation
Each ALICA agent computes the task allocation independently. Consequently, inconsistent
mutual beliefs can lead to conflicting task assignments among the agents. In this context,
a conflict is present if multiple agents in the same plan either rely on a different task
assignment or select a different plan within a plan type. In contrast to transitions, ALICA
iteratively checks the task assignment for consistency. Hence, if a conflict is detected, the
allocation decision can be changed to resolve the conflict. To achieve this, ALICA provides
two ingredients: a conflict detection algorithm and a conflict resolution method, which
avoids a conflict of the new assignment.
To detect conflicts, ALICA agents rely on the iteratively sent plan tree information. If
agents receive plan tree information, they will update their belief base with the received
data. During the next execution of the allocation rule, they check whether the computed
assignment is consistent with the received plantrees in the knowledge base and update
the knowledge base according to their local data. Hence, a conflicting task assignment
leads to a cycle, where the local task allocation overwrites the received plan tree data and
vice versa. If the number of such cycles exceeds a certain threshold, the agent assumes a
conflict, e. g., in robotic soccer, we regard more than two cycles as a conflict.
The conflict resolution follows the idea of a leader election among the relevant agents.
Therefore, ALICA relies on the Bully algorithm [63] to select the agent with the highest
unique identifier as a leader. ALICA appends the election messages to the proposed
task assignment, which allows immediately overwriting the local task assignment by the
winner’s proposal. A detailed description of this approach can be found in [159].
The major drawback of this election-based approach is the fact that a predefined agent
wins the election without incorporating situation knowledge. Consequently, the winning
agent might not be the one with the highest confidence. Summarized, all task allocations
have to be coherent with the allocation of the agent with the highest identifier. Thus, a
single agent with a low identifier cannot propose allocation decision to others, unless it
provides a mutual belief.

3.6.3 Variables
Assuming that no conflicts are present in the plan trees of a team of ALICA agents, all
agents infer the same CSP for a given variable query. However, the constraints incorporate
references into world entities, which again have to be a mutual belief. Here, conflicts can
develop due to two problems: The incomplete solution strategy does not find a common
solution deterministically for all agents or mutual beliefs concerning the world entities are
not present.
To avoid conflicts due to the nondeterminism of the local search solver, the server
distributes valid solutions within the network. During the computation of a solution,
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the solutions received from other agents serve as potential starting points. This method
provides two strong points: First, it incorporates a weak form of negotiation, as all agents
eventually receive the same solutions and therefore use the same start points. As a
result, the solver might behave deterministically and eventually converges to a common
solution. Second, it decreases the computational time to find a solution, as in many cases
old solutions are still valid at a later point in time. Moreover, many problems require
only small changes of old solution values to become valid. According to our definition of
Section 2.3.4, this might result in coherent decisions despite the presence of inconsistencies
in the world model. A detailed analysis on the solver properties can be found in [157, p.
207ff]
Concerning true mutual belief, the solver does not provide any support to the application.
As a consequence, especially for cases which are only rarely computed, ALICA requires a
more sophisticated and uniform solution to avoid conflicts for solver variables. We regard
such a solution as a key contribution to this thesis.

3.7 Goals of Multi-Agent Systems
For the representation of goals in multi-agent systems, we can distinguish two major
forms: explicit or implicit goal representation. Explicitly represented goals are a natural
representation form where a desired state of the agent’s environment is encoded as a
terminal state for a certain entity. For example, an explicit goal can be the target position
of an object. The goal can mostly be represented in a single object instance. In some rare
cases, the goal description can also refer to a non-physical entity such as a mental state. A
typical example for non-physical goals occurs in games where the agent has the overall
goal to win the game, which might not necessarily correspond to a single final situation,
e. g., the winning team of a soccer game needs to have a higher score than the other team
at the end of the game.
On the one hand, the memory efficiency of explicit goals is their major advantage, as it
allows them to exchange and negotiate with other robots. On the other hand, explicit
goals do not encode any information about how the team can reach their goal. Therefore,
a single goal can be too abstract to achieve a tight cooperation among agents, e. g., when
considering the goal to win a soccer game. To tackle this issue, sub-goals can be introduced,
which allows a simpler inference of the next steps the agent will take. For example, a soccer
robot can have the goal to pass to a certain point on the field, which allows other agents
to predict the next actions and adjust accordingly. In some sense, this makes sub-goals to a
part of the solution.
Implicit goals cannot be encoded within a single variable. They are usually used when
agents execute a fixed plan, such as an ALICA plan. Such a plan or state machine describes
a set of actions, which implicitly encode goals to manipulate the environment or a nonphysical state. Thus, the description allows to directly infer the future actions of an agent,
which is particularly useful for tight cooperative coupling such as driving in a formation
or as a convoy. However, to the goal of an agent can only be inferred by predicting the
environmental state until the last action is executed. In some cases, this is not even
possible, e. g., when uncertainties are involved. This makes the support in long-term tasks
difficult for other agents.
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A further disadvantage of implicit goals is the difficulty of their negotiation between
agents. In practical cases, this is usually realized by communicating the plan of the
agents and negotiating the described actions or the whole plan. Approaches such as
ALICA assume that all relevant plans are distributed at deployment time. Here, it is
sufficient to exchange unique identifiers to implement a negotiation algorithm. However,
for dynamically generated plans, ALICA provides plan serialization to enable network
transmissions. Note, dynamically generated plans usually appear in planning algorithms,
which are also in the focus of ALICA [149].

3.8 Summary
This chapter describes the multi-agent language ALICA, which provides a basis to describe
and execute the behavior for teams of robots in various domains such as robotic soccer,
autonomous car driving, or lunatic exploration missions. In particular, we highlighted
the need for a unified decision process that allows for coherent decision making in
ALICA. This would enable ALICA programs to realize not only cooperative but also
collaborative behavior while reducing the possibility of conflicts due to inconsistent belief
bases. Additionally, our decision process requires an execution layer, which allows to
perform actions to implement a common decision. As ALICA already provides robustness
against network delay and packet loss, it forms an ideal basis technology for our decision
process.

4 Related Work
The main contribution of this work is a middleware-supported decision process suitable
for small teams of autonomous mobile robots. Generally, we could not identify a single
framework supporting all requirements for the targeted applications. However, several
research areas and projects provided valuable contributions. The most relevant areas of
research are agent decision processes, robot middleware frameworks, object and tuple
spaces, and consensus algorithms. In this chapter, we will highlight the most important
related work and identify their major drawbacks. As baseline, we rely on the requirements
that we identified in Section 1.4.

4.1 Multi-Agent Decision Processes
Most multi-agent coordination frameworks rely on an implicit decision process, i. e.,
without any specified rules addressing the resolution of proposal conflicts. However, there
are some theories and frameworks that provide an explicit description of how agents make
common decisions. The most notable approaches are described in the following sections.

4.1.1 Multi-Agent Markov Decision Processes
The most common model of multi-agent decision processes in the reinforcement learning
research community is the multi-agent Markov decision process (MMPD). Here, the
agents behave as an ideal team, i. e., they do not follow individual motivations and act
together towards a common goal. From the perspective of reinforcement learning, the
main challenge of such architectures is to generate a policy that leads to the best team
performance in a stochastic game setting. According to the taxonomy of Pynadath and
Tambe [133], MMDPs are characterized by two main properties: the observability of the
environment and the restrictions on the communication. Pynadath and Tambe [133]
distinguish four classes of observability:
Individually Observable Environments allow all agents to gather all relevant information
from the environment.
Collectively Observable Environments provide all relevant information to at least one
agent. Hence, all relevant knowledge is present in a shared knowledge base.
Collectively Partially Observable Environments hide some relevant information from all
agents prohibiting them to gather all relevant knowledge.
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Unobservable Environments do not allow any observations for the agents at all, as in
open-loop systems.
The capability of the agents to perform communication provides the key influence on the
ability to distribute relevant data within the team. Pynadath and Tambe [133] identify the
following scenario classes:
Free Communication allows transmitting arbitrary messages without any costs, thereby
transforming an MMDP to an MDP.
General Communication includes limitations or costs for each transmission, e. g., in cases
of simulated bandwidth limitations or network delay.
No Communication prohibits message passing completely.
Pynadath and Tambe [133] also analyzed the complexity of the different MMDP forms.
They concluded global optimality to be P -complete problem if all individual agents have
full observability and N P -completeness otherwise. Collectively observable environments
provide the complexity of N EXP -complete except for free communication, which
simplifies the problem to P -completeness. The same holds for collectively partially
observable environments unless free communication forms a P SP ACE-complete problem.
According to Boutilier [22], MMDPs are defined as a tuple hA, {ai }i∈A , S, Pr, Ri, where A
is the set of agents, ai represents the set of finite actions for agent i, S symbolizes a set of
finite states, Pr forms a probability distribution that models the probability to transition
from one state into a different one given a certain joint action, and finally R expresses
a reward function. In this setup, MMDP algorithms focus on the search of a policy that
maximizes the utility function.
Most solutions for generating an optimal policy for MMDPs are based on dynamic
programming methods such as [73]. It iteratively simulates policies in the targeted
environment and prunes them until only a single policy remains. However, this approach
does not address the problem that commonly occurs within a distributed setting. Roth,
Simmons, and Veloso [144] address this issue by establishing joint beliefs to transform
a multi-agent partially observable Markov decision process (POMDP) into a single-agent
POMDP. The resulting approach, coined with the term DEC-COMM, performs reasoning on
a tree of joint beliefs that allows inferring the need to use some communication process to
integrate local observations into the team belief.
The goal of MMDPs is to infer policies that compute a set of joint actions for a given set
of states. Hence, most algorithms compute proposals for possible actions. However, to
our knowledge, none of the approaches provide a sophisticated solution that properly
addresses conflicting observations for this setting. Although most papers do not explicitly
state this issue, they commonly assume that there are consistent observations of all agents.
In conclusion, MMDPs address a different level of multi-agent decision-making processes
that could replace our proposed CNSMT solver approach for scenarios involving numerous
explicit uncertainties. Due to the ability to learn communication actions, we consider
algorithms such as DEC-COMM as a meta-decision process that could extend PROViDE by
adapting the distribution parameters, e. g., in case their specification cannot be determined
during compile time.

4.1 Multi-Agent Decision Processes
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4.1.2 Joint Intention Theory
The joint intention framework was developed by Cohen and Levesque[40, 41]. It allows
the implementation of a common mental state among all cooperating agents. Such joint
intention appears if all agents jointly commit to the same intention and mutually know that
all agents execute it. As the term intention usually determines a team action, we regard it
as a common decision. Additionally, the joint intention framework defines the following
terms:
Beliefs denote facts that are assumed to hold, i. e., beliefs represent the current world
state according to the knowledge of an agent and after the elimination of wishful
thinking and competing opinions.
Goals describe the most desired world state of an agent. Similar to beliefs, the notion of
goals presumes that conflicting goal choices have been resolved.
Mutual Beliefs refer to the beliefs owned by an agent about the beliefs of other agents in
an infinite conjunction, i. e., mutual assumptions of all agents in a team.
Another key ingredient of the joint intention framework is commitment. If agents establish
a joint intention, they have to commit to the corresponding team action. In case one of
the agents wants to abandon the commitment to the joint intention, then prior to that,
the agent has to communicate the termination of the joint intention. As a result, joint
intention theory allows reasoning in a framework that provides a high level of safety.
Contrary to the joint intention theory, our decision process does not explicitly distinguish
between goals and beliefs. However, PROViDE can be used to establish joint intentions,
beliefs, and goals at the same time. This means that it is possible to negotiate all types
of facts independently from the possible-world semantic. Such activity is driven by the
observation that the establishment of mutual beliefs on all world facts –independent from
their current relevance – requires unnecessary overhead. At the same time, we claim that
some decisions require mutual beliefs as their base knowledge. PROViDE requires neither
commitment to any decision nor a joint agreement on decisions. At the price of general
safeness, PROViDE is more flexible and adaptable to the problem setting. Moreover, we
clearly distinguish between the final value decisions from a proposed value, which makes
conflicts or contradicting observations visible at the application level. Finally, our decision
process does not require mutual agreement on a decision value, which is necessary for
making decisions in the absence of one or more agents.

4.1.3 Shared Plan Theory
As the name suggests, the shared plan theory [68, 69] establishes agreement on the
execution of common plans. Like in ALICA, a plan is a hierarchical group action structure
that describes a strategy to achieve a set of goals. Hence, a plan includes beliefs for a
set of actions and sub-actions. This allows the decomposition of complex tasks into basic
capabilities to facilitate their implementation.
In contrast to the joint intention theory where a number of agents share a mental state,
each agent disposes an intentional attitude coined with the term intending that. This
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attitude always refers to an action or joint action of the collaborators of the agent. The
intentions that follow four axioms that regulate conflict avoidance. They ensure that the
agents realize the propositions they believe to intend and follow basic actions, which
fulfills the intention they believe in. Thus, these axioms are constraints for the rational
actions of agents. Shared plan theories rely on similar communication basics as joint
intention theory but describe the way to achieve a common goal instead of the goal itself.
In shared plan theory, agents are not required to commit to any decision. The lack of
joint intentions limits the possibility to reason about coordinated behavior. Moreover, the
shared plan theory provides no explicit goal representation, which hinders their explicit
negotiation. We conclude that decision-making is the selection of a proper plan or action
without any explicit support for environments with unreliable or transient communication.

4.1.4 STEAM and Teamcore
Shell for TEAMwork (STEAM) [167] is a model to implement teamwork designed for closing
the gap between teamwork theories and practice. Therefore, STEAM uses joint intention
and shared plan theory to achieve coordinated behavior. In particular, STEAM assigns
sub-teams of agents to a hierarchical shared plan structure similar to ALICA. The major
difference between them is that STEAM agents generally establish a joint intention before
acting together. This makes STEAM agents behave lazy when the communication appears
unexpectedly delayed or error prone. Like ALICA, STEAM defines a set of operational
rules. These are formulated as domain-independent Soar rules [113].
STEAM establishes joint intentions before each execution of a team plan in order to avoid
conflicting decisions. The middleware implementation that realizes joint intentions for
STEAM is called Teamcore [132], which is also capable of incorporating heterogeneous
external agents through proxies. Thus, external agents such as human collaborators can
receive and execute tasks and provide information that is required for the coordination.
Such a design enables the implementation of Teamcore wrappers for mobile devices for
example laptops or smartphones, to provide the human interaction.
Teamcore uses the knowledgeable agent resources manager assistant (KARMA) to operate
with third-party agents. KARMA is able to locate agents with respect to organizational
requirements and assigns tasks to them. Pynadath and Tambe [132] coined their abstract
plan specification model with the term team-oriented programming. To a certain extent,
PROViDE in ALICA adopts the role of Teamcore in STEAM, i. e., it is responsible to set
up joint and make a decision, respectively. This forms the foundation for coordinated
behavior. In contrast to Teamcore, PROViDE allows an adaptation of its communication
protocol to the needs of the given problem setting. Hence, a common decision does not
require a joint intention, this also includes scenarios that require reactive agent behavior,
e. g., in robotic soccer. In the same fashion, PROViDE does not dictate a specific conflict
resolution method but allows the developer to specify how conflicting proposals are treated.
Moreover, although our decision process is implemented as middleware core for ALICA, it
is not designed for a specific coordination language.

4.1 Multi-Agent Decision Processes
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4.1.5 BITE
The Bar Ilan teamwork engine (BITE) by Kaminka and Frenkel [80] divides its decision
and execution process into three execution structures: Firstly, a tree-like structure similar
to hierarchical task networks [169], which represents a global execution plan similar
to the master plan in ALICA. A second structure describes the organization hierarchy of
individuals and robots in sub-team memberships. This refers to the hierarchical task
structure to provide a team-wide allocation of robots and sub-teams to behaviors. The
resulting approach corresponds to the methodology of ALICA’s task assignment algorithm.
The third structure describes the social interaction behaviors, i. e., realizations of explicit
communication between agents. This could be implemented using various methods, e. g.,
a voting algorithm.
A major drawback of BITE is the fact that it forces a successful negotiation before any
physical action can take place. As a result, BITE is not appropriate for domains that
require swift reactive behavior. Nevertheless, it provides an adaptable architecture that
supports the exchange of the synchronization mechanism during runtime. In contrast,
other approaches allow the implementation of conflict-handling mechanisms, although
such a mechanism is not built in by default.
Another disadvantage of BITE is the lack of an explicit representation of common goals.
Therefore, no separation between the goal determination and the executing behavior is
possible. This propositional structure might cause a state explosion if the robots have
to solve numerous tasks. In contrast, PROViDE postulates a distinction between the
elementary capabilities and the decision method. We discuss this issue in Section 6.1.

4.1.6 Collective Decision-Making and Swarm Robotics
One key characteristic of swarm robots and other self-organized systems are their
limitations in perception and communication capabilities. As a result, in many
applications, no single agent has the knowledge to make decisions for the team. Instead,
agents oftentimes rely on biologically inspired weak indicators, such as pheromones or
observations of their local neighborhood. Hence, these limitations require sophisticated
decision and control mechanisms that solve the trade-off between decision speed and
accuracy for achieving emergent behavior [59].
Collective decision-making processes are usually inspired by either natural systems or
opinion dynamics [172]. Opinion dynamics are part of the statistical physics research and
focus on the dynamics of physical systems. The approaches rely on a stochastic process.
This process is partinioned into rounds and some kind of leader agent is chosen in each
round. This leader applies a decision rule on a set of decision possibilities [32]. A decision
process inspired by natural systems is more common. Most of the approaches follow the
decision-making process of honeybees [127] or ant colonies [28, 49]. Broadly speaking,
these approaches send out some agents to explore different decision options and apply a
decision-making process based on the gathered information. This commonly proceeds by
following the most supported decision identified by the highest density of pheromones or
other indicators.
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As decision-making is one of the fundamental aspects in swarm robotics, a wide variety of
approaches is investigating this direction. However, all of these approaches assume that
agents underlie strict limitations in communication and world knowledge. As a result,
the opinion of a single agent is valued according to the number of supporters, i. e., a
single agent can affect the group but does not make a decision. This makes the adaptation
of these methods to new scenarios complex. Furthermore, the exploration of possible
decisions is rather inefficient in practical scenarios.

4.1.7 Summary
All presented multi-robot frameworks have in common that they are capable of making
decisions for teams of agents. However, none of these approaches explicitly addresses the
problem of unreliable communication. Moreover, they cannot adapt to a given problem
setting, e. g., for cases where an agreement is less important than providing swift reactive
behavior. Hence, these approaches are rather inadequate for scenarios such as robotic
soccer. It is also notable that all approaches provide some support for incomplete world
knowledge. These approaches partially assume that the application software explicitly
exchanges required data. We summarize the capabilities of the presented approaches in
Table 4.1 regarding the requirements of Section 1.4. Our analysis of JIT, SPT, MMDP and
collective decision-making is not focused on a specific implementation. Thus, properties of
approaches that are not explicitly cited may be different.
JIT

SPT

STEAM

MMDP

BITE

CDM1

Distribution

3

3

3

7

3

3

Incomplete
Knowledge

3

3

7

3

3

3

Changing Team
Configuration

7

7

3

7

7

3

Robustness

7

7

7

7

7

3

Fault Tolerance

7

7

7

7

7

3

Availability

3

3

3

3

3

7

Efficiency

7

7

7

7

7

7

Adaptability

7

7

7

7

7

7

7 = no support

7 = very limited support

3 = partial support

3 = full support

Table 4.1: Properties of agent decision processes following the requirements defined in Section 1.4.

1 Collective

Decision-Making
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4.2 Robot Middleware Frameworks
The robot middleware community is taking a different perspective on multi-agent
coordination. Frameworks such as Orocos [29], CLARAty [174], or MIRO [171] use
event-based behavior coordination to allow agent decoupling. Here, the events are
triggered by either communication or timer events that are mostly realized as remote
procedure calls. This provides an insufficient decoupling between the initiator and receiver
of an event. Some approaches such as Orocos [29] and MIRO [171] are relying on
CORBA [117] or Ice [155], respectively. Hence, both use TCP-based connections, which
we claim to be inadequate for environments where network errors have to be expected,
according to our results of Section 11.3. In contrast, CLARAty [174] has been developed
for communication of NASA rovers. It explicitly supports unreliable communication and
can operate in either centralized or decentralized mode. As the approach is directed at a
single-agent communication, it does not provide automatic configuration.
Today, the most common communication concept of robot communication middlewares is
publish-subscribe due to its higher degree of decoupling. Examples for middlewares based
on message passing are RoboFrame [130], Spica [15], or ROS [134]. Although ROS is
clearly the most used communication middleware for robotic applications, it provides only
view middleware features. The current version of ROS is only shipped with the possibility
for message passing and remote procedure calls on a single central machine. Note that
such a machine is managed by a roscore process that sets up the connections between
remote processes and a host, which also allows to remotely connect with a robot. However,
this mechanism is not suitable for real distributed applications. In contrast, RoboFrame and
Spica are explicitly designed for distributed systems and offer the capabilities to deal with
unreliable communication in diverse RoboCup events where standard WiFi communication
channels suffer from the bandwidth limitations.
In the literature, we can find a wide variety of further robotic communication middlewares
that are not mentioned here. Elkady and Sobh [53] have recently conducted a survey
including a detailed overview. Although some of the mentioned frameworks provide fault
tolerance to some extent, they focus on broken connections and packet loss. Thus, they
lack the capability of handling conflicting transmissions or negotiation processes. More
precisely, none of them resolves or identifies conflicting value proposals.

4.2.1 Real-Time Database
The real-time database (RTDB) [13] implements a distributed blackboard that was originally
developed for robotic soccer environments by the MSL team CAMBADA. The blackboard
is able to fully replace a robot middleware. RTDB memory consists of two areas: global
memory area containing information that is shared over the network with all other agents
within communication range, and a private memory area that keeps data, which is only
locally relevant a specific agent. The latter addresses the storage of current motion
commands or configuration data, which are thus accessible by all processes on the local
agent.
The database only provides two access operations: read and write. Data values are
addressed with an integer-based identifier and the identification of the agent, which
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distributes the value. Concurrent write operations by remote processes are not possible,
since agents can only perform write operations concerning their own address space in the
memory. Contrary to this, different processes are allowed to address the local memory
area. In order to guarantee atomicity, a single dedicated real-time process handles these
write operations. This process acts as scheduling mechanism for access operations. The
real-time properties of this task are realized by the realTime application interface for
Linux (RTAI) [19].
The key underlying assumption of the RTDB is frequently updated shared data. The
authors conclude that the data has to be transmitted to all other agents iteratively, e. g.,
with a frequency of 10 Hz. To make this possible, the authors make the assumption that
the amount of shared data is considerably small compared to the bandwidth provided by
the communication interface. This assumption is suitable for dynamic environments with
only view-relevant objects such as robotic soccer. However, the RTDB might unnecessarily
exceed the available bandwidth in static domains with a high amount objects of such as
emergency response scenarios.
The data distribution of PROViDE borrows several ideas from the RTDB. In particular,
both approaches provide automatic replication and only allow write access to the values
written by a local agent. Nevertheless, RTDB does not include a methodical approach to
negotiate a value among the agents. PROViDE is more adequate for large domains, due to
our scoping concept, which determines the relevance of objects in the current situation.
Additionally, the concept of change subscriptions of PROViDE enables for a broader variety
of applications, as automatic reactions to communication events is possible.

4.2.2 Data Distribution Service
The Data Distribution Service (DDS) [125] is a standard developed by the Object
Management Group (OMG) [116] that defines the organization of publish-subscribe
systems. DDS targets are real-time systems that require quality of service (QoS)
specification in a data-centric [126] setting to balance a predictable transmission behavior
and communication efficiency. Here, the defining aspect is the decoupling between
anonymous information producers (publisher) and consumers (subscriber) in space, time,
and flow. Each DDS process – called participant – runs in different address spaces on
possibly different computers and can act simultaneously as a publisher and a subscriber.
The information is divided into three types:
Signals identify information that is changing continuously over time such as sensor data.
The DDS usually sends this type of information with best-effort transmissions, as
they become outdated quickly.
Streams send snapshots of a data value that requires interpretation in the context of
previous snapshots, if necessary in video streams. Here, a reliable transmission is
assumed, e. g., for the key frames of a video stream.
States are assumed not to change within a fixed time interval, and usually, only the most
current value is required by consumers. Hence, the DDS transmits the most current
value reliably, as it is usually not acceptable to wait until the value changes again.
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One of the unique selling points of the DDS is its broad range of supported QoS features.
Each information is offered with a set of QoS features by publishers, and each request
is offered with a possibly different set by subscribers. In case offer and request do not
match, the DDS provides the QoS that matches best to the request but can be provided by
the publisher, e. g., if an information is offered with best effort but requested with reliable
transmissions, the middleware will only provide best-effort quality. The most important
QoS features of the DDS are:
DEADLINE specifies the period within which a new data sample is expected by a
subscriber or transmitted by a publisher, respectively.
LATENCY_BUDGET represents the hint for a maximum acceptable latency for the
transmission.
TIME_BASED_FILTER defines the minimum separation between two consecutive data
transmissions.
CONTENT_BASED_FILTER filters the data by an SQL-like statement.
PRESENTATION allows setting coherent or ordered access to a specified scope. Note,
coherent access means grouping a set of values to a single value.
DURABILITY controls whether data is stored for delivery to new data subscribers.
OWNERSHIP determines whether more than one publishers are allowed for the given
topic.
LIVELINESS defines the validity after which a data entity is deleted unless it is refreshed
PARTITION is the list of partitions the entity is allowed to connect with.
RELIABILITY switches between best-effort transmissions, where packets may be dropped
or lost, and reliable transmissions.
DESTINATION_ORDER allows specifying whether messages are ordered by the sender
or receiver time stamp.
PROViDE also borrows several QoS features for its own implementation from the DDS. First,
the LIVELINESS feature of the DDS encodes the validity time of variables. Second, PROViDE
controls the transmission reliability according to the distribution method. Furthermore, the
durability of PROViDE proposals is inherently given by its persistence properties. Finally,
PROViDE’s decision methods facilitate any kind of filtering, as provided by the DDS.
There are three major differences among the approaches. Firstly, the DDS does not store
local copies of data. Instead, each data set has to be requested from the remote data writer,
which does not provide fast accessibility compared to a local copy. Note that DURABILITY
QoS is not available for data readers. Secondly, although QoS features the provided filters
reliability and presentation provide some support for coherent features, no problem-specific
negotiation of distributed values is built in. Thus, robots using the DDS cannot be sure that
all relevant robots already read a specific data entity. Thirdly, the lightweight architecture
of PROViDE reduces the latency compared to modern DDS implementations. Note that
the DDS is also designed to have small communication overhead, but our evaluation in
Section 11.1 shows significant higher latencies in comparison to PROViDE.
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4.2.3 Summary
Robot communication middlewares facilitate the communication between robot components. Therefore, their strengths lie in distribution and tolerance against network errors,
although some older middleware products rely on TCP connections that are not applicable
in environments with high packet loss rates. Besides the RTDB, none of the presented
approaches provides any support for conflict avoidance, detection, or resolution.
As none of the presented approaches implements a decision process, the requirement
regarding capability of handling incomplete knowledge is not applicable to robot
communication middlewares. As shown in Table 4.2, the only drawback of the DDS
is its lack of conflict negotiation. Although the authors of the DDS do not propose a
decision-making process, DDS implementations provide ideal solutions for our addressed
environments. At the same time, the DDS is the only approach that emphasizes adaptability
to different problem settings.
Event-Based
Middlewares

Publish-Subscribe
Middlewares

RTDB

DDS

Distribution

3

3

3

3

Changing Team
Configuration

3

3

7

3

Robustness

7

7

3

7

Fault Tolerance

3

3

3

3

Availability

7

7

3

3

Efficiency

3

3

3

3

Adaptability

7

7

7

3

7 = no support

7 = very limited support

3 = partial support

3 = full support

Table 4.2: Properties of robot middlewares following the requirements defined in Section 1.4.

4.3 Object and Tuple Spaces
PROViDE maintains a repository of proposals that resembles distributed object spaces.
Object spaces are an associative memory paradigm for distributed computing. As PROViDE
borrowed some ideas from object spaces, we describe the most relevant approaches in the
following sections.
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4.3.1 Linda and JavaSpaces
Linda [11] is the first known implementation of a distributed object space and was
developed in 1986. The original version of Linda operates on a list of tuples that can be
composed of arbitrary elementary data types, examples are strings, integers, or real values.
Therefore, the authors introduced the term tuple space. Here, the first component of a
tuple refers to the logical name that addresses this tuple. To operate on these tuples, Linda
provides a small set of operations:
Out writes a tuple into the tuple space.
In reads a tuple and subsequently deletes it.
Read performs a pure read operation – the tuple remains in the tuple space.
Eval spawns a parallel process that evaluates the parameters of eval and writes it into the
tuple space.
Linda maintains a copy of the tuple space on each client. Therefore, read operations
are based on local memory access. Write and delete operations are communicated via
broadcast to all participants. In case a node fails, the transmission is repeated until it
is successfully acknowledged. In the meantime, the operation (in and out, respectively)
blocks the process. Under the assumption that the participants are known, this guarantees
consistent replication. In robotic scenarios, a broken agent could block others for infinite
long time.
In case two agents delete a tuple simultaneously, a two-phased protocol grants access to
one of the requests while the other returns an error. To realize this protocol, Linda relies on
the S/Net bus as a semaphore that grants access in a first-come, first-served manner. Hence,
Linda does not explicitly support the negotiation of conflicting proposals. In particular, its
implementation does not consider that participants dynamically appear and disappear. In
contrast, PROViDE uses a three-step negotiation process that can be adapted to the given
problem setting. This allows to consider disappearing or engaging agents.
Following the Linda model, numerous tuple and object spaces were developed for
almost every common programming language. The most famous implementation is
JavaSpaces [61], which could achieve commercial success as being part of the Jini2 [115]
technology. The main contribution of Javaspaces is that it was developed to allow
simultaneous access on different elements of complex object types, i. e., a process can
perform a write operation on the first entry of an array while another operates on the
second entry. However, each atomic element is stored on a single host instance. This
instance is responsible for realizing the synchronization. As a consequence, if this instance
vanishes from the network, its data is not accessible anymore. In PROViDE, we use
replication to enable continuous access to the data, although robots disappear from the
network.

4.3.2 Tuple Centres Spread over Networks
The authors of tuple centres spread over networks (TuCSoN) [120, 121] identified a
disadvantage of standard tuple spaces: they are information driven, meaning that the
2 also

known as Apache River
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agent coordination is mostly based on information that is available within a shared data
space. Hence, tuple spaces do not distinguish between information and its representation.
To overcome this issue, TuCSoN incorporates reactions to communication events into
the standard tuple interface. The authors introduced the notion of a tuple center, which
describes a tuple space enriched with an event-based behavior mechanism. Note that the in
operation of tuple spaces is blocking, which also enables to react to communication events.
To describe coordination protocols for TuCSoN, the authors developed a tuple language [119] based on a first-order logic called ReSpecT. On the one hand, this language
provides the language elements known from Linda in, out, and read in blocking and nonblocking versions. On the other hand, operators are allowed to define tuple events called
reactions. A reaction refers to a tuple operation that is executed in the pre- or post-phase of
a communication event. It is also possible to restrict the reaction to successful or failed
tuple operations. Reactions are triggered by one out of four supported manipulation
events:
1. The manipulation affects a specified tuple
2. executed by a specific agent,
3. by usage of a given operator
4. with the operation concerning a targeted tuple center.
As a summary, ReSpecT and TuCSoN aim for a more efficient implementation and a cleaner
design of coordination protocols. The mechanism of reactions is similarly included in the
PROViDE middleware by proposal change subscriptions. However, we assume that the
robot control loops execute the most coordination actions. Therefore, the subscription
mechanism of PROViDE is less fine-grained. Note that PROViDE can emulate the event
types supported by ReSpecT, as proposal properties allow the inference of the information
on the event type. In case of TuCSoN, it relies on an underlying architecture similar to
Linda. Hence, it suffers from the same drawback in scenarios that incorporate mobility and
range-limited communication. This means that it neither distinguishes between proposals
and the actual tuple value nor supports the negotiation of conflicting values.

4.3.3 Linda in a Mobile Environment
Linda in a mobile environment (LIME) [111] extended the idea of Linda by introducing
federated tuple spaces for groups of connected mobile agents, e. g., for mobile sensor
networks [43, 44]. Linda creates a single, global, and persistent tuple space that is
incapable of handling the mobility of an agent that leaves or engages the communication
infrastructure. In contrast, LIME explicitly addresses physical and logical mobility of the
participating agents. The fundamental assumption for this framework is the fact that
mobility makes the presence of a global and persistent tuple space impossible. Therefore,
each agent maintains at least one own tuple space, which transparently migrates during its
movements. Moreover, virtual federated tuple spaces are dynamically created on each host
that merges all accessible agent tuple spaces, which are called host-level tuple space. In the
same fashion, a second layer creates another federated tuple space, which is the union of
all host-level tuple spaces. As a result, LIME produces the illusion of a global persistent
tuple space, which is accessible with the same operations as proposed by Linda.
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Although LIME provides location transparency, each tuple is associated with a single agent.
Hence, by default, each out operation writes a tuple into the local tuple space of the agent.
Vice versa, in and read search the target tuple in the federated tuple space by forwarding
the request to all associated agents. This is a behavior contrary to Linda where tuples are
stored at each participating agent. Note that the authors of Linda also experimented with
similar implementations [11], but to our knowledge, they never published any results.
LIME also realizes direct access to remote tuples. Here, remote write access performs two
operations: First, LIME injects tuples into the local tuple space and moves the tuple to
the target location afterwards. If the destination agent is currently not connected, the
tuple remains in the local tuple space and is marked as misplaced tuple. As part of the
agent engagement process, LIME transfers all misplaced tuples if their destination becomes
available.
Similar to tuple centers, LIME adopts the concept of reactions. Reactions represent a
method that is called when a tuple with a predefined layout appears in the tuple space.
Such an event is initiated either by a write operation or due to an engagement of an agent
with misplaced tuples. Note that federated tuple spaces or remote agents do not provide
these actions, i. e., the current location must always be local. Hence, LIME introduces
weak reactions, thereby allowing reactions for tuples on remote agents. Both reaction
concepts only differ by the fact that LIME executes standard reactions synchronously after
a new tuple is detected, while weak reactions are called asynchronously and eventually
after the tuple appears. This concept of reactions corresponds to the variable change
subscriptions of PROViDE. Note that LIME only allows reactions to newly appearing tuples,
while PROViDE allows subscriptions to arbitrary change operations.
Overall, the functionality of LIME appears similar to PROViDE for local variable
management with remote access. However, PROViDE additionally allows the replication
of proposal values. Thus, the proposal distribution of PROViDE is a more adaptive
solution that mediates between LIME and Linda, as both distribution methods are possible.
Additionally, PROViDE is an explicit solution to negotiate concurrent data access, whereas
LIME does not address the problem. Instead, read and write operations always refer to a
specific tuple space. The accessing function call specifies either explicitly or implicitly the
destination agent. Thus, it lacks an explicit conflicting detection and resolution mechanism.

4.3.4 Physically Embedded Intelligent Systems
A physically embedded intelligent system (PEIS) [27, 146] refers to any device that
incorporates computation and communication resources. Hence, the authors of PEIS
developed a middleware acting as collaboration layer for heterogeneous devices such as
robots or those operating in the IoT (Internet of Things). Therefore, the PEIS middleware
core supports a dynamic model for self-configuration implemented in a distributed shared
memory model. Due to the small memory footprint and a minimalistic API, PEIS is also
suitable for small devices such as wireless sensor nodes. Therefore, the authors also
provided an implementation for TinyOS called Tiny PEIS kernel. PEIS automatically detects
new devices and is able to manage infrastructure as well as ad-hoc communication. Similar
to LIME, PEIS detects dynamic groups of interconnected agents forming federated tuple
spaces in a fully decentralized middleware.
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Each PEIS tuple belongs to a namespace that identifies its owner, while each PEIS
component can access tuples of arbitrary owners in the network. However, remote read
operations require a subscription for the respective tuple, while local tuples are directly
accessible. As a result, if a PEIS component writes a tuple remotely, it has to wait for
an acknowledgment before reading the tuple value, otherwise, it might operate on an
outdated value. Since each tuple belongs to exactly one owner, a single process instance
schedules the access operations depending on their order in the receiving network buffer.
One important feature of PEIS participants is their built-in routing protocol, which ensures
the automatic transmission to all subscribed nodes in the network. Nevertheless, PEIS
suffers from the same drawbacks as LIME: Since a tuple is located at a single agent, it
disappears from the tuple space when the owner disengages the network. Additionally,
PEIS does not distinguish between value proposals and the final value decision. Although
this mechanism is by definition free of conflicts, it does not investigate negotiations for
conflicting value proposals, e. g., in case of contradicting observations. A further drawback
is the fact that PEIS is not able to adapt its communication protocol to the needs of the
application domain. In particular, the authors state that the protocol is based on TCP/IP,
which is not suitable for robotic scenarios with unreliable network connections, as shown
in Section 11.3.

4.3.5 Summary
All tuple and object spaces provide almost similar support with respect to our requirements.
However, this class of approaches does not explicitly aim for the realization of team
decision processes. Therefore, the incomplete knowledge requirement is not applicable.
Two notable drawbacks of all presented approaches are their lack of robustness against
conflicting value proposals and the adaptability of their communication behavior. We
assume the requirement of location transparency to be the root cause for both drawbacks.
However, location transparency is also the main strength of these approaches due to their
full distribution and the ability to handle changing team configurations. An overview of
the capabilities provided by the different approaches is given in Table 4.3.

4.4 Consensus Algorithms
A common method for achieving mutual agreement on replicated data are consensus
algorithms, which we regard as the native form of distributed decision-making. As
described in Section 2.3.2, consensus algorithms aim for two main properties: safety
and liveness, i. e., if a consensus on a value is present, no process can chose a different
value later on, and if a value is proposed by a process, it will eventually be chosen in the
future. According to the results of the famous FLP theorem [57], a single faulty process is
sufficient in an asynchronous distributed system to make simultaneous liveness and safety
impossible. Nevertheless, in practice, many algorithms provide good liveness performances
while guaranteeing safety. The following sections present the most common consensus
algorithms.
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Linda

JavaSpaces

TuCSoN

LIME

PEIS

Distribution

3

3

3

3

3

Changing Team
Configuration

3

3

3

3

3

Robustness

7

7

7

7

7

Fault Tolerance

3

3

3

3

3

Availability

3

3

3

7

7

Efficiency

7

7

7

3

7

Adaptability

7

7

7

7

7

7 = no support

7 = very limited support

3 = partial support

3 = full support

Table 4.3: Properties of object and tuple spaces following the requirements defined in Section 1.4.

4.4.1 Paxos
In computer science, the problem of distributed consensus [88] was introduced by Leslie
Lamport, which resulted in the first and most commonly applied solution called Paxos [34,
89, 90]. Lamport introduced three main roles for Paxos processes:
The Proposer proposes a value, attempts to achieve agreement, and interacts with the
client.
The Acceptor stores the replicated values.
The Learner infers values that provide consensus.
Additionally, at least one of the proposers can temporarily take over the role as leader,
who authorizes the distribution of proposal values. Note that multiple leaders can coexist,
without violating the safety properties of the protocol.
The Paxos protocol is composed of four phases: prepare, promise, accept request, accepted.
The former two perform a leader election that eventually identifies a single leader. The
latter two ensure that an agreement on a single value is reached. In order to achieve
consensus, a proposer must receive a majority of acknowledgments in both phases.
Otherwise, at least two proposers would act concurrently causing the protocol to restart.
We will provide a more detailed explanation of the Paxos protocol in Section 12.5.
There are a number of extensions and optimizations to Paxos, which are specifically for
problems that require agreement on multiple values [34]. The goal for this multi-Paxos
algorithm is to replicate a fault-tolerant log of values. Therefore, the negotiation of each
log entry instantiates a new Paxos instance. Multi-Paxos implementations need to cope
with several badly documented implementation issues. In particular, Chandra, Griesemer,
and Redstone [34] refer to configuration changes of the server setup, e. g., for acceptors
that newly appear or disappear from the network.
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Paxos provides a clear distinction between a value proposal and an agreed value. Hence, it
explicitly considers conflicting proposals. Contrary to PROViDE, Paxos only selects a single
value without any explicit criteria. More precisely, the agreement process determines the
elected proposal only by the order of arriving messages. As shown in Section 12.5, Paxos
can be implemented by the PROViDE middleware. Thereby, PROViDE is more adaptable to
the problem setting. For example, PROViDE can reach agreement based on one of multiple
criteria. In contrast, consensus in Paxos is always based on the order of received messages.
To achieve this flexibility, PROViDE does not guarantee the safety properties of consensus
algorithms. We assume that many robotic applications do not require consensus and rely
on a reactive behavior execution, which Paxos handles inadequately slow. Moreover, Paxos
requires at least a majority of agents to be within communication range for achieving a
Quorum to meet the decision. As a consequence, Paxos is unable to make decisions in
environments with sparse network connectivity such as in emergency response scenarios.

4.4.2 Chandra-Toueg
The key component of the Chandra-Toueg consensus algorithm [35] is an eventually strong
failure detector for faulty processes. Such a failure detector monitors a list of processes that
are suspected to have crashed. The term eventually strong refers to a detection procedure
that guarantees the detection of all crashed processes. However, some processes are
identified as crashed processes although they are still operating. Additionally, the failure
detector can correct its false classification later on. The properties of such eventual strong
failure detectors are satisfied by selecting a timeout value for missing acknowledgment to
detect crashed processes.
The algorithm uses a rotating coordinator, which changes in every round. When a round is
initiated, all processes send a message to the coordinator including their presumed proposal
number and a time stamp. The coordinator selects the proposal with the highest time
stamp and transmits it via broadcast to all processes. Once a process receives the message,
it replaces its own proposal by the received one and replies with an acknowledgment. It
is possible that the failure detector presumes the coordinator to have crashed. In that
case, the process replies with a negative acknowledgment (NACK). Then, the coordinator
waits until a majority of positive acknowledgment is received before sending a broadcast
message containing the final value decision. Finally, all processes that receive this value
decision for the first time forward the message to all other processes.
Similar to Paxos, this algorithm requires a majority of processes to be functioning. However,
Chandra and Toueg [35] also describe enhancements for failure detectors with a higher
precision that allow consensus for n − 1 faulty processes in an asynchronous network with
n processes.
Similar to the other consensus algorithms, the authors also identified the need for a
distinction between possibly conflicting proposal values and the final decision as a key
component for a consent decision. However, due to the three communication rounds, the
algorithm requires a high amount of messages, which makes it impracticable for robotic
systems. It also lacks in flexibility, since it cannot be adapted to environments requiring
fast reaction times such as robotic soccer.
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4.4.3 Raft
The development of the Raft algorithm [122, 123] was initiated by the insight that
earlier consensus algorithms such as multi-Paxos are difficult to understand and their
documentation is on a rather abstract level [34]. As a result, the drawback of erroneous
implementations leading to the inability of satisfying the safety property appears. The
authors concluded that an algorithm, which is easy to understand and implement, is
required.
Each Raft process has one of the following roles: leader, follower, or candidate. Usually,
only one leader responsible for the consensus decisions exists. In that case, all other
processes are followers. Followers are passive processes that only serve as replicated data
store and react to the requests of the leader. Similar to Chandra-Toueg, Raft divides its
operation into terms, which emulate logical clocks. Each term initiates with a leader
election among all candidate processes. To become a leader, all processes use heartbeat
messages similar to PROViDE as failure detection mechanism. If a process detects a leader
crash, it becomes a candidate process and participates in the election phase. To ensure
that the election selects only one leader, the leader requires a majority of votes during the
election phase. In case of a split vote, the process restarts.
After a successful election, the leader processes all requests from clients for consensus
decisions. Since only one leader exists, the sequential processing of buffers in the network
stack determines the order in which requests are processed. Leaders can only effectively
establish consensus if they can successfully replicate the value to at least the majority of
their followers.
Similar to Paxos, the Raft algorithm requires the majority of agents to be present within
communication range to meet a decision. Hence, it is not suitable for environments with
sparse connectivity. Moreover, establishing a mutual decision requires agents to be within
communication range to the leader. Raft reduces the distributed problem of consensus to a
distributed election problem. Since PROViDE can realize distributed elections, we consider
Raft as a consensus application similar to the Paxos application presented in Section 12.5.

4.4.4 Summary
The most common application of consensus algorithms is the fault-tolerant replication in
server farms. As a result, they support distributed settings while providing high availability
and fault tolerance. Aside from RTDB, consensus algorithms are the only approaches that
are clearly distinguishing between a value proposal and the finally chosen value. Thus,
consensus algorithms are robust against conflicting proposals. However, the decision
criteria are not explicitly specified. Instead, the decision depends on the order of arriving
network packets. Nevertheless, the major drawback of all presented approaches is their
inefficiency. This is mainly caused by the two communication rounds for establishing
consensus. Additionally, none of the approaches disposes an adaptable communication
protocol. Hence, fast decisions in the presence of unreliable communication are not
possible. Table 4.4 shows the supported requirements in more detail.
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Paxos

Chandra-Toueg

Raft

Distribution

3

3

3

Changing Team
Configuration

7

3

3

Robustness

3

3

3

Fault Tolerance

3

3

3

Availability

3

3

3

Efficiency

7

7

7

Adaptability

7

7

7

7 = no support

7 = very limited support

3 = partial support

3 = full support

Table 4.4: Properties of consensus algorithms following the requirements defined in Section 1.4.

Part II

Solution

5 Robot Group Decision Process
This chapter describes our decision process for teams of autonomous mobile robots.
Section 5.1 illustrates the typical decision process for human collaborators, which inspired
our solution. In Section 5.2, we explain our modifications to apply this process on teams
of robots. The resulting process first identifies the problem and computes possible solution
proposals, as described in Section 5.2.1 and Section 5.2.2, respectively. Afterwards, the
agents initiate a negotiation process for all proposals, which we explicitly support with a
communication middleware, see Section 5.2.3. This explicit separation of decision values
from solution proposals in a multi-agent decision process forms a key contribution of this
work.

5.1 Decisions in Human Teams
Decision processes are a well-studied subject of sociology [58, 81, 166]. Due to the human
diversity, social decision processes are mostly adjustable to the composition of the group,
the issue, the communication medium, and other parameters. The resulting flexibility
builds the motivation to develop an approach for teams of robots inspired by such a human
consensus decision process. Therefore, we adopted the profound and widely applied
human decision process discovered by Susskind, McKearnen, and Thomas-Lamar [166],
which is depicted in Figure 5.1 a. The process contains five steps:
1. Participants share relevant information and identify the key questions to introduce
the issue to the group.
2. The group analyzes the issue and determines possible solution ideas. Thereby, the
first elimination of bad solutions takes place.
3. Emerging proposals are collected and summarized, which further reduces the amount
of proposals. This solution list should address people’s key concerns.
4. The remaining proposals are discussed, clarified, and amended. Every participant
should have the possibility to contribute or propose amendments.
5. Afterwards, the agreement is checked. This can lead to four kinds of concerns:
Fundamental disagreement, reservations, agreement, or consensus.
In case Step 5 passes without any protests, the implementation of the decision starts.
Otherwise, the process goes back to Step 3 and tries to resolve the concerns. Thus, the
decision process assumes the participants to be willing to compromise, which iteratively
reduces the number of proposals until a joint resolution is found.

Robot Group Decision Process

No

66

Introduce the Issue
to be Decided

Collect Problem
Statement

Explore the Issue

Compute Proposals

Look for Emerging
Proposals

Distribute Proposals

Discuss and Rework
Proposals

Resolve Conflicts

Test for Agreement

Decide for a Value

Implementation

Implementation

(a) Simplified Decision Process in Sociology

(b) PROViDE Decision Process

Figure 5.1: Comparision of the decision process to sociological decision processes. Blue boxes
indicate the presence of communication.

5.2 Decisions in Teams of Autonomous Mobile Robots
In order to adequately adopt the decision process for robotic applications, we introduced
two changes, as depicted in Figure 5.1 b. In particular, most current agents cannot apply
reasoning on their knowledge to identify and summarize emergent proposals. Some
research approaches on this topic exist, for example [137]. These require additional
information, which allows the interpretation of the data by a machine, e. g., semantic
data annotations and domain ontologies. However, the processing algorithms of these
solutions are currently too slow for dynamic application domains such as robotic soccer.
We therefore replaced this step by a simple selection mechanism. Here, the agent applies
a selection criterion on every new proposal. As a result, the agent either rejects the new
proposal or accepts it as its own.
The second change concerns the final decision rule: In human consensus decision-making,
the negotiation process proceeds iteratively until only a single proposal remains, which
each participant accepts. Consequently, the negotiation process is time consuming if the
participants cannot eliminate their amendments. Since rational agents do not tolerate
stubbornness of individuals but ground their decisions on facts, a common solution can
be identified when all facts are present. This allows our decision process to support
quick decision-making, which is again required in dynamic domains such as robotic
soccer. Therefore, we regard a linear process as default method for multi-agent decisions.
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Nevertheless, a feedback loop, as shown in Figure 5.1 b, can be applied optionally for
the implementation of algorithms, which require multiple communication rounds such as
consensus algorithms (see Section 12.5). The application developer can implement this
feedback, which allows to adjust the trade-off between safety and liveness adapted to the
problem setting.

5.2.1 Identification of the Problem Statement
Following our decision process as depicted in Figure 5.1 b, the first step is the specification
of the problem statement and collection of relevant facts. Here, we use the constraint
unfolding algorithm of ALICA for the extraction of the problem statement. The algorithm
collects the relevant constraints of the current ALICA program. As the ALICA program is
distributed at the deployment-time on all robots, it is ensured that all robots process the
same problem structure. Nevertheless, conflicting problem definitions are still possible, as
the problem parameters are determined at runtime. This means inconsistent observations
of the environment usually lead to conflicting problem definitions.
As an example, we consider a positioning problem in RoboCup. Here, two robots decide
for two target blocking positions in an opposing free kick situation. The given game
situation defines a set of problem constraints for the blocking positions: According to the
rules, only one robot is allowed to be inside the own penalty area. Since all parameters
of such a constraint are predefined – for example the location of the penalty area – the
constraint description must be equal for all agents if they execute the same ALICA program.
Another rule predetermines that no robot is allowed to operate inside a three meter radius
around the ball. In this case, the constraint is parameterized with the current ball position,
which depends on each robot’s observations. If robots make incoherent observations,
problem descriptions become inconsistent. A possible solution for this problem might be to
ensure agreement on the ball position before defining the problem parameters. However,
this would slow down the decision process, as all relevant world entities would require
agreement. Domains with many entities would especially require much communication
overhead, e.g., in emergency response scenarios.
Most state-of-the-art robot control frameworks do not define problem specifications
explicitly to identify robot decisions. Rather, decisions are encoded implicitly by the
current state or action, which an agent executes, e. g., through the current ALICA state.
Due to the implicit nature of the problem specification, reasoning methods become almost
inapplicable. Additionally, developers of robotic behaviors have to face disadvantages in
contrast to the explicit representation:
No separation of problem specification and solution Most robotic frameworks do not
separate the problem specification from the solution strategy. This results in
monolithic implementations of different atomic behaviors, which solve almost
similar problems, i. e., behaviors that execute the same robotic skill are implemented
multiple times to realize the different decisions. Experienced developers address
this problem by introducing skill libraries. Hence, they reintroduce explicit problem
descriptions, which determine the parameters for the library functions. However,
such libraries reduce the maintainability for agile development groups in contrast to
a comprehensive approach including explicit problem definitions.
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No separation of a decision and the behavior to reach it Many robot behaviors try to
implement similar decisions. A typical example is a behavior that moves the robot
to a specific point on a global coordinate frame. Without a separation of the goal
definition and the solution strategy, developers tend to duplicate the code of a
behavior, which implements a similar decision. As a result, their application could
provide multiple behaviors that move the robot to a certain point. In a robotic soccer
scenario a covering behavior should be a parameterized version of the basic skill to
approach a point on the field rather than the implementation of a second position
controller.
No reusability Behaviors relying on implicit problem specifications tend to be overspecialized, e. g., in an emergency response scenario, a victim-grasping behavior represents
a specialization of a general grasping behavior, which is parameterizable with a
target object. Here, the overspecialized victim-grasping behavior is obviously less
reusable for other tasks.
Combination is difficult Implicit problem definitions can only be combined if they are
independent from each other, e. g., if one addresses a movement and another one a
kicking action of a soccer robot. In contrast, the combination of several constraint
satisfaction problems can be realized by a simple conjunction or disjunction.

5.2.2 Computation of Solution Proposals
The second step of the decision process is the computation of solution proposals. Therefore,
every robot requiring a decision for the previously identified problem attempts to compute
a solution proposal, e. g., in the RoboCup blocking scenario, both of the two blocking robots
compute both target positions by solving the common constraint satisfaction problem.
This requires an efficient solution technique, which enables fast response times. This
work provides a generic approach that is applicable for a wide range of common robotic
problems. In Chapter 6, we present nonlinear constraint satisfaction solver based on
satisfiability modulo theories and incomplete local search. We use a unique combination
of solution techniques, which allows to solve many typical problems of the robotic domain
in a reasonable time.
Although nonlinear constraint satisfaction problems are very generic problem descriptions,
the solver component is exchangeable. Moreover, our decision process facilitates a
problem-specific solver selection, i. e., a specialized solver selection adapts the proposal
determination to the problem class. Such problem-specific solvers are advantageous, as
they can rely on problem-specific assumptions and heuristics to reduce the computation
time. For example, a path-planning solver can make assumptions about the dynamics of
the involved robots and the environment. To realize exchangeability of the solver, we
extend the implementation of ALICA as explained in Chapter 9.
Many problem solving algorithms are developed by research communities, which use
domain-specific knowledge to efficiently compute solutions for problems such as path
planning, motion control, or reinforcement learning. Their efficiency in the targeted
problem domains makes these approaches also valuable for many multi-agent systems.
However, the majority of approaches does not explicitly address distributed settings, which
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makes the integration into multi-agent systems a complex and time-consuming task. As
our decision process supports the distribution of possible solution problems, it serves as a
framework for their negotiation in a distributed setting.
A minority of approaches such as the ALICA gradient solver [158] consider distributed
settings: They exchange (partial) solutions, which are used as initial seeds for local search
algorithms. Thus, assuming a coherent problem specification, the solver converges to
a common solution, as shown in [157, p. 208]. For instance, in the RoboCup blocking
scenario, one robot computes the blocking positions and transmits them to the other robot,
which then starts its gradient search by the received positions. In this case, both robots are
most likely computing the same target positions if they search a solution for a coherent
problem. Nevertheless, agreement on a common solution proposal is not guaranteed
and depends on the processing schedule of the problem solvers and order of network
transmissions. Hence, these types of solvers can still benefit from our decision process.

5.2.3 Negotiation
The final three steps imply a multi-tier communication protocol, which is simplified
by a sophisticated middleware implementation that can cope with our requirements of
Section 1.4. In Chapter 7, we introduce the core component of the decision process:
the PROViDE middleware. This middleware unifies the decision process and facilitates
the application development. Considering the RoboCup blocking scenario, both blocking
robots might compute conflicting solution proposals, e.g., if both robots try to block the
same position. Here, PROViDE collects both proposals in a distributed shared data space,
tries to resolve possible conflicts, and achieves a decision for one of the two proposals.
PROViDE performs three logical process steps: proposal distribution, conflict resolution,
and value decision. Therefore, in the proposal distribution step, a fault-tolerant and
adaptive communication protocol replicates proposals to all agents. This forms a shared
knowledge base for solution proposals, similar to tuple spaces.
The communication protocol also covers the conflict resolution process. Therefore, agents
react to the appearance of new proposals. More precisely, they can decide to overwrite
their own proposal according to the proposal knowledge base, which indicates their
support for the new proposal. We coined this decision criterion acceptance method, which
determines whether an agent supports a new proposal value. As agents may communicate
their proposal changes, conflicting proposals are eliminated if the distribution process is
successful and the acceptance method constitutes consistency. The exact mechanism and
the conditions that ensure conflict resolution are described in Section 7.4.
The last step of the decision process implements a value decision method, which applies
whenever the application requests a variable value. Since the conflict resolution does
not guarantee the complete elimination of conflicting proposals, the final step forces a
decision to prevent the negotiation process from stalling. This is equivalent to the human
decision process, which uses either a democratic or an autocratic decision to select one of
the remaining proposals.
ALICA determines the problem specification and implements the decisions. Hence, we
integrated PROViDE as a middleware core to realize the communication and multi-agent
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decision process [176]. Since ALICA variables are mostly used for explicit decision value
representation, they are the intended negotiation object.

6 Proposal Computation
As described in the previous chapter, the second step of our decision process determines
proposals for decision values. In this chapter, we first classify descriptions for typical
robot decision issues in Section 6.1. As famous teamwork theories such as joint intention
theory and shared plan theory are only rarely used in robotic applications, we give an
overview of common practices in Section 6.2 and Section 6.3. Here, we explain that many
applications use static behaviors that aim for a fixed goal, which cannot be dynamically
adapted to new problem settings. In contrast, our approach foresees behaviors that are
parameterizable with a decision value, e. g., a target location for a grasping behavior. This
fosters the reusability of behaviors and facilitates reasoning and planning methods due to
an explicit goal representation. However, a generic and expressive language that allows
the description of common decisions is required.
Constraint satisfaction and optimization problems are versatile descriptions of multi-agent
goal values. In Section 6.4, we give a detailed formal definition of the problem class we
propose for multi-agent scenarios. Since this problem class is computationally expensive,
we combine the solution techniques of satisfiability modulo theories, gradient descent,
and interval propagation methods, as described in Section 6.5. The approach provides
two major advantages: First, the unique combination of different techniques allows to
solve relevant nonlinear problems in a reasonable time, which is appropriate for many
robotic settings. Second, the approach can be extended by new theory solvers to address
an even broader range of problems, e. g., for linear arithmetics, bit vectors, or quantifiers.
Thereby, the only demand to the problem setting is a logic formula on the highest degree
of abstraction.
In order to demonstrate the efficiency of the presented solver, Chapter 10 provides an
evaluation for a set of selected problems. These give an intuition of the problem structures
fostering the efficiency of our approach and compare the results with other state-of-the-art
solutions.

6.1 Problem Descriptions of Multi-Agent Decisions
In order to describe multi-agent decisions, we can identify two core approaches: imperative
and declarative problem descriptions. The optimal description choice strongly depends on
the type of problem and the experience of the developer with the selected method. One
advantage of imperative descriptions is the fact that computer scientists are more familiar
with them, as the most common high-level programming languages such as C++, Java,
and C# are based on an imperative programming paradigm [26]. In contrast, declarative
methods do not require knowledge about the solution procedure but the precise problem
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description. For example, combinatorial problems such as the N -queens problem [54]
can be described intuitively by using a declarative description without knowing a solution
algorithm.
To clarify the difference between imperative and declarative descriptions, we use an
example from robotic soccer. More precisely, we assume a positioning problem in a free
kick situation, which is modeled in ALICA. Here, the referee places the ball at the position
where a foul has been committed. Afterwards, the referee uses a graphical software
interface to transmit a free kick command to all robots, which identify the referee’s
decision. As a consequence, the ALICA program transitions into a free kick positioning
plan, which is shown in Figure 6.1. The plan positions four robots: One executor, who has
to perform a pass of at least one meter, one receiver, who is placed at a distance of at least
two meters from the ball and outside of the opposing goal area, and two blocking robots,
which are meant to block the line of sight of two opposing robots to the ball. Additionally,
the goalkeeper has to defend the goal, which does not necessarily require coordination
with other agents. In the most trivial case, we position the robot on the line of sight
between the ball and the center of the goal.
Free kick Declarative

Free kick Imperative

Executor
1..1

Receive
0..1

Z0
AlignToReceiver

Z1
MoveToReceiverPos

Z1

Block
2..∞

BlockOpponent

Goal
1..1

DefendGoal

Z1

Executor
1..1

Receive
0..1

Block
2..∞

Defend
1..1

Z0
AlignTo
~1 }
{P

Z1
MoveTo
~1 }
{P

Z1
MoveTo
~2 , P
~3 }
{P

Z1
DefendGoal

Variables: {P~1 , P~2 , P~3 }
(a) Imperative description.

(b) Declarative description.

Figure 6.1: Positioning plan for a free kick situation in RoboCup.

Figure 6.1 a shows an ALICA plan with an imperative problem description for a free kick
situation. Here, we compute the receiver position by projecting the ball’s position 2 m
towards the center of the opposing goal. Additionally, we have to consider situations,
where this projection is inside the opposing goal area. In that case, we turn the projection
by 180 ◦ , which allows the receiving robot to get a good shooting position after receiving
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the pass. At the same time, the Executor task robot is placed close to the ball and aligns to
the robot in the Receiver task. Finally, at least two robots can execute the Block task, where
each robot randomly choses an opponent and moves within the line of sight between this
robot and the ball. The major problem for this implementation is to ensure that each robot
covers a different opponent. Therefore, we rely on an auction to negotiate the covered
robots, e. g., based on the bully algorithm [63].
When examining the imperative solution, we can draw similar conclusions as Skubch [157]:
First, propositional ALICA programs, which represent the imperative implementation, do
not provide coordination support for the target position aside from the task allocation.
This is caused by the absence of an explicit problem representation. Second, the solution
lacks in generality: Each behavior needs a problem-specific implementation. Hence, we
implemented separate behaviors for each task although each behavior uses a positioning
controller. As a result, the size of the code base increases, which reduces the maintainability.
Third, the architecture of ALICA does not generally force a separation between the
computation of decisions and the algorithms to implement them. This again reduces
the maintainability.
As shown in Figure 6.1 b, ALICA also allows for modeling the same plan in a declarative
fashion. Therefore, we can determine the four agent positions with three target points:
The pass destination and two blocker positions. Therefore, we translate the position
description into formal constraints:
dist(Pn , BallPosition) > 2 m
∧¬InsideArea(Pn , OpponentGoalArea)

_
∧
dist(Pn , opp) < 1 m

∀n ∈ {1, 2, 3}
∀n ∈ {1, 2, 3}

(6.1)
(6.2)

∀n ∈ {2, 3}

(6.3)
(6.4)

opp∈Opponents

∧InsideArea(Pn , LineOfSight(opp, BallPosition))]
∧dist(P2 , P3 ) > 1 m,

where dist is the Euclidean distance between two points, and InsideArea a predicate,
which determines whether the point given as first parameter is inside the area given with
the second parameter. The predicate LineOfSight determines the corridor spanned by
the two parameter points. Here, the belief base provides a list of opponents denoted by
Opponents, the ball position BallPosition, and the location of the opponents’ goal area
OpponentGoalArea.
The declarative representation reveals four advantages: First, the problem specification is
similar to the natural language description of the problem. This is an indication of a more
intuitive representation. Second, the robots only require two different behaviors to realize
the positioning: AlignTo, which aligns the robot to a given target point while moving close
to the ball, and MoveTo, which moves the robot to a certain target point while being aligned
towards the ball. In contrast to a behavior such as MoveToReceiverPos, these behaviors also
provide a better reusability in other plans, which inherently increases the maintainability
and decreases the size of the source code base. Third, the plan can be extended more
easily for different numbers of agents, as an additional agent only increases the set of
target points and requires the Equation 6.4 to be extended for more than two blockers.
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Fourth, this solution provides an inherent distinction between the problem description
and the atomic behavior, which implements the problem solution. As a consequence, an
explicit problem and solution representation is present, which allows us to use a generic
negotiation algorithm that avoids conflicts similar to our decision process, as described in
Chapter 5.
Although we claim many robotic problems to have similar characteristics, the example
does not allow a generalization of the advantages regarding other problem settings. We
also want to remark that the developer needs to identify the complexity of the described
problem, as the solution process of some problems requires too much computational time.
Thus, the capabilities of the problem solving algorithm have a strong influence on the
favorable description.

6.2 Proposal Computation by Problem Solvers
We define the term solver as an algorithm capable of computing solutions for problem
expressions such as constraint satisfaction problems. Almost all solvers rely on some kind
of search algorithm. These use a search space that covers all relevant assignments for
the variable values. One or more of these values may have characteristics that satisfy
the conditions of a valid solution. These conditions are usually described by constraints
encoded in the problem description.
The simplest approach for search algorithms is the brute-force approach. Here, the
solver checks all possible value assignments for their validity. Hence, in finite spaces,
the algorithm is ensured to find all possible solutions when all possible values are tested.
However, as most problems allow too many possible assignments, a brute-force approach
is usually too computationally expensive for most problem domains. Most continuous
search spaces are typical examples for this property.
More advanced approaches try to exploit the structure of the search space through a
heuristic. Broadly speaking, a heuristic describes a measure to identify probably good
search directions. For example, gradient descent methods usually use the gradient direction
as a heuristic to determine a new assignment. We call methods that start from some initial
seed and try to improve the assignment iteratively until a solution is found local search
methods. Another class of algorithms performs searches in a graph structure, such as
A∗ [74]. Here, the heuristic indicates which next value assignment is potentially close
to a solution. Tree searches have a high relevance in game-theoretic problems, playing
chess [66], or task allocation, see Section 3.2.4.

6.3 Common Practice
With the term decision-making, the field of artificial intelligence refers to the computation
of proposal values. It has a central role in artificial intelligence research, a wide range of
approaches that aim for various kinds of decision issues has been developed [145]. Here,
many researchers deliberately ignore problem-specific knowledge, as they aim for generalpurpose approaches. Vice versa, other parts of the research community investigated related
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fields such as control theory to develop algorithms that are dedicated to specific problem
classes, e. g., path planning [95]. These approaches exploit knowledge of their intended
use case to outperform general approaches in solution quality and computational efficiency.
In practice, the performance of domain specific algorithms encourages developers to
combine multiple mechanisms in their robotic systems and query the most promising
approach when a decision issue appears. This method follows our idea for a solver
selection in ALICA, as described in Section 9.1. However, the diversity of tasks today’s
robotic systems have to fulfill increases systematically. For example, autonomous vacuum
cleaners execute only two main tasks: cleaning and recharging. In contrast, we can expect
future household robots to support in almost all areas of housework. Nevertheless, we
claim that static tasks are solvable by static behaviors, i. e., a robotic engineer can identify
a set of solution algorithms for all problems of such a domain.
As long as the complexity stays relatively low, general-purpose solvers are sufficient. In
these cases, the costs of integrating specialized solutions are not necessary. Therefore, we
propose a multi-purpose problem solver, which is suitable for the most typical problem
classes of robotic systems. The next sections describe the proposal computation step of our
decision process, which consists of a problem solver that addresses the most common smallscale robotic problems. Thereby, we specifically considered the computational efficiency to
make the solver applicable in fast and dynamic environments.

6.4 Continuous Nonlinear Constraint Satisfaction and
Optimization Problems
The declarative example from Section 6.1 and the requirement to develop a multi-purpose
problem solver allows to infer the targeted problem class. Here, we have to face an
assignment problem with the goal to assign values to n variables of the set X. Since robots
operate in the physical world, we have to deal with real-valued and continuous domain
ranges for the variables, respectively.
The solution is determined by a propositional formula φ with the variables P . Each pi ∈ P
identifies a constraint ci = fi (~x) ◦i gi (~y ), where ◦ is one element of the set of supported
operators defined as {<, >, ≤, ≥, =, 6=}. Furthermore, it holds that all xi ∈ ~x, yi ∈ ~y
are element of X. f and g are arbitrary functions Rk 7→ R. Here, we explicitly include
√
nonlinear functions such as { , sin, cos}. We see nonlinear constraints as highly required
in robotic systems, as they enable descriptions of geometric relationships between objects
and the goal values, e. g., the distance between two points or the orientation angle of the
robot in a global coordinate frame.
An interpretation is the valuation function v : X 7→ R, which is extended to P 7→ {>, ⊥}
by
(
> if v(fi (~x)) ◦i v(gi (~y ))
v(pi ) =
⊥ otherwise
Based on these components, we call the targeted problem class continuous nonlinear
constraint satisfaction problem (CNCSP) according to [158] and [179]. According
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to Richardson [140], this problem class is in general undecidable. Hence, all existing
solvers can either not guarantee termination or stop their search under certain termination
criteria. If we consider φ as a SAT problem of constraints, it has also been proven that this
partial problem is N P -complete [42]. In order to address this problem class nevertheless,
our solver combines incomplete local searches, as described in Section 6.5. This approach
allows to address many small real-world problems in robotic scenarios without the need
for domain knowledge or a manually tweaked heuristic.
We extended the problem class to a continuous nonlinear constraint optimization
problem (CNCOP) [178]. Here, a utility function U is additionally optimized, which
allows the characterization of the solution quality. The utility function is defined as
X
U (~x) =
ui (~x),
(6.5)
I

where ui are again arbitrary possible nonlinear functions for which U (~x) > 0, ∀~x ∈ Rk
holds. As described in Section 6.5.5, we require this condition to combine U and φ to a
single expression.
The following equation gives an example for a utility function, which extends the
positioning problem of Section 6.1:
U (~x) =

3
X

maxDistance − dist(P~i ).

(6.6)

i=2

The resulting problem description prefers blocker positions that are close to the ball over
positions that are far away.

6.5 Carpe Noctem Satisfiablility Modulo Theories Solver
CNCSPs and CNCOPs are specific variants of satisfiability modulo theories (SMT)
problems [17]. In general, SMT problems are decision problems for a logical formula
that incorporates background theories to solve first-order logic expressions with equality
expressions. Most approaches transform the logical formula into an abstract satisfiability
problem, which we refer to as propositional problem level. Afterwards, a valid assignment
is determined on (partial) solutions of the propositional problem by applying specialized
theory solvers (T solver). We classify this assignment problem as theory problem. Unlike
our approach, most SMT solvers only support decidable theories such as bit-vector or
linear arithmetic theory [60, 110].
An interesting example for a theory solver is based on Presburger arithmetic by Presburger
[131]. Presburger proved the completeness of all first-order problem expressions over
natural numbers with additions. If a solution for such a problem exists, Presburger
arithmetic is able to find it. Otherwise, the algorithm can prove that no solution exists.
Our approach for the proposal computation follows the general idea of SMT Solvers.
However, the advantage is the incorporation of a T solver that can handle nonlinear
geometrical problems, which appear frequently in robotic scenarios. In the next sections,
we describe the combination of interval propagation and incomplete local searches with
the techniques of the SMT research community.
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6.5.1 DPLL Core
Similar to SMT approaches, our problem solving algorithm is based on the Davis-Putnam
algorithm. In 1962, the algorithm was extended by Martin Davis, Hilary Putnam, George
Logemann, and Donald W. Loveland to the DPLL algorithm [47], which is named according
to the last names of its inventors. Listing 6.1 shows the main loop of the algorithm.
The DPLL algorithm receives a set of logical clauses as input and computes whether an
assignment that evaluates all clauses to > exists. Therefore, the algorithm tries to find an
assignment to the propositional variables of the clauses to prove the existence of a solution.
The DPLL algorithm consecutively assigns values to unassigned variables, which are
selected by a heuristic in the Decide function. Afterwards, all clauses are checked for
conflicts, i. e., clauses that evaluate to ⊥. To perform this check, the Propagate function
assigns all literals that are implied by the former assignments, i. e., if a clause does only
have a single unassigned literal and is not already satisfied, this literal has to be assigned
to > to avoid a conflict. This procedure terminates when all implications are assigned.
Afterwards, the Propagate function evaluates the assignment and identifies conflicts. In
case a conflict is detected, the ResolveConflict function performs backtracking to the last
assignment decision1 . The algorithm inverts this assignment to attempt conflict resolution.
As a result, unsatisfiable problems cause backtracking of the conflict resolution to the first
assignment decision for both possible assignments. In this case, an inconsistency is present,
which proves the unsatisfiability of the expression. In contrast, satisfiable problems allow
at least one assignment to all literals, which does not result in a conflict.
while true do
if Decide()=∅ then
return true
end
while Propagate() do
if !ResolveConflict() then
return false
end
end
end
Listing 6.1: Davis-Putman algorithm.

In order to apply the DPLL algorithm, we transform the CNCSP into a set of clauses.
Therefore, we first substitute the arithmetic expressions by propositional variables, which
serve as a placeholder. Hence, we solve the expression on an abstracted logical layer
before investigating the arithmetic complexity. During the execution, the DPLL algorithm
computes (partial) solutions, which can be transformed back into a set of conjuncted
arithmetic expressions, which serve as input for the T solver.
In a second transformation step, the expression needs to be converted into a conjunctive
normal form (CNF). Through the application of De Morgan’s laws and negation elimination,
1 In contrast to robot decisions, assignment decisions only refer to the assignment to a propositional variable
during the solution process as true or false.
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every logic expression can be converted into a CNF. Therefore, we rely on a naive recursive
implementation, which might result in an exponential number of clauses [145].

6.5.2 Propositional Satisfiability
Borrowed from the implementation of Minisat [52], our solution starts with the extraction
of unit clauses. This term refers to clauses that only consist of a single literal. Unit clauses
are used to define prior knowledge, as they require an assignment to > to satisfy the input
expression.
The solution process is guided by a history of assignments, which enables the implementation of the backtracking procedure and identifies the current candidate solution.
Furthermore, a list of decision levels that counts the number of decisions and refers to the
elements in the assignment history of each decision level is maintained. Here, decision
level 0 classifies all assignments inferred from prior knowledge, i. e., unit clauses.
According to the DPLL algorithm, our solution consists of a main loop that executes the
algorithm until it either proves unsatisfiability or finds a valid assignment. To identify
inconsistencies within the unit clauses, the loop starts with a propagation step. It identifies
all implications from prior knowledge, assigns to the decision level, and identifies possible
conflicts.
The Propagate algorithm is borrowed from the Chaff SAT solver of Moskewicz et al. [109].
The algorithm initially assigns watcher to two randomly chosen literals of each non-unit
clause. The Propagate method checks all watchers whether a past assignment (assumption)
or an implication evaluates the referenced literal to ⊥. If the clause is not already satisfied,
one watchers are moved to another literal. This literal has to be either unassigned or >. In
case the clause has no such literal at disposal, a conflict is present and the method returns
true. If the clause does only contain a single unassigned literal, it has to be assigned to
> to avoid a conflict. As such an assignment is an implication, it does not create a new
decision level. This method proceeds until all watchers refer to a valid literal. Afterwards,
the method returns false, as no conflict is present and all implications are assigned.
If the Propagate method detects a conflict at decision level 0 or the conflict cannot be
resolved, the SAT problem is not satisfiable. In contrast to a SAT solver, our algorithm
cannot guarantee the detection of unsatisfiable problems, as the conflict may result from
the incomplete T solver. Thus, instead of returning unsatisfiability, we delete all clauses that
are unsafe, i. e., implied from the conflict resolution method. Unsafe clauses are inferred
by the T solver or are implied by a clause that has been inferred based on an implication
caused by the T-solver. The only case where our solver can deduce unsatisfiability is if a
conflict is detected although the list of unsafe clauses is empty. However, since we address
robotic problem settings, we can assume that the developer does not aim for unsatisfiability
proof.
The ResolveConflict method performs a decision backtracking procedure to the last
assignment, which is not an implication, inverts this assignment, and learns a new clause
that ensures that the same conflicting assignment decisions cannot occur twice. Since
the propagation method checks the switched assignment, the algorithm can iteratively
backtrack the conflict to an earlier decision level if the flipped literal caused a conflict in a
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prior propagation step. If the clause learning function infers a unit clause, which conflicts
with another unit clause, it is again incapable of inferring unsatisfiability. Hence, we delete
all unsafe conclusions and continue with the algorithm, unless the list of unsafe clauses is
empty.
The clause learning algorithm follows the GRASP scheme [156], which is also part of
Minisat [52]. The algorithm identifies the last unique implication point (UIP). Therefore,
a clause is learned iteratively. This clause is a collection of all assignments, which are a
reason that caused the unsatisfiability of the current assignment. The reason for a literal
assignment is an assumption or a clause that implied the assignment by propagation. In
the first case, the assumption is added to the learned clause. Here, an assumption refers
to an assignment based on a decision. In the latter case, the literals, which forced the
implication by the propagation algorithm, are marked as a reason and added to the learned
clause. This process repeats until a unique reason for each literal remains, the last UIP.
The resulting clause prohibits the same conflict from occuring twice, which speeds up
the search process and drives the backtracking procedure. Note that the efficiency of the
learning procedure is problem specific. Modern SAT solvers rely on empirical studies,
which are based on common problems such as the problem sets of the SAT competition2 .
In empirical experiments with problems of the robotic domain, we observed only a minor
influence on our solution performance. We assume that this is caused by the simplicity
of propositional problems of robotic domains compared to the problems addressed by
state-of-the-art SAT solvers.
After detecting and resolving all conflicts, a partial propositional solution is present.
Therefore, the T solvers can be queried for an assignment on theory level. We incorporate
two approaches: One relies on interval propagation, while the second uses local search
techniques to determine a solution. As shown by Fränzle et al. [60], recursive interval
search can be applied to realize a complete solver. However, for non-convex constraints,
the algorithm lacks in efficiency, as we will show in Chapter 10. Nevertheless, we use a fast
version of the interval propagation algorithm to determine intervals for the local search,
which in some cases can speed up the local search process and increase the probability of
finding a solution. All partial solutions are checked for a partial solution on the theory
level by the local search solver.
In case the local search solver can find a solution, it is cached as starting point for later
searches. When computing a partial solution for a more complex statement the former
cached results are close to a solution in many cases, as the constraint already partially
holds. In case the T solver cannot find a solution, we add an unsafe clause, which contains
the inverted current assignment. Afterwards, the propositional conflict detection and
resolution are called. This enables the learning of a new propositional clause from the
conflict on theory level and avoids similar assignments in the future.
The next step of the solver checks whether the current assignment is a solution for the
complete problem. This is the case if all clauses are satisfied. As a result, the solution is the
last cached value. If unsatisfied clauses exist, a new assumption can be made, i. e., a new
decision level is added and an unassigned literal is chosen and satisfied. The most common
decision heuristic of modern SAT solvers is called variable state independent decaying
sum (VSIDS) [109]. Here, each propositional variable has a counter for each polarity.
2 http://www.satcompetition.org/

(accessed 2015-06-29)
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When a new clause is learned, the counter of all included literals is increased. Here, the
VSIDS selects for each decision the unassigned literal with the highest counter. As a result,
this decision mechanism tries to satisfy as many clauses as possible. The Minisat solver
relies on an alternative approach, which selects the assignment with the highest activity.
The activity increases whenever an assigned variable is involved in a conflict. Hence, the
variable with the highest conflict potential is assigned over time. Nevertheless, in our
experiments, the VSIDS approach showed better performances, which may be caused by
the simple propositional structure of robotic problems compared to the problem instances
of the SAT competition.
As a final step, our algorithm reduces the database for learned clauses after every 1000
decision. The goal of this operation is to speed up the propagation by deleting rarely
required clauses. Therefore, each clause has a counter, which increases whenever the
clause is involved in a conflict. Additionally, the counter decays over time to prevent
clauses that were initially required from persisting in the database. If the number of
clauses exceeds a certain threshold, the least active clauses are removed. An overview of
our algorithm is shown in Listing 6.2.

while true do
while Propagate() do
if decisionlevel = 0 or !ResolveConflict() then
if !DeleteUnsafeConclusions() then
return false;
end
end
end
if !IntervalPropagate(decisions) or !LocalSearch(decisions, intervals, lastSolution) then
continue
end
if Satisfied(decisions) then
return true
end
Decide()
ReduceClauseDB()
end
Listing 6.2: Extended DPLL main loop using local search and interval propagation as

incomplete solution theories.

Many state-of-the-art SAT solvers perform restarts periodically. Here, all decisions are
reverted but the learned clauses remain unchanged. Since the learned clauses induce
prior knowledge, the initial problem is simplified and the solver avoids being stuck in
adverse assignments. However, the number of decisions in our targeted types of problems
is rather low. Thus, we excluded restarts from our algorithm, as we could not identify a
contribution to efficiency.
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6.5.3 Interval Propagation
The currently most efficient implementation of interval propagation (IP) methods within
an SMT solver, called iSat, was developed by Fränzle et al. [60]. The iSat solver transforms
the problem expression into a tree-like structure, where each operator and operand is
represented as a node. More precisely, each operator is the parent of its operand nodes. In
the same fashion, the parent appears as an operand of higher order operators. A solution
interval is propagated downwards from the root to all leaves and, vice versa, upwards
along this tree structure [178].
During the propagation, the solution interval contracts according to the inspected
expression. In case of iSat [60], the propagation is refined by splitting the interval
until a solution is found or the intervals collapses. The solution interval describes an outer
boundary of the solution. To reduce the search space for the interval propagation as well
as for the local search, the application developer specifies maximum domain ranges as a
solution interval. In most cases, these are inherently defined by the problem domain, e. g.,
when computing target positions, the target area can be specified, i. e., blocking positions
of soccer robots should be within the boundaries of the soccer field.
During the propagation, the CNSMT solver a solution interval for each node. For example,
for the expression 0 < sin(x), the root node is the < operator, with two operands 0 and
sin(x), where x is again an operand of the sin operator. Hence, the expression includes 4
intervals. Initially, the intervals are set to their maximum possible range: The constant
0 has the interval [0, ..., 0], the variable x the domain interval,< operator ∈ [1, ..., 1], and
sin ∈ [−1, ..., 1]. During the downward propagation, each node recursively updates its
interval with the intervals of its child nodes. The < operator requires to be true, which
is mapped onto the interval [1, ..., 1]. Here, we propagate the lower boundary of the left
operand to the upper boundary of the right operand and vice versa. This results in the
interval [0, ..., 1] for the sin node, which does not shrink the boundaries of x due to the
periodicity of the sin function.
The upward propagation follows the same scheme with the exception that the algorithm
starts at all leaves and propagates
the intervals recursively to the root. As an example,
p
we consider the expression x2 + y 2 < 2. Here, we start again with the downward
propagation. We can assume domain value ranges of [0, ..., 18] for x and [0, ..., 12] for y
corresponding to the size of a soccer field in the RoboCup MSL. In the first upwards step,
we have to raise the intervals with the power of two: x ∈ [0, ..., 182 ] and y ∈ [0, ..., 122 ].
The sum of x2 and y 2 leads
p to the sum of the
√ respective intervals. After computing the
square root, we receive x2 + y 2 ∈ [0, ..., 182 + 122 ]. Since this expression has to be
lower than 2, the interval of the full expression is [0, ..., 2]. If we perform a downward
propagation afterwards, the algorithm concludes: x, y ∈ [0, ..., 2].
The previous example shows that multiple propagation steps are required to achieve
convergence. Therefore, the algorithm performs alternating downward and upward
propagations until the sum of absolute interval changes deceeds a certain threshold.
Nevertheless, most expressions do not require more than 2 downward and upward
propagations. Solvers such as iSat [60] use a refinement method that splits the computed
intervals to increase the precision. On the one hand, this allows a refinement until the
intervals converge to a solution. On the other hand, this leads to a combinatorial explosion
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of possible interval splits and a high computational complexity. Hence, we did not consider
interval splitting for our approach.
The CNSMT solver calls this interval propagation process once in each iteration of the
main loop and once in the initialization phase. This allows the early determination of
unit clauses inferred from collapsed intervals. These provide prior knowledge in the
propositional problem. Additionally, the stored intervals determine the domain ranges for
the search phase. Furthermore, collapsed intervals form safe clauses for the propositional
problem and therefore allow inference of unsatisfiability of simple problem classes. For
more complex problem classes, for example non-convex problems, the inferred variable
intervals determine boundaries for the seeds of the local search.

6.5.4 Local Search
The local search algorithm is based on the approach of Skubch [158]. In the general
scheme, Skubch [158] transforms a CNCSP expression into a fitness function, which is
evaluated to values greater 1 if all constraints are satisfied. Otherwise, the function returns
a value below 0, which indicates a degree constraint violation. In some sense, this approach
defines suitable membership functions similar to a fuzzy logic, which allow the inference
of the adequateness of a solution. To find a solution for the generated function, local
search operates on multiple random start points. The major advantage of this approach
is its high performance in practical in practical CNCSP instances, as shown in [158] and
[157]. However, this comes at the price of incompleteness. Hence, the algorithm cannot
distinguish whether no solution exists or the searching time was insufficient. However,
our experiments suggest that many practical problems can be solved correctly in less than
100 ms on current state-of-the-art CPUs.
The usage of incomplete local search in our SMT scheme provides two major advancements:
First, we divide the potentially complex problem expression into smaller sub-problems with
potentially lower complexity. Second, the solution process for problems with a complex
logical structure can be simplified on the propositional level, as shown in Section 10.1. In
particular, disjunctions are removed from the problem statement. In some cases, this can
simplify the error landscape from non-convex to convex problems.
The formula transformation is divided in two parts. First, one of the following rules applies
for each inequality constraint:
T (a < b) = <* (a, b)

(6.7)

*

(6.8)

*

(6.9)

*

T (¬(a > b)) = ≤ (a, b)

(6.10)

T (¬(a ≤ b)) = <* (b, a)

(6.11)

T (a > b) = < (b, a)
T (¬(a < b)) = ≤ (b, a)

*

T (¬(a ≥ b)) = < (a, b)

(6.12)

This step normalizes the inequalities to the two ”membership functions” <* and ≤* . These
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functions are defined as:
(
1
< (a, b) =
b−a
(
1
≤* (a, b) =
b−a
*

if a < b
otherwise

(6.13)

if a ≤ b
otherwise

(6.14)
(6.15)

As a result, we retrieve a list of necessary solution conditions, which appear in conjuncted
form. In the second step, the formula representing the problem expression is created by
combining the inequality constraints with
(
1
if a = 1 ∧ b = 1
Σ∧ (a, b) =
(6.16)
min(0, a) + min(0, b) otherwise
T (p ∧ q) = Σ∧ (T (p), T (q)).

(6.17)

Although other promising representations are possible, our solution uses a sum-based
combination for the conjunctions. Briefly, it returns the fitness value of the more violated
constraint. Skubch [158] compared the performance to a combination with min operator
known from the Gödel t-Norm of fuzzy logic [107]. However, in a majority of the tested
problem instances, the sum-based approach showed a better performance.
As the design of the <* and ≤* functions indicate an error measure for the degree of
constraint violation, we can perform gradient ascent methods as local search techniques
to find a function value greater zero. Therefore, our algorithm first picks a starting seed
~s from a seed generator within the solution ranges that are determined by the interval
propagation. Afterwards, we compute the gradient vector ~gi for this seed, where i denotes
the ith iteration. The derivations for the conjunction operator and the functions <* and
≤* are given by:
δ
δ
Σ∧ (a, b) =
(a + b)
δxi
δx
(i
0
δ
<* (a, b) =
δ
δxi
δxi (b − a)
(
0
δ
*
≤ (a, b) =
δ
δxi
δxi (b − a)

(6.18)
if a < b
otherwise

(6.19)

if a ≤ b
otherwise

(6.20)

The derivation of the problem formula is computed by using a auto differentiation library
of Shtof [154]. Note that the library relies on a tree-like representation and the visitor
design pattern to compute the derivation. We used the same data structures to implement
the recursive interval propagation algorithm.
The update step of the gradient ascent approach relies on the resilient propagation (Rprop)
algorithm of Riedmiller and Braun [141], which was originally developed for the training
of neural networks. A standard gradient ascent rule would update the current evaluation
point with a learning rate by: ~s + α~gi . In contrast, Rprop assumes that the gradient length
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does not allow conclusions on the optimal step length. Hence, a fixed problem-specific
step length is assumed: ~s + γ sgn(~gi ). In order to travel long distances, γ increases by a
factor η + if sgn(~gi ) = sgn(~gi−1 ). Vice versa, Rprop assumes that a local optimum has been
bypassed if sgn(~gi ) 6= sgn(~gi−1 ), and decreases γ with a factor η − to facilitate convergence.
In general, the values of η are problem-specific. Nevertheless, in many problems, the
values η + = 1.2 and η + = 0.5 showed good performances and are therefore usually chosen
as default parameters for our approach.
Various differet update rules for gradient descent/ascent problems exist. In particular,
the Levenberg-Marquardt (LM) algorithm [104] achieves fast convergence for a broad
range of problem instances. The LM algorithm exploits the Jacobian to estimate the step
length, which requires second-order derivation of ~s. However, in our particular case, the
computation of the second-order derivation is a computationally expensive operation,
since the function is a rather complex expression and good approximations cannot be
assumed. Therefore, we do not further investigate the LM gradient descent algorithm in
the context of this thesis.
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(d) Gradient trace without problem decomposition

Figure 6.2: Example of problem decomposition and gradient ascent with (a,b,c) and without (d)
propositional problem decomposition. In both cases, the approach starts from the initial
seed (−5, −5).

Since the local search with gradient ascent is incomplete, our solver needs a restart
limit to assume unsatisfiability of the current expression. Due to the efficient problem
decomposition on the propositional level the problem complexity for the solver increases
only slowly, which makes cached solutions – despite in the possible presence of new
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constraints – to a strong indicator of where a new solution might be found. Figure 6.2
shows the problem decomposition of our approach for the problem:
x > −1 ∧ x
< 1 ∧ y < −9
| {z } | {z } | {z }
A

B

(6.21)

C

For this example, we assume that the gradient solver starts with an initial seed ~s0 =
(−5, −5). If the solver is queried once for the propositional problem A ∧ B ∧ C, the
gradient ascent needs to perform 8 update steps, as shown in Figure 6.2 d. Due to the
propositional problem decomposition, it is possible that the solver is first queried for a
solution of A, then A ∧ B, and finally A ∧ B ∧ C. In this case, the solution of A results in
~s4 = [0.08, −5]T as a result of 4 update steps, see Figure 6.2 a. When the solver is queried
in the next partial problem A ∧ B, it can directly return the cached solution ~s4 , which
already satisfies this problem (Figure 6.2 b). The final query again requires 4 update steps
to compute the final solution, as shown in Figure 6.2 c. Overall, the number of computed
update steps is again 8. However, the crucial difference is that the solver needs to evaluate
a less complex function for the first 4 update steps. Assuming a constant step length for
Rprop, the number of update steps is equal for all possible starting points in this error
landscape. We conclude that such a problem can be computed more efficiently by using
the described SMT technology. In practice, this efficiency allowed us to reduce the number
of restarts before assuming unsatisfiability to two.

6.5.5 Constraint Optimization
As mentioned before, our solver allows the extension of the CNCSP to a global optimization
problem (CNCOP). This is particularly useful to determine the best solution among all
solutions satisfying the constraints. Considering the RoboCup blocking problem, a situation
where two robots have to block two of the four opponents can appear. In that case, a
utility function prefers to block opponents close to the ball, as these are more likely to
attack the ball.
To address the CNCOP, we exploit the fact that the transformed constraint function has an
upper bound of 1. Hence, arbitrary utility functions with a lower bound of 0 can be added
to this function and will be optimized by the gradient-based T solver. Nevertheless, we
have to consider two issues: First, we have to take the incompleteness of the solver into
account, which does not provide a guarantee to compute the global optimum. Second,
the solution of the CNCSP does not need to identify all possible propositional solutions.
However, the function optimum search requires the search within all possible propositional
solutions. To achieve this, the solver stores the solution with the highest utility and adds
a new clause, which excludes the found solution from the search space. Since this new
clause makes the problem unsatisfiable at the propositional level, the solver continues its
search to find a new solution. Finally, after all propositional solutions have been analyzed,
the solver returns the solution with the highest utility value. This method is also referred
to as branch-and-bound [94].
Since our solution is only executing two restarts per propositional solution, the optimization
does not cover complex utility search space well. In contrast, we ensure optimality at the
propositional level, as we can analyze all possible propositional solutions.
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6.5.6 Coherent Proposals
The presented solver computes proposal values on each agent individually. Due to
inconsistent knowledge bases, the problem statement might differ between the agents.
Hence, the computed solutions for the robots can also deviate from each other. One
reason for a deviation is the fact that agents compute the problem formula during runtime
under consideration of their observations. Hence, the problem descriptions themselves
could differ if no mutual beliefs on the foundations are present. A further reason is the
structure of most CNCSPs, which usually refers to multiple solutions, as the problem space
is continuous and the constraints do not shrink it to a single solution. Due to the random
seeds of the local search solver, the distributed execution fosters deviations in the final
solution. For the same reason, symmetric problems can result in symmetric solutions. For
example, considering a blocking problem in robotic soccer with two opponents (O and P )
and two blockers (A and B), a possible solution could be that robot A blocks opponent
O and robot B blocks opponent P . Except the constraint describes a fixed assignment of
robots to opponents, a valid solution would also be an assignment of A to P and B to O.
Although our decision process aims for common solutions in later steps, the seed generator
provides an ideal basis to achieve coherent solutions at the theory solver level. Therefore,
the solver posts the final problem solutions to a variable synchronization module, which
distributes the solutions among all agents. When the seed generator is queried, it first
returns the solution having most supporting agents. Here, agents use the same solution
proposal if the Euclidean distance between the solution factors deceeds a certain problemspecific threshold. As all agents apply this method, equal starting seeds are likely. This
in turn increases the probability to converge to a common solution. However, since the
problem statement may differ, convergence is not guaranteed.
Note that the idea of seed distribution was originally described by Skubch [157]. The major
difference of [157] is the fact that the gradient solver analyzes the problem expression
with a higher number of restarts. This allows the verification of more seeds rather than
only of the most supported one. An even more sophisticated approach, which is conform
with the SMT technology for achieving convergence, is presented by [129]. Here, the
agents exchange partial solutions, which can increase the convergence probability if the
problem changes only concern parts of the statement. We consider such a support of
partial solution exchange as future work.

6.6 Summary
In this chapter, we first presented multi-agent problem description methods and
distinguished between explicit and implicit problem description as well as declarative
and imperative description. We further showed the advantages of declarative problem
descriptions due to the inherent division of the algorithm to compute and implement a
decision. Furthermore, declarative representations simplify the incorporation of exception
rules, as shown by the RoboCup blocking example. We also explained advantages that
hold similarly for propositional and first-order logic expressions. Afterwards, we gave
an overview of the common practice of proposal computation algorithms, which mostly
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rely on search algorithms that are specialized for a specific problem class to provide the
necessary performance for real-world robotic systems.
In Section 6.4, we defined the problem class addressed by our decision process and
highlighted its general undecidability, which is caused by the presence of nonlinear,
continuous, and non-convex constraints. The main part of the chapter explained our solver,
which combines three different solution techniques into a satisfiability modulo theories
solver: First, a DPLL-based SAT solver, which computes solutions on the propositional
level of the problem. Second, we use an interval propagation algorithm, which is able to
shrink the solution interval and allows the identification of unit clauses. Third, the CNSMT
solver incorporates a gradient ascent-based local search solver that is able to compute the
solution for nonlinear expressions. The incorporation of incomplete solution techniques
enhances the solution speed in contrast to state-of-the-art approaches. We demonstrate
this in Chapter 10.
Section 6.5.5 extends our solver by the capability of solving optimization problems by
completely discovering the propositional solution space and adding utility functions with
a lower bound to the gradient optimization problem. Nevertheless, , the solver does not
answer the question of how robots can ensure to have agreement on their computed
solution proposals. In this context, we consider the solver solutions only as proposals other
agents can accept or reject. However, the reasons of accepting or rejecting a proposal
are strongly problem specific. In order to follow the idea of a general-purpose decision
mechanism, we claim that a middleware that supports the proposal negotiation process
and is adaptable to the typical robotic problem setting is required.

7 Proposal Replication for Value
Determination
In the last decades of computer science in the research field of distributed systems, a wide
variety of algorithms to achieve agreement for decision data among cooperating servers or
agents were investigated. In Chapter 4, we highlighted drawbacks of these approaches
when mobility and dynamic environments come into play, e. g., in emergency response,
robotic soccer, or autonomous driving scenarios. Most notably, existing approaches are
not flexible enough to allow adapting adequately to new problem settings. For example,
strong consensus algorithms such as Paxos are not suitable for situations in which swift
decisions are essential. However, domains with quickly changing environments such as
robotic soccer face exactly this challenge.
In this chapter, we describe and analyze the PROViDE middleware, which implements the
three negotiation steps of our decision process: proposal replication, conflict resolution,
and value decision. The primary goal of PROViDE is the negotiation of conflicting decision
proposals within a team of mobile robots to achieve coherent decisions. For the robotic
domain, we can derive middleware-specific requirements for PROViDE:
Efficiency As stated before, many middleware frameworks are too heavy weight and
inefficient for the needs of mobile robots. This requirement is twofold: First, the
latency induced by the middleware has to be low, and second, the accessibility of
the data should be robust against the absence of robots. Hence, we claim proposal
replication to be a key requirement to comprehend decisions locally and quickly.
Flexibility The diversity of scenarios where today’s robots are used requires a whole
set of communication mechanisms that adjust to the requirements of the problem
setting. Due to the diversity of different robotic domains, we claim that no single
coordination protocol can cover all possible situations a robot can face. In particular,
caused by the mobility and imperfect communication, each protocol implements a
trade-off between safety, liveness, and decision time. As a result, the communication
protocol and conflict handling mechanism require the flexibility to cope with the
needs of the concrete problem setting. Furthermore, we need to address the
transient communication behavior of robots, which can appear and disappear within
communication range.
Adaptivity During runtime, the mobility of robots causes changes in the communication
channel regarding throughput and connectivity. Consequently, our middleware needs
to detect these changes and adapt its underlying protocols, i. e., detecting after which
time the middleware assumes packet loss for missing acknowledgments.
Extensibility We expect future research activities to develop new communication protocols
and data distribution frameworks, e. g., to tackle communication in domains that
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current approaches do not consider. Thus, a software architecture should allow to
plug in other protocols.

The rest of this chapter is structured as follows. To describe PROViDE and the underlying
negotiation scheme, we give an overview of three decision steps in Section 7.1. Here,
robots first replicate their value proposals among the team members. Thereby, value
proposals are assigned to shared variables, which are described in Section 7.2. Afterwards,
Section 7.3 describes the set of predefined but extensible distribution protocols to replicate
value proposals to other robots. In a second decision step, conflicting proposals are
negotiated, as described in Section 7.4. The last decision step implements the final
decision, which results from the replicated proposals and produces eventually coherent
values. Afterwards, we describe in Section 7.5 how the present team members are detected
and how variables, which are inconsistent and relevant for current decisions, are identified.
Section 7.6 analyzes additional considerations for robots acting in ad hoc networks.

7.1 Negotiation with PROViDE
PROViDE implements a database with replicated value proposals. Each proposal is assigned
to exactly one decision variable, e. g., the position of a disaster victim in an emergency
response scenario is assigned to the variable describing the goal for the next rescue
operation. Similar to a linear human group decision process, we first collect all possible
solutions and order them according to a quality criterion. Finally, we select the one solution
by applying a second criterion such as a majority voting. As we assume that all agents rely
on the same decision criteria, this may result in coherent values in a distributed setting. As
shown in Figure 7.1, this negotiation process includes three steps: proposal distribution,
conflict resolution, and value decision:

Value Proposal
Distribute Proposals

Resolve Conflicts

Decide for a Value
Decision
Figure 7.1: Negotiation scheme of PROViDE.

1. Distribute Proposals We distinguish between the chosen decision value and a solution
proposal of each robot: Every robot can contribute at most one proposal for each
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problem, which is replicated among the team, e. g., target blocking positions in a
RoboCup scenario. The proposal value can change over time although this contradicts
the safety property of consensus algorithms. Exactly one of the present proposals
is selected as the decision value, which must not necessarily be the proposal of the
local robot. If no valid local proposal is present, the empty value ∅ is chosen.
The distribution method for the replication process can be adapted to specify the
consistency properties, i. e., it describes the effort to keep the proposal replica
consistent. Thus, it specifies the trade-off between decision safety, liveness, and
decision time. For example, in a RoboCup scenario we require rather fast decisions
due to the dynamic environment, whereas autonomous car driving scenarios need a
much higher level of safety.
2. Conflict Resolution Whenever a robot receives a new proposal, it checks for a conflict
with its own current proposal. The robot adopts one of the present proposals as new
own proposal, e. g., the most recent proposal or the one with the highest priority.
According to distributed consensus literature [90], we call this selection acceptance
method, since it decides on the acceptance of values as own proposal. We will show
that the design of the communication protocol and the acceptance method may
tend to eliminate unequal proposals. In conclusion, a suitable combination of both
methods implements conflict resolution.
3. Decide for a Value In order to select a proposal as current variable value, a decision
method is applied. Similar to human decision processes, this method does not
necessarily rely on a democratic (majority-based) voting as used by distributed
consensus algorithms. Instead, it can be useful to choose the most reasonable, most
current, or only unanimously agreed upon values. As the decision method usually
waits for the termination of the proposal distribution step, it strongly influences the
speed of the whole decision process. In case of a conflict in the RoboCup domain, the
robots could for example select the proposal of the robot with the highest confidence.
In contrast to human group decisions or classical consensus algorithms such as Paxos, we
consider a feedback loop as optional. Moreover, it requires the manual implementation
of a feedback rule, which we consider as exception in robotic domains. However, for this
reason, we cannot generally provide guarantees for consensus on the final value. For the
exceptional cases where feedback is required, it can be implemented trough the usage of
proposal change subscriptions, e. g., to implement consensus algorithms. Here, multiple
communication rounds implement the safe consent decision. These communication
rounds follow two phases – prepare and accept – of the Paxos algorithm. We present
an according implementation using PROViDE in Section 12.5. To ensure non-trivial
decisions for PROViDE, the selected decision method is restricted to choose values that
are supported by at least one proposal. The subscription mechanism also allows for a
publish-subscribe communication mechanism and lifts PROViDE to a general-purpose
communication middleware in addition to its negotiation capabilities. In the following
sections, we describe the negotiation principles in detail. Thereby, we introduce a rule set,
which is implemented by PROViDE and helps to show the properties of the negotiation
process.
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7.2 Shared Variables
Shared variables structure the distributed data space of proposals. Hence, a robot n can
address all decision variables x ∈ X of a local database DB(n). Each shared variable
groups the replicated proposals VPn (x) as basic data entities. These proposals are stored
persistently for the lifetime of PROViDE even though the proposing agent disappears from
the network. This property realizes persistence of the value decisions and follows the
persistence rule. It also induces the problem of persistent conflicts if an agent is not able to
change its own proposal replications, e. g., due to being outside the communication range.
We assume that proposal types are not restricted to scalars, but they can be vectors, lists of
values, points, or other complex data types. In particular, a proposal value V (VPn (x)) can
refer to all types of serializable objects. Thus, multiple value decisions can be made upon a
single variable to unify their negotiation to a single decision process. Typical examples for
proposal values are target movement positions, object identifiers for grasping operations,
or sensor observations.
According to the proposal update rule, only agent a is allowed to change or permit the
change of VPa (x) ∀ x ∈ X. Vice versa, locally replicated proposals of other robots only
change if a change command has been received implicating the permission for change.
Therefore, the following condition holds at any point in time:
T (VPn (x) ∈ DB(a)) ≤ T (VPn (x) ∈ DB(n))
∀x ∈ X, n | n 6= a,

(7.1)

where T (VPn (X) ∈ DB(m)) denotes the decision time of the proposal of robot n in the
database of robot m. In other words, a replicated proposal of the robot n is either the
current proposal of n or a proposal that he had before. The latter case always follows from
delay or disturbances of the communication channel. In conclusion, the choice of weak
proposal replication methods fosters outdated proposals, e. g., because lost messages are
not detected and retransmitted.
A further property of proposals is the guarantee of monotonic changes, i. e., that the
current proposal of on agent a of an agent b is always the most current proposal, which is
sent by b and received by a. It follows:
Lt(VPb (x) ∈ DB(a)) = max(LtSnt (Rcva (VPb (x)))),

(7.2)

where Rcva denotes that the proposal has been received by agent a and LtSnt the logical
time referring to the moment the proposal has been sent.
Figure 7.2 shows an example of the data distribution for three robots in an emergency
response scenario, where robot a and b operate as a team and robot c operates alone (as a
team). This separation usually happens because robot c moved out of the communication
range. An exemplary case for this is to rescue a disaster victim and transport it to a base
camp. The figure shows that Robot c is disconnected before the robots a and b proposed
a new value for x1 at time l. Therefore, the replica of robot c is not updated and might
be inconsistent. However, the robots can make their decisions based on the most current
local replica. If the two teams can reestablish a connection, PROViDE will automatically
restore the consistency of the proposals according to the distribution method.
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Agent 𝑎

Disconnected
at time 𝑙 < k

PROViDE Proposal Space
of Agent 𝑎 and 𝑏

Local Copy

Variable 𝑥2
Variable 𝑥1
𝑉𝑃𝑎 (𝑥1 ), 𝐿𝑡 = 𝑘
𝑉𝑃𝑏 (𝑥1 ), 𝐿𝑡 = 𝑘
𝑉𝑃𝑐 (𝑥1 ), 𝐿𝑡 = 𝑙

PROViDE Proposal
Space of Agent 𝑐

Agent 𝑐

Agent 𝑏
Figure 7.2: Example for the data distribution in the PROViDE proposal space with three agents.

7.2.1 Attributes of Replicated Proposals
Distributed value proposals in PROViDE contain the following attributes:
• scoped variable name,
• value,
• logical timestamp,
• decision time,
• validity time,
• distribution method,
• and acceptance method.
The name of a proposal matches the variable to which it belongs. A variable name includes
a scope, which is structured like the UNIX file system, e. g., ”/mission/discovery/goalArea”.
In this example, the variable ”goalArea” is located within the scope ”discovery”, which in
turn is a sub-scope of ”mission”.
As explained before, each proposal has a logical timestamp, which we denote by
Lt(VPn (X)). It allows to order proposals by the point of time at which their distribution
has been initiated. In particular, the logical timestamp is required to ensure the condition
of Equation 7.2. Therefore, each agent maintains a Lamport clock [92], which increases
its time monotonically whenever a new proposal transmission appears. Furthermore,
whenever a message with a higher timestamp is received, this higher value overwrites the
local value.
Due to the monotonic progress of the logical clock, Lamport’s happened-before
relation [92] holds for two messages m1 and m2 from the same agent:
Lt(m1 ) < Lt(m2 ) ⇒ m1 → m2 ∨ m1 | m2 .

(7.3)
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If an agent distributes two consecutive proposals and the first one is outpaced during the
transmission, we can detect this event after both messages have been received. In this
case, we can discard the message with the lower logical timestamp. Additionally, the list
of logical timestamps within the proposals of each variable represents a special form of
vector time [105], which allows the identification of causal relationships between variables.
For example, if all logical timestamps of a variable x are lower than the timestamps of
the variable y, we can infer a causal dependency as Lt(x) → Lt(y). Similarly, we can
check whether all agents acknowledged a new proposal. Here, all proposals of the other
agents perform an update and therefore have a higher logical timestamp. The update
mechanism is realized by the acceptance method and is described in Section 7.2.3. Note
that a proposal update does not necessarily imply a value change, which makes a logical
timestamp mandatory to detect causal relationships.
The proposal decision time T (VPn (x)) is the actual wall-clock time, which determines
the age of the current proposal value. As a result, only the sending agent can assign this
timestamp. The proposal decision time relies on a synchronous clock, which is available to
all agents. We describe the synchronous clock implementation of PROViDE in Section 7.3.6.
The validity time Tv (VPn (x)) specifies an absolute time for the invalidation of a proposal.
This timestamp again refers to the time provided by the synchronous clock. The validity
time aims for time-limited decisions. For example, considering an agent in an emergency
response scenario executing a victim rescue task, we can assume that it will leave the
communication range of the other robots. Therefore, the assignment of the rescue task
to the robot needs to be persistent, i. e., other agents trust that the agent commits to the
task and executes it successfully although communication is currently impossible. As this
method prohibits the detection of an agent fault, an occuring fault would prevent the
victim from being rescued. The validity time allows the application developer to specify
the required time for the intended rescue mission. In case the robot is not able to rescue
the victim within that time, the decision becomes invalid and another agent can take over
the task.
Additionally, proposals have two attributes referring to the distribution and acceptance
method. These determine how the proposal is distributed, respectively, provide a guideline
for other agents when a proposal is accepted. We assume these values to be static for each
variable. For example, considering autonomous cars that decide which car is allowed to
pass a crossing first, we can assume that the same distribution and acceptance rules hold
for all instances of the decision.

7.2.2 Distribution Method
The distribution method describes the protocol for keeping replicated proposals consistent.
It adjusts the required bandwidth, consistency guarantee, availability, and fault tolerance
adapted to the decision issue. For instance, robotic soccer requires swift decisions as the
environment changes quickly due to the dynamics of the moving objects such as the ball
or other robots. Moreover, the domain does not require high safety constraints because
no direct human interaction takes place. Consequently, the domain is inherently fault
tolerant to a certain extent. In contrast, in an emergency response scenario, uncoordinated
decisions can result in deaths of undiscovered or not rescued victims. At the same time, the
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usually weak communication infrastructure does not allow continuous negotiation once a
robot leaves the communication range. Thus, sophisticated decisions need to be made,
which implies that all conflicts have to be resolved before a robot leaves the communication
range. A more detailed discussion concerning the necessity of a problem-specific trade-off
of consistency properties can be found in Terry [170]
PROViDE proposes four distribution methods (also referred to as consistency levels) L(x),
which can be chosen for each variable individually:
Local Variable Management (Level 0) indicates no replication of newly added proposals. Here, proposals are not replicated automatically to other robots, which allows
an instantaneous execution of a decision. The standard use cases for this method are
individual decisions that have no relevance to other agents. Nevertheless, proposals
with local variable management can be set and queried by other agents, to either
actively request the intention of the robot or for decisions that require guaranteed
consistency for a specific point in time.
At the same time, the lack of replication leads to a poor accessibility for other robots
due to the communication delay. Furthermore, access is coupled with the network
connection of the proposing agent, i. e., the proposals disappear when the agent
loses its connection. Vice versa, new proposals might appear in the proposal space
when an agent engages the network. This behavior is similar to distributed tuple
spaces such as LIME [111], which explicitly consider the mobility of agents.
Fire and Forget (Level 1) realizes eventual consistency, i. e., proposal consistency is
achieved among the robots with a probability greater zero. This method follows
the idea of optimistic replication [147] for situations in which replication success
is not mandatory. Thus, this method is beneficial for the robotic soccer scenario
where proposals have a short validity time or receive updates with a high frequency
in relation to the communication delay. Performance is the major advantage of the
fire and forget replication method, which does not correlate with the number of
connected agents. However, the lack of an explicit feedback that indicates, whether
the proposal replication is successful is a drawback. As a consequence, fire and
forget cannot be used when such knowledge is required, e. g., to set up a mutex
variable (unless a packet loss rate of 0 % can be assumed, or the domain provides
fault tolerance, see Section 12.2).
Monotonic Updates (Level 2) ensures that a proposal change is successfully replicated
to all other robots. At the same time, a proposal-distributing robot receives an
acknowledgment of the other agents including their own proposal. This allows
proposing agents to reason about remote knowledge bases, e. g., whether all agents
agree on a certain proposal. Variables that are distributed with the monotonic
updates method have a monotonic reads distribution (sometimes referred to as
session guarantee) for proposal updates. This means robots receive a subset of
all proposal writes in a monotonic order. Hence, two consecutive read operations
of the replicated data result in either the same or a more recent proposal for the
second read operation. The replicated proposals become more up to date over time.
As a consequence, if a robot cannot receive a proposal due to not being able to
communicate, it has to receive all necessary updates once it re-engages the team
communication process.
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We consider monotonic updates as the standard method for proposals that are
not changing iteratively but require negotiation. As an example, we assume an
autonomous car that distributes a proposal indicating it wants to pass an intersection.
When the car waits until all other nearby cars confirm the proposal, the intersection
can be passed safely. Otherwise, it will receive a concurrent proposal, which allows to
either change the own intention or to wait for an intention change of the concurrent
traffic.

Monotonic Accepts (Level 3) is the logical extension of monotonic updates to all
proposals. While the monotonic updates method only allows consistency for
proactive decisions of agents, monotonic accepts also ensures consistency of
proposals that are created due to the selected acceptance method. This method
allows for an eventual establishment of a joint intention, where every robot is aware
of the fact that all other robots know all proposals. Here again, the probability for
the establishment of a joint intention increases over time. The major drawback of
the monotonic accepts method is its usually high demand for bandwidth implying a
bad scalability with the number of agents.
In contrast to consistency level 0, which does never automatically distribute proposals,
the consistency levels one to three only transmit messages if a proposal change occurs.
However, in some domains, it is typical to realize a mutual belief by iteratively transmitting
proposals. For example, in the middle size league, it is common to transmit the world
model information about detected ball and robot positions with a certain update frequency
as for example 10 Hz. This has two main reasons: First, due to the continuous environment
of the robots and the sensor noise, position values change almost always when new sensor
readings appear, i. e., values are likely to change frequently. And second, the chosen
transmission frequency is usually lower than the frequency of the sensor readings, which
reduces the required bandwidth [13]. In PROViDE, we similarly allow limiting the updates
of proposals to achieve such a behavior for frequently changing variables.

7.2.3 Acceptance Method
As mentioned before, each PROViDE agent supports at most one proposal for each variable.
This proposal is by default the empty proposal. The acceptance method decides about the
support of proposals from other agents, i. e., this method can accept a new proposal by
replacing the former selection with the new one. In the same way, a new proposal can
be rejected. To ensure that an agent transmits acknowledgments including the proposal
it supports, the acceptance method applies whenever a change in the proposal database
occurs (acceptance rule). Note that new replicated proposals are always added to the
proposal database although they are not accepted. In this case, the own proposal remains
unchanged.
In order to specify the condition under which a proposal is accepted, the developer can
select a condition ◦ for an ordering relation <o for all proposals that belong to the same
variable:
<o = {(VPi (x), VPj (x)) ∈ |VP(x)| × |VP(x)| :
VPi (x) ◦ VPj (x) ∧ i 6= j} ,

(7.4)
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where |VP(x)| denotes the set of proposals for x. The acceptance function P sorts a set of
proposals for variable x by <o to select the highest ordered proposal for the local agent a:
VPa (x) = P (VPa (x), VPb (x), ..., VPn (x))
= max(VP(x) ∈ <o ).

(7.5)
(7.6)

As P is executed independently on all agents, we require <o to be a strict ordering
relation if equal acceptance decisions are required, i. e., ∀i, j(VPi (x), VPj (x)) ∈<o or
(VPj (x), VPi (x)) ∈<o . In other words, two proposals are never equal, which ensures
that P returns the same result for the same set of replicated proposals on each agent. To
facilitate the construction of strict ordering relations, we assume each agent to have a
unique identifier such as an IP address. The incorporation of this identifier as ordering
criterion allows the transformation of non-strict ordering relations into strict ordering
relations. Here, proposals that cannot be ordered by the main criteria are ordered by the
identifier value.
In some cases, the ordering relation considers the confidence of the distributing agent.
Therefore, the proposals have to include confidence values as an additional payload. Hence,
this type of ordering relations is defined in a problem-specific way on the application level.
PROViDE implements a set of standard acceptance methods that suffice for the typical
robotic applications:
Happened-After selects the proposal with the highest logical timestamp Lt(VP(x)). If
the timestamps of two proposals are equal, the proposal from the robot with the
lower identifier is selected. We define this relation as:
<Lt = {(VPi (x), VPj (x)) | Lt(VPi (x)) < Lt(VPj (x))
∨ (Lt(VPi (x)) = Lt(VPj (x)) ∧ i < j)}.

(7.7)

We consider this as standard selection method, which selects the causally newest
proposal. This proposal is not necessarily the most recent proposal with respect
to the wall-clock time. However, the stable behavior makes it to a suitable choice
without the presence of other domain knowledge.
Most-Recent behaves similar to happened-after but relies on the proposal decision time:
<T = {(VPi (x), VPj (x)) | T (VPi (x)) < T (VPj (x))
∨ (T (VPi (x)) = T (VPj (x)) ∧ i < j)}.

(7.8)

The main drawback of this method is that no common global clock can be assumed.
Although PROViDE implements clock synchronization internally, a synchronization
error with the magnitude of the network delay might still be present. As a
result, this method is useful for weakly synchronized distributed shared memory
implementations, e. g., to negotiate target passing positions in RoboCup.
Priority relies on the priority pri of all agents defined at compile time:
<pri = {(VPi (x), VPj (x)) | pri(i) < pri(j)},

(7.9)

where ∀i, j pri(i) 6= pri(j). The priority usually relies on the task of the agent, e. g.,
in hierarchical agent organizations or to favor the proposals of agents with the best
observation capabilities.
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Collection is the simplest form of acceptance methods. Here, the local agent a never
accepts new proposals other than its own:
<c = {(VPi (x), VPj (x)) | j = a}.

(7.10)

Consequently, all remote proposals are collected forming a list. The typical
application example is the realization of a distributed election: Each agent proposes
a value that indicates its appropriateness to become the leader. If a single maximum
proposal exists, the proposing agent becomes the leader. Otherwise, the procedure
repeats with a new variable and with all winning agents until only a single agent
remains. Additionally, collection is also the method of choice to realize a majoritybased decision.
The acceptance method applies independently of the selected distribution method.
Moreover, if the distribution method demands feedback from the receiving agents as
for example in consistency level two and three, the feedback includes the selected proposal.
This eventually allows reaching homogeneous proposals, i. e., all agents propose the same
value. However, this property depends on the selected distribution method, acceptance
method, and the amount of network failures. Overall, the acceptance method contributes
to the conflict discovery and resolution. We examine this topic in Section 7.4 in detail.

7.2.4 Value Decision
After applying the proposal replication and the partial resolution of proposal conflicts due
to the acceptance method, PROViDE applies a decision method on the remaining proposals.
If no proposal satisfies the decision condition, the value decision procedure returns an
empty proposal indicating that the decision process is incomplete. PROViDE delivers four
built-in decision methods:
Majority Voting makes a fault-tolerant decision by choosing the proposal that is accepted
by a majority of agents. Here, we determine the majority among the robots that
are currently within communication range. If no proposal is present for a certain
agent, we assume that the agent does not support any proposal. As a consequence,
a majority can only exist if more than 50 % of the agents successfully distributed
their proposals. Since the majority has to support at most one value, this method
provides a weak form of fault tolerance. Due to the presence of network errors and
delay, consensus cannot be assumed [93]. This approach creates a special form of an
early stopping mechanism for eventual consensus according to Cheng and Tsai [37].
In particular, the probability to converge to a consent value increases with a higher
consistency level and with the time passed since the last value has been proposed.
However, this property comes at the price of an increased decision delay, as packet
loss and network delay impose an upper bound for the possible decision time.
Unanimous Agreement only returns a value decision if all agents agree upon the same
proposal value. Although a majority voting already provides some level of fault
tolerance among all connected agents, some applications require all agents to
conclude the same value. For example, if mutual exclusion is required, not a
single unauthorized agent may enter the critical section. This additionally requires
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consistency level 3. As a result, unanimous agreement is the slowest decision method,
since a positive response to the proposals of all other agents is required. Hence, a
single agent with an interrupted connection can block the decision process.
Weak Agreement is similar to unanimous agreement except for the fact that only agents
within communication range need to agree on the value proposal. This allows
for decision-making in scenarios where some agents regularly act outside of the
communication range of the others. An application example is an autonomous car
that proposes its future trajectory through a crossroad. In that case, the car may not
execute the trajectory until all nearby cars confirm not to interfere. If only one single
car proposes a different trajectory, the proposal is invalid. Note that this method
bears the risk that a re-engaging agent breaks the unity. A new negotiation process
should either be initiated when agents appear or a consistency level of 2 or higher is
required, which ensures that each contradicting proposal will be replicated.
Own Proposal always returns the own proposal as decision value. This allows for fast
decisions but provides no fault-tolerance capabilities. The main assumption of this
decision method is that the acceptance method resolves all conflicts over time. Thus,
the decision converges to a common value, e. g., to the proposal value with the
highest priority when choosing the priority acceptance method. In the same fashion,
selecting the most recent acceptance method leads to the value decision with the
most recent decision time.
Enabling quick decisions is the main purpose of this decision method. They result
from the fact that a newly proposed value directly leads to a change of the final
variable value. However, as the value is chosen before the negotiation process of the
acceptance and distribution method is completed, the resulting value choices may be
unstable or contradicting to the proposals of the other agents. For these reasons, this
decision method is ideal for domains such as robotic soccer where decision safety
plays a minor role.
As the decision method is application specific, PROViDE allows the manual implementation
of new decision methods. Here, the decisions do not necessarily rely on the amount of
supporting agents. In particular, new decision methods may rely on payload knowledge
such as confidence values.

7.2.5 Interference between Consistency, Acceptance, and Decision
Method
From the implementation point of view the distribution, acceptance, and decision method
can be chosen independently of each other. However, some combinations do not provide
additional value to the decision process. For example, local variable management makes
an acceptance and decision method obsolete, as no values of other agents can appear in
the proposal storage.
The fire and forget method can generally be combined with all provided acceptance
methods and still produce a meaningful result. Yet, a decision method that requires more
than two proposals to be present does only make sense if we assume that multiple agents
propose a value over time. Meaning, if we assume that only a single agent makes proposals,
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the majority or unanimous agreement method cannot infer a decision value. Additionally,
unanimous agreement is unlikely to be successful unless the proposed values change only
rarely. The only reason to transmit the same proposal value repeatedly is to overcome a
possible packet loss. However, this scenario can be tackled by using monotonic updates
more efficiently.
The monotonic updates and the monotonic accepts distribution method force all agents to
send their own proposals at least once. Therefore, we can assume that all decision methods
may be able to determine a value. For collection-based decisions, we recommend the
usage of monotonic updates, which provides the same guarantees as monotonic accepts
but requires less bandwidth. The compatibility of the provided methods is summarized in
Table 7.1.

L(x) = 2

Happened-After
Own Proposal
Majority∗
Own Proposal
All

Most-Recent
Own Proposal
Majority∗
Own Proposal
All

Priority
Own Proposal
Majority∗
Own Proposal
All

L(x) = 3

All

All

All

L(x) = 0
L(x) = 1

Collection
Own Proposal
Majority∗
Majority
Unanimous /
Weak Agreement
None

Table 7.1: Compatibility chart for combinations of consistency, acceptance, and decision method.
Each cell includes all recommended decision method for a given acceptance and
distribution method. The ∗ indicates compatibility for the case where all agents send
frequent proposal updates.

7.3 Proposal Replication
The communication protocols of PROViDE implement the replication and distribution
mechanisms. Additionally, they invoke the acceptance method if necessary. In the
following sections, we first describe the assumptions about the network properties with a
network model. Subsequently, we derive communication protocols for the four presented
distribution methods. In this context, we have to detect packet loss due to network failures.
Therefore, we assume a timeout for pending acknowledgments, which we drive from a
probability model. The same model controls the probability estimation for the consistency
of the replicated proposals. Afterwards, we explain the clock synchronization mechanism
implemented in PROViDE. Finally, we describe variable change subscriptions that enable
feedback-based decisions and message passing.

7.3.1 Communication Model
The communication model for the network protocols can be derived from the general
requirements of the decision process described in Section 1.4. Since we designed PROViDE
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for the usage in multi-agent systems, we assume the presence of a low-level communication
infrastructure, which realizes point-to-point communication. Hence, the link, internetwork,
and transport layer follow an asynchronous communication model, e. g., through the
realization with UDP.
Asynchronous communication does not provide any knowledge about whether a
transmission is successful. Because robots could act in environments with harmed
communication infrastructure, we have to assume faulty network communication, i. e.,
network transmission can get lost or corrupted. The latter case is averted by checksums at
a lower communication layer. As a result, corrupted transmissions can be discarded and
appear as additional lost transmissions to the higher communication layers. Additionally,
we assume that no byzantine faults [93] occur.
A further property of asynchronous communication is the lack of ordered data control.
Generally, transmissions can appear in arbitrary order at the receiver, as they can outpace
each other. Furthermore, according to the results of Zheng et.al. [181] and Daniel
et.al. [51] for UDP and other packet-based networks, we assume the network delay to
follow a Laplace distribution:


1
|t − µ|
P (D = t|µ, b) =
exp −
,
2b
b

(7.11)

where P (D = t|µ, b) is the probability of the network delay t assuming a mean µ with
a diversity b. Additionally, we assume symmetric communication links, i. e., that the
network delay and packet loss rates between two agents a and b are independent from
the direction of the transmission. This simplification is only relevant for the mathematical
models that underly the packet loss detection mechanism. This mechanism optimizes the
transmission time within unreliable networks. However, it does not affect other properties
of the protocols. The same holds for the simplifying assumption that the probability for
lost network packets P (L) is uniformly distributed. This contradicts practical observations
in usual computer networks where packet loss usually occurs in bursts [157, p. 135]. This
implies a Poisson distribution, which models the length of the bursts. However, since no
appropriate values for the Poisson parameters can be estimated during normal operation
and no evidence for the occurrence of a burst exists, a uniform distribution is a reasonable
simplification.
The communication model further assumes that all agents have access to a logical unicast
and broadcast service. Meaning, they can transmit a packet to a single robot within the
same group of connected agents or to all agents in this group. If a robot is connected
to the group of agents p, we assume that either a direct peer-to-peer connection to all
other agents or a routing protocol, which implements a logical peer-to-peer connection,
exists. If p engages another group q, a new joint group {p, q} is formed. Since no agent
within a group has a distinct role, we also call a connected group of agents team. In
order to facilitate routing mechanisms, PROViDE can tolerate the duplication of network
transmissions. This allows the usage of flooding mechanisms, which cannot avoid that
network packets arrive multiple times.
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7.3.2 Protocol
The communication protocols of PROViDE replicate value proposals and transmit
acknowledgments, which give feedback about successful replication. Accordingly, the
protocols transmit two types of network messages: commands and acknowledgments.
Commands are initiated by a new proposal that has actively been assigned at application
level and needs replication. PROViDE transmits all command messages via broadcast
to all other agents within communication range. Acknowledgments can be divided into
the two subgroups of standard acknowledgments and short acknowledgments. While short
acknowledgments only confirm the message arrival at a receiver, standard acknowledgments
additionally include a proposal of the receiver, which indicates whether the proposal has
been accepted.
When a robot receives a command message, it adds the new proposal to its data store,
i. e., if a proposal of the transmitting robot for the given variable is already present, this
proposal is overwritten accordingly. Afterwards, the ordering relation of the acceptance
method could be violated. Therefore, PROViDE invokes the acceptance method to update
the own supported proposal. Since the locally supported proposal has been consistent
before, the invocation can only have two possible effects: Either the own proposal remains
unchanged or the new proposal is accepted.
All transmitted messages include a logical timestamp, as suggested by Lamport [91].
This logical timestamp is stored in the proposal payload. PROViDE uses this timestamp
to perform a message consistency and duplication check. Therefore, PROViDE checks
whether the related proposal is already present in the data store by comparing the logical
timestamp of the present proposal with that of the received one. If both are equal, the
network infrastructure or the underlying communication protocol duplicated the message.
If the new proposal has a lower timestamp, we can assume that a more recent message
has outpaced the received message. In neither case causes the message changes of the
data store.
The fire and forget distribution method terminates after the execution of the acceptance
method. In contrast, monotonic updates and monotonic accepts confirm the reception
of command messages by broadcasting an acknowledgment, which realizes a two-way
handshake protocol (L2 notification rule). All agents that receive the acknowledgment also
process it, i. e., the included proposal is added and updated in the local proposal space.
If the initiator of the proposal command message does not receive a response after a
time tr , it assumes packet loss of either the command message or the acknowledgment.
The value of tr is dynamically adjusted based on the current delay estimation and an a
priori probability P (De < tr ) that encodes the threshold of packet loss. The underlying
probability model is described later in Section 7.3.3.
Lost packets are compensated by the initiator, who resends the original message. In order
to distinguish a message duplication through the routing process from a retransmitted
message, all messages contain a unique identifier. If the receiving agents detect the same
logical timestamp on a message with a different identifier, its local proposal is already
up to date but the acknowledgment transmission has been lost. In that case, the local
proposal remains unchanged and the acknowledgment is resent.
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After the acknowledgment arrives at the initiator, it updates the received proposal in
its local proposal data store. Once all agents in the current team acknowledged the
commanded message to the initiator a, the monotonic updates distribution method is
completed and:
Lt(VPa (x)) >o Lt(VPn (x)) ∀n ∈ A ∧ n 6= a

(7.12)

holde, where A refers to the currently connected group of agents. This forms a necessary
condition for consistency. By additionally checking the reception of acknowledgments from
all agents, the initiator can check the consistency of its most recent distributed proposal.
Due to the iterative resending of lost packets, the monotonic updates method eventually
converges to a consistent state for all proposals that are distributed by command messages.
However, the acknowledgments are only guaranteed to arrive at the initiator. Meaning,
acknowledgments are not guaranteed to be received by other agents. Therefore, the
monotonic accepts method expects an additional short acknowledgment to check for a
packet loss among the receiving agents. This realizes a three-way handshake, which is a
common method to establish a joint intention (L3 notification rule).
Short acknowledgments follow the same logic as regular acknowledgments: They confirm
the reception of an regular acknowledgment. Therefore, they confirm the logical timestamp
and unique ID of the original message. We can identify two differences: First, short
acknowledgments do not include a proposal, and second, they do not cause changes in the
proposal data store, which makes them inherently tolerant towards message duplications.
The main reason for the usage of short acknowledgments is to save bandwidth, as the
broadcast mechanism of the previous protocol steps already ensures that all agents receive
the proposals of all other agents. An example for the PROViDE communication protocols
with two agents is shown in Figure 7.3.
PROViDE:Robot
PROViDE:Robot aa

PROViDE:Robot
PROViDE:Robot bb

Command(V

Pa )

accept()

L(x) = 1
L(x) = 2

Acka (VPb )

L(x) = 3

ShortAck

b

Figure 7.3: PROViDE distribution protocol for exchanging data using the monotonic accepts
distribution method. The termination for weaker distribution methods is indicated
with the dashed lines.
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The communication protocols provide a fail termination criterion: Message retransmissions
are limited to a threshold cr . If more than cr transmissions failed, the destination agent
is excluded from the current team estimations. This criterion limits the communication
bandwidth of disappearing agents to an upper bound.
The resend mechanism of our protocol is related to the idea behind the transmission
control protocol (TCP). The major difference is the explicit support of mobility through
loosely coupled communication links. For this reason, we avoid session management for
individual transactions. The only session management overhead is induced by the team
detection mechanism, which requires periodically transmitted heartbeat messages. The
team detection is explained in Section 7.5 in detail.

7.3.3 Resend Time
As mentioned before, packet loss is detected by the absence of expected acknowledgments
for a time greater than tr . By using the assumptions of our communication model, we can
determine tr dynamically at runtime by estimating the parameters of the probability-based
network model. As a result, the protocol can adapt to the present network delay to increase
the distribution efficiency in the presence of packet loss. Therefore, we first estimate the
probability of receiving an acknowledgment for the proposal of robot a for a given time
interval t, which denotes the timespan between the current point in time and the message
transmission. As the probabilities of consistency for all value proposals is independent:
P (C) =

VP
Y

P (AVPi )

(7.13)

holds, where P (C) is the probability for consistency of the whole replicated data store
and P (AVPi ) the probability for consistency of a single proposal VPi . To compute tr , we
are specifically interested in P (AVPa ). This probability depends on the packet loss and
delay and is determined independently for each communication link. We assume the
network delay to follow a Laplace distribution. Hence, we can use a maximum likelihood
estimation for the diversity b and mean µ. PROViDE measures
delay for the last N
PN the
i
heartbeat transmissions and computes the mean with µ = i=1 δt
and
the diversity with:
N
b=

N
1 X
|δti − µ|,
N i=1

(7.14)

with δt denoting a delay measurement. Assuming that no packet loss occurs, we can
compute the cumulative distribution to determine the probability whether a packet arrived
after a transmission time t:
Z t
P (Ds ≤ t|L̄) =
P (Ds |µ, b),
(7.15)
−∞

where P (Ds ≤ t|L̄) is the probability for a delay of at least t for a transmission under the
assumption that no packet loss (L̄) occurred. With the same scheme, we can compute the
expected delay De for the time until we receive an acknowledgment as:
De = Ds + Da + Cp ,

(7.16)
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where Cp denotes a processing offset that is required by the receiving robot to process
the command message and initiate the acknowledgment transmission, and Da is the
probability variable that describes the time to transmit the acknowledgment. As we
assume synchronous communication delays for each link, Ds = Da holds. To compute the
sum of the probability variables, we have to determine the convolution of their probability
distributions:
P (De |µ, b) = P (Ds |µ, b) ∗ P (Ds |µ, b) ∗ P (Cp )


1
|t − ∆|
−|t − ∆|
= (1 +
) exp
,
4b
b
b

(7.17)
(7.18)

where ∆ is the offset with ∆ = 2µ + cp , and ∗ is the convolution operator. A proof for this
result can be found in Appendix A. The cumulative distribution of Equation 7.17 describes
the probability to receive the acknowledgment until a point in time tr after sending the
initial command message:
P (De ≤ tr |µ, b)
Z tr
=
P (De |µ, b)
−∞
(

1 tr −∆
2 − tr −∆
e b
4
b
=
1 − tr −∆
b
(−2 − tr −∆
4e
b )+1
Hence, we can solve this equation for tr :



 ∆ + bW−1 −4P (D2e ≤tr ) + 2b
e


tr =
r )−1)
 ∆ − bW−1 4(P (De ≤t
+ 2b
2
e

(7.19)
(7.20)
if tr ≤ 2µ
otherwise

if P (De ≤ tr ) ≤ 0.5
otherwise

(7.21)

,

(7.22)

with W−1 (x) being the Lambert W function, which computes the inverse function of
f (w) = wew . Due to this result, we can specify an a priori probability for P (De ≤ tr ),
which determines the certainty that a packet should have arrived if no packet loss occurs.
The influence of P (De ≤ tr ) on the resend time is exemplary depicted in Figure 7.4.
The value tr can be seen as a congestion window similar to the way in which it is used by
TCP. The major advantage in contrast to TCP is the fact that this window size changes
dynamically based on online delay samples. As a consequence, our protocol is able to
adapt to unexpected communication delays.

7.3.4 Probability of Consistency
The same model from Section 7.3.3 allows the estimation of the probability whether
consistency for a new proposal is given. This enables applications to achieve faster or more
simultaneous decisions, as distributing agents do not need to wait for acknowledgment
messages to presume consistency. Here, the application assumes consistency after the
probability exceeds a certain threshold. For example, a robot in RoboCup with the task to
perform a pass can execute its pass kick if the probability for a consistent replication of the
destination point exceeds 75 %. In that case, the passing robot does not need to wait for
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Figure 7.4: Resend time tr for a divergence b = 0.75 and a mean network delay of µ = 5 ms relative
to the choice of P (De ≤ tr ).

the reception of an acknowledgment of the pass receiver despite the presence of packet
loss.
Besides the transmission delay, the probability of consistency also has to consider the
probability of packet loss. Assuming that packet loss is distributed uniformly, a simple
estimate of the probability for packet loss to a robot b counts lost and transmitted packets
and computes P (Lb ) = 1 − ||r||
||s|| , where ||s|| is the number of expected packets and ||r||
the number of received acknowledgments by b. This estimation requires constant packet
loss rates. Since robots can act in inhomogeneous environments and their communication
range is limited, we rely on an estimation that attaches more importance to more recently
lost packets. More precisely, we assume an exponentially decreasing relevance of lost
packets:
w(tp ) = e−λtp ,

(7.23)

with λ adjusting the decreasing rate to the application domain, and tp describing the time
that has passed since a packet was expected. As a result, we estimate the probability of
packet loss as:
P
w(tr )
P (Lb ) = 1 − Pr
,
(7.24)
w(t
s)
s
where tr and ts denote the time that has passed since an occured message-receiving event
r and an expectected message-receiving event s, respectively. The overall probability of a
consistent value proposal at robot b and at time t after sending a proposal is
P (D ≤ t, L̄) = P (Ds ≤ t|L̄)(1 − P (L))

(7.25)

The resulting probability of packet loss for a single variable proposal to b is
P (AVPb ) = P (Ds ≤ tm |L̄)(1 − P (L))

m
X
i=0

P (L)i

(7.26)
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with m representing the number of resent packets computed by b ttr c and ti = t − tr i the
time that has passed since the ith packet was sent. For fire and forget consistency, m is
limited to 1, since no messages are resent. Note that t does only refer to the time where
both robots are part of the same team. The resulting probability is depicted in Figure 7.5.
Naturally, the arrival of an acknowledgment ensures that a distributed proposal has
successfully been transmitted. Thus, the probability for consistency increases to 1.0.
1 P (AVPb )

0.5

Time
Figure 7.5: The blue graph shows the probability distribution for the consistency of a single proposal
P (AVPb ) assuming an estimated 40 % packet loss and P (De ≤ tr |µ, b) = 0.9. The red
curve shows the probability distribution without resending lost packets.

From Equation 7.26 follows
lim P (AVPb ) = 1

t→∞

(7.27)

for P (L) < 1, since limt→∞ P (Ds ≤ tm |L̄) = 1 and m → ∞ for t → ∞ if at least one
distribution method of at least consistency level 2 is selected. We can conclude that the
provided protocol converges to a consistent replication state over time.

7.3.5 Remote Proposal Access
As already mentioned in Section 7.2.2, agents can remotely access proposals of other
agents. The main intention of this feature is the manipulation of proposals that use
local variable management. Since no replication is incorporated, PROViDE enables strong
consistency through a central component. For example, in an emergency response scenario,
a robot might execute a transportation task to bring a victim to a first aid center. Since the
robot can execute this task without the help of others, it does not communicate its goal
and stores the goal data locally without automatic distribution. A second robot can request
the goal information of the incoming robot to prepare the first aid measures. It can also
set a new destination point if the targeted first aid center does not have the capacity to
treat an additional patient.
The remote proposal access mechanism imitates the approach of the LIME framework [111], where each agent maintains an own data space. In contrast to classical
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tuple spaces such as Linda [11], PROViDE and LIME explicitly tolerate the mobility of
agents, i. e., the agents within communication range, form a federated space of data. Vice
versa, if they leave their communication range the data space decomposes into several
smaller data spaces according to the location of the data. The major difference to LIME
is the data addressing: Here, proposals of PROViDE must be addressed with the variable
name and the robot identifier. In contrast, LIME discovers all variables in the federated
tuple space and does not require a robot identifier. As a result, the union of tuple spaces
can cause conflicts.
To access a proposal remotely, an agent can sent read and write requests. Despite the usage
of unicast instead of broadcast, PROViDE transmits remote access requests with the same
protocol as the monotonic commands distribution method. Therefore, the read and write
request, respectively, is transmitted with unicast to the destination agent, which applies
the requested operation. Afterwards, the acceptance method is invoked to avoid violations
of the ordering relation. The process concludes by the transmission of an acknowledgment
message, which includes the final proposal value.
The remote proposal access mechanism is able to deal with lost network packets or
duplication. To overcome the latter issue, we again rely on a logical timestamp, which is
part of each transmission. By storing the most recent known logical timestamp of each
agent, we identify duplicates by having a smaller timestamp than the stored value. This is
especially important for multiple consecutive write operations, where the duplicates lead
to a change of the operation order.
The requesting agent detects lost network packets similarly to the distribution protocol: If
no response is received within the threshold tr , an error is assumed. Hence, the detection
depends on the estimation of the network delay, as described in Section 7.3.3. In case of
the detection of packet loss, the message is retransmitted. This procedure repeats until
an acknowledgment is received. If a maximum count of retransmissions is exceeded, the
access operation has failed and returns an error. PROViDE executes access operations by
default in non-blocking mode. Thus, the application developer is not required to spawn
threads manually. Every response of an agent is automatically stored in the local proposal
data storage. This newly created replicate is not automatically kept consistent by PROViDE.
The presence of the replicate indicates the success of the access operation.

7.3.6 Clock Synchronization
In PROViDE, we require synchronous clocks for three purposes: Firstly, they are needed
for the determination of the proposal decision time, which identifies the most recent
value proposal, for example within the most-recent acceptance method. Secondly, the
validity check of proposals is based on the validity time property of proposals. To enable
simultaneous invalidation, this process also relies on the synchronized clock. Thirdly, the
synchronous time serves as an external service on application level. Thus, decisions that
rely on this time can achieve a tight synchronization of agent actions. As example, we can
consider the lifting of a rescue stretcher carrying a human victim by two rescue robots.
Here, the lifting operation requires simultaneous execution in order to prevent the victim
from falling off the stretcher. Humans usually solve such a task by mutually tracking the
actions of their supporter. However, this requires a sophisticated approach to realize these
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actions, which usually requires complex sensor processing methods. However, if we rely
on the synchronized clocks of PROViDE agents, we can avoid this complexity. Therefore,
the agents decide on a future point in time at which the simultaneous lifting action starts.
Assuming successful transmission before the proposed time, the common action can be
synchronized according to the precision of synchronous clocks.
The distributed systems research community provides a wide variety of clock synchronization algorithms such as NTP [139]. In particular, the popular precision time protocol (PTP)
showed strong results in achieving precise clock synchronization [136]. Nevertheless,
both approaches assume a client-server-based architecture, i. e., if we would rely on these
approaches, we have to assume the existence of a central time coordinator, which is able to
synchronize the clocks of all agents regularly in order to ensure that their internal clocks
do not diverge critically for a given application. However, we also consider scenarios
with fully distributed settings where agents can leave the communication range for an
unspecified amount of time.
We require a distributed approach that is robust against engaging and disengaging
agents. Many clock synchronization algorithms, which support this property, are based on
distributed averaging such as [84]. For the estimation of a synchronized time, PROViDE
implements an approach similar to Malada et. al. [102, 103]. Here, the agents periodically
send messages that contain the identifier of the sending robot and its local time tl , which
we use to estimate the network delay and an ”averaged” synchronized time. This allows
the compensation of the network delay and the computation of the moving average by
X
tl (n)new = tl (n)old + cg
(tl (n)old − tl (m)) ,
(7.28)
m∈A

where tl (n) is the time delta of robot n between its local clock and the distributed time,
and A is the set of all other robots. The parameter cg is a control gain that can reduce
overshooting. As these methods can achieve time offsets ot  1 ms, we simultaneously
estimate the current communication delay to all other robots within communication range
with:
td = tl (n) − tl (m),

(7.29)

where m denotes the robot identifier. The algorithm is able to synchronize clocks more
precisely than 1 ms. Since the communication delays in wireless network communication
are usually higher than this value, we provide sufficient precision for our targeted
problem domains. The synchronized clocks might still diverge when agents cannot
maintain their communication or do not pass an initial synchronization procedure. A
disadvantage of this approach is an additional message transmitted iteratively, e. g., every
3 s. Additionally, engaging agents usually induce non-monotonic points of discontinuity in
the time estimation. In other words, backward jumps can appear in the synchronous time.
To avoid these, we slow down the time until we assume synchronicity. A similar solution is
presented in [102]. More complex approaches are beyond the scope of this work.

7.3.7 Variable Change Subscriptions
To query variable and decision values, the robotic application has to poll the data store, i. e.,
the value request requires explicit action. However, in some applications, a notification
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(pushing) mechanism is a beneficial solution to speed up the reactions on communication
events. For example, if the application waits for the arrival of a new value, continuous
polling induces additional overhead to set up the value query and the lookup of the
value in the data store. Furthermore, the frequency fp of the value polling limits the
average reaction time of the application to 2f1p according to the Nyquist-Shannon sampling
theorem [151], i. e., the average reaction time for a typical polling frequency such as 30 Hz
is 16.67 ms, which can have a notable impact in dynamic domains such as robotic soccer.
To overcome the aforementioned issues, PROViDE includes a notification service, which
allows the subscription of callback functions for a variable or a proposal value. PROViDE
invokes these functions whenever the according value has been changed by the acceptance
method, due to command messages or a local change caused by the application. This
method invocation applies before the network response is transmitted, which minimizes
the reaction time. In particular, the callback function can modify the own proposal before
it is distributed, to implement complex network protocols using multiple communication
rounds such as Paxos, see Section 12.5. Here, PROViDE uses the implementation of a
feedback loop for the decision process through value change subscriptions.
As variables and proposals can be addressed by a scope and a name, the notification
service can also be seen as an implementation of a publish-subscribe mechanism: The
scope and name of the variable identify the topic, and the new value represents the message
payload. This makes the communication capabilities of PROViDE comparable to classical
communication middlewares such as ROS. The major difference to classical communication
middlewares is the fact that PROViDE runs as a single instance on each agent. Thus,
communication between different processes of the same agent is not supported.
It is important to note that the pool of threads executing the callback is limited. Thus,
callback functions should only execute computationally fast operations, similar to interrupt
service routines. Otherwise, other value updates can be blocked or even dropped if the
message queues of the network protocol and the network stack overflow.

7.4 Conflict Resolution
The negotiation of conflicting proposals is one of the key features of PROViDE. We can
show that under certain conditions this negotiation process is able to resolve conflicts if
appropriate distribution, acceptance, and value decision methods are chosen. Therefore,
we first specify the definition of a conflict in terms of our decision process. Since PROViDE
agents are only allowed to change their own proposal, the agents that are the sources of
the conflict have to identify the necessity to change their proposal to resolve the conflict.
Afterwards, we describe the convergence properties of the conflict resolution.

7.4.1 Types of Conflicts
In our decision process, we define a conflict as a state where at least two agents cannot
infer the same value for a variable at the same time. In other words, a conflict is present
when no consistent mutual belief exists. A special situation is given for non-strict ordering
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relations such as the combination of the collection acceptance method and a value decision
method, which makes a value selection depending on local information. This is for example
the case for the own proposal value decision method. As non-strict ordering relations do
not result in a total order of proposals, selective choices do not provide any convergence
guarantees. Therefore, we consider these combinations as incompatible, see Section 7.2.5.
For a compatible combination of decision methods, we can derive two conditions that can
cause a conflict: First, inconsistent proposal replications can cause a conflict. Second, a
conflict arises if at least one proposal of at least one agent violates the ordering relation
defined by the acceptance method.
A strict ordering relation is described by exactly one proposal being ordered higher than
all other proposals. We can formally define the proposal that should be proposed by all
agents if no conflict is present.
Definition 7.1. Favorite and winner: The agent with the highest ranked proposal is
w = argmax(VPa (x) ∈ DB(a)) w.r.t.

<o .

(7.30)

a

We call the proposal VPw (x) favorite and the agent w the winner.
According to Section 7.3.4, the following theorem holds:
Theorem 7.1. The probability for consistency in PROViDE converges to 1 over time if the
probability for packet loss P (L) < 1 and the resend count m → ∞.
The latter implies a distribution method of at least level 2. Otherwise, PROViDE does
not detect and resend possibly lost packets. Thus, the probability for conflicts caused by
inconsistent replicates converges to 0 over time.
For the second conflict condition, we can distinguish two different types of conflict states:
local conflicts and global conflicts:
Definition 7.2. A global conflict state (GCS) is present if and agent a with a lower-ordered
proposal than the favorite VPw (x) w.r.t. the relation <o exists:
∃a∃b∃x(VPa (x) ∈ DB(a) <o VPw (x) ∈ DB(b))

(7.31)

As a consequence, when an agent changes its proposal, a global conflict state is always
present until the protocol has consistently replicated the new value. All proposals have to
converge to a single value in order to resolve the conflict. Otherwise, at least one agent
violates <o . Since not all distribution methods involve the distribution of all proposals
such as level 0 and 1, these methods do not allow conflict detection for all agents. This
condition does not imply that all proposals of all agents are consistently replicated or
satisfy <o if no conflict is present. For example, an agent b might store a proposal
VPa (x) ∈ DB(b) <o VPw (x) ∈ DB(w) as long as VPb (x) ∈ DB(b) = VPw (x).
The goal of the conflict resolution is to converge to a common global decision. However, as
distributed systems do not provide a global view, only local conflict states can be detected
and only by the agent hosting the conflict.
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Definition 7.3. A local conflict state (LCS(a)) is present if a higher-ordered proposal of
another agent w.r.t. <o exists in the local data store of an agent a:
∃x(VPa (x) ∈ DB(a) <o VPw (x) ∈ DB(a))

(7.32)

Again, this condition does not imply a conflict for a third-party proposal that violates <o .
Besides the fact that we have to presume a strict ordering relation, a second requirement
for the conflict resolution needs to be considered: In order to allow all agents to detect the
conflict, they have to rely on the same acceptance method. Therefore, we assume that a
variable is always distributed with the same acceptance method. This can be achieved by a
simple name convention, e. g., using the acceptance method as prefix of the variable name.

7.4.2 Sources of Conflict
The term source of conflict describes the agents maintaining the proposal that contradicts
the favorite:
Definition 7.4. Sources of conflict:
All agents of the set SoC are called sources of conflict, where SoC is defined as:
SoC = {a ∈ A | ∃x∃n(VPa (x) ∈ DB(a) <o VPn (x) ∈ DB(n))}.

(7.33)

From these definitions, we can conclude that, for strict ordering relations, each agent
distributing a new favorite proposal initially becomes the winner. In turn, all other agents
become a source of conflict, as their own proposal violates <o . We can further conclude
the propagation of global to local conflicts:
Lemma 7.1. Each GCS for a variable x converges to a LCS(b) ∀b ∈ SoC
with VPw (x) ∈ DB(b) if L(x) > 1 ∧ P (L) < 1 ∧ <o is a strict ordering relation.
Proof. PROViDE sends belief updates infinitely often until they are acknowledged.
According to Theorem 7.1, limt→∞ P (AVPw ) = 1 holds if P (L) < 1. Thus, each
proposal VPw (x) will be successfully replicated to each agent b with a conflicting proposal.
Afterwards, VPw (x) ∈ DB(b) <o VPb (x) ∈ DB(b) ∀b ∈ SoC holds.
An example for the conflict resolution is shown Figure 7.6. Here, two agents a and c
simultaneously start to distribute a new proposal value for the variable x, which causes
a global conflict state. Since we assume the happened-after acceptance method, agent b
accepts the proposal of agent c, to resolve the local conflict. In turn, agent a only stores
the proposal of agent c, as its own proposal has a higher logical timestamp and is therefore
the favorite. Vice versa, the other agents become a source of conflict until they accept the
proposal of agent a, as marked in purple. In the same fashion, the proposal of agent a
causes a local conflict at both other agents. Here, the agents resolve the conflict locally by
the application of the acceptance method. Afterwards, the global conflict is resolved. Since
all messages are acknowledged, agent a is also able to detect the successful resolution
of the conflict. The acknowledgment sent via broadcast by agent a for the proposal of
agent c could be received by both other agents, which would also trigger the acceptance
method and resolve the conflict. However, it is important to note that the arrival of this
acknowledgment at agent b is only ensured by the monotonic accepts distribution method.
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𝑉𝑃𝑏 (𝑥) = 𝑉𝑃𝑐 (𝑥)

𝑉𝑃𝑏 (𝑥) = 𝑉𝑃𝑎 (𝑥)

𝑉𝑃𝑎 𝑥 = [𝑣1 , 𝐿𝑡 = 5]

Agent 𝑎

Time
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Time

Agent 𝑐

Time

𝑉𝑃𝑐 𝑥 = [𝑣2 , 𝐿𝑡 = 1]
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𝑉𝑃𝑐 (𝑥) = 𝑉𝑃𝑎 (𝑥)
Source of Conflict

Figure 7.6: Example of conflict resolution using monotonic commands distribution and happend-after
acceptance method: Agent a and agent c simultaneously make a new proposal, which
leads to a global conflict. The higher logical timestamp of agent a makes its proposal to
the favorite. After the arrival of VPa (x) at agent c, it detects the violation of the strict
ordering relation and resolves the conflict at the other agents with the acknowledgment
including its updated proposal.

7.4.3 Proof: Convergence of the Conflict Resolution
From the previous sections, we can conclude that the conflict resolution method of
PROViDE converges for a variable x if the following assumptions hold:
1. The chosen distribution method for x is at least level 2.
2. The number of resendings is not limited to an upper bound.
3. It is possible to transmit packages among all agents in the team, i. e., P (L) < 1. This
also implies that no participating agent is broken and incapable to respond.
4. New proposals always respect the acceptance method locally. Thus, an agent never
commands a new proposal that has caused a local conflict.
5. The same strict ordering relation <0 for x is used by all agents.
6. The agents stick to all rule definitions of PROViDE, i. e., no byzantine faults are
present.
7. Distorted messages can be detected and rejected, e. g., by a checksum.
According to the proposal update rule, only agent a is allowed to permit a change of VPa (x)
in the data storage of all agents. Therefore, conflict resolution can only be successful if
agent a is able to detect the conflict, changes its proposal, and redistributes it to all other
agents. In Section 7.4.1, we stated that a local conflict LCS(a) can be detected by agent a.
Using 7.1, we can conclude:
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Lemma 7.2. All agents that are a source of conflict can detect their conflicting proposal at
some point in time.
This point in time occurs when the favorite has been successfully replicated to the sources
of conflict. Since the acceptance rule ensures that the same strict ordering relation is used
and the acceptance method is called whenever a proposal has been successfully replicated,
the agent accepts the favorite. This resolves the local conflict at the sources of conflict.
Moreover, the proposal must be either directly transferred by a command message or the
arrival of a command message is pending.
When the command message of a proposal origin (the winner) arrives at the source of
conflict, PROViDE acknowledges the command message according to the L2 notification
rule. In case the acknowledgment transmission gets lost, the origin will resend the
command until a successful transmission occurs. The probability of such a transmission
according to our communication model is P (AVPw )2 , as two replication processes have to
be successful. Due to the fact that P (AVPw ) converges to 1 over time, the same holds for
P (AVPw )2 . Likewise, the successful transmission resolves the local conflict at the origin.
In conclusion, all proposal conflicts are resolved at their origin and their sources of conflict.
As a result, all global and local conflicts are resolved, as the assumption of a strict ordering
relation ensures that all agents have either accepted the favorite proposal or have to be a
source of conflict.

7.5 Team Organization
The communication protocols described in the previous sections assume that all agents
in the same team have knowledge of the team composition. Therefore, we require an
estimation of the set of agents that are currently within communication range. Furthermore,
we try to reduce the required bandwidth by stopping the distribution protocol when agents
that disappeared are detected. In order to keep the guarantees provided by the distribution
methods, the distribution protocol continues its operation when an agent re-engages
later on. To optimize the data synchronization process for engaging agents, PROViDE
uses scopes to identify proposals that are still relevant and require and update to restore
their consistency. The next sections describe the processes of team estimation, agent
disengagement, and agent engagement in detail.

7.5.1 Team Estimation
The goal of the team estimation procedure is to determine the set of agents within
communication range. Therefore, we borrowed the basic idea from ALICA [157], which
uses heartbeat messages that are iteratively sent via broadcast by each robot to indicate its
presence. As payload, these messages contain the identifier of the sending agent and the
data for the time synchronization according to Section 7.3.6. Thus, these messages
simultaneously estimate the connectivity, packet loss rate, network delay, and clock
synchronization data.
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We assume an agent to be broken, incapacitated, or out of communication range if
the number of expected but not received consecutive messages falls below a certain
threshold. Since we assume the events of packet loss to be independent from each other,
the probability Pdc for exactly n consecutive packet losses follows a binomial distribution:
 
n
Pdc (n = k) =
P (L)k (1 − P (L))n−k ,
(7.34)
k
accordingly the probability for at least n packet losses is:
Pdc (n ≤ k) =

bxc  
X
n
k=0

k

P (L)k (1 − P (L))n−k .

(7.35)

Note that the independence of packet loss is a simplification, which does not hold for
practical scenarios, where packet loss usually appears in bursts. According to [157, p.
135], a Poisson distribution leads to a more realistic approximation:
Pdc (n = k) =

λk e−λ
.
k!

(7.36)

However, the estimation of the average burst length λ of such a distribution is not
practicable and error prone in unknown environments for two reasons: First, if the
time interval between two consecutive messages is too long, the estimation of λ becomes
imprecise. Vice versa, short time intervals increase the traffic unnecessarily. Second,
agents move around, which influences the properties of bursts including λ. In contrast, the
assumption of the independence of packet loss events does only require an estimation of the
parameter P (L), which reduces the amount of required samples to achieve a sufficiently
precise estimate. Moreover, the packet loss events can be analyzed independently. As a
consequence, the estimation is more robust against changing communication conditions.
A further influence that can be considered is the geographic characteristics of the
environment. Hence, a more precise model could estimate the probability by using
the current positions of the robots. In particular, positions close to the boundaries of the
communication range are more likely to cause an agent disengagement then areas with
good connection quality. However, such an approach would require to gauge the targeted
environment to estimate the distribution. The only targeted scenario of this thesis, which
provides a known environment allowing such measurements, is the RoboCup domain.
Due to the fact that the wireless devices have a higher communication range than the
maximum distance on a RoboCup field, the resulting distribution does not incorporate
beneficial knowledge for our estimation. Caused by the lack of practical relevance in the
targeted environments, we did not further investigate this approach.

7.5.2 Scopes
As already mentioned in Section 7.2.1, the name of a proposal assigns it to a variable and a
scope. PROViDE uses a naming convention that addresses a proposal in a certain scope by
a single string. More precisely, each proposal is uniquely addressed by its scope, name, and
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distributing agent. Hence, PROViDE allows for multiple occurrences of the same variable
name that belongs to a different scope.
Besides proposals and variables, agents also have one or more scopes that describe their
current informational state to encapsulate relevant information for a certain (partial)
objective, e. g., a list of hierarchical plans that are currently executed. Such a plan
hierarchy creates multiple sub-scopes, e. g.,
/RescueMission/RescueVictim/
where the agent is on a rescue mission with the current task to rescue a victim. If the agents
negotiate a variable Position that identifies the target positions for the rescue mission,
PROViDE automatically uses the current scope as namespace:
/RescueMission/RescueVictim/Position
Here, the scope identifies the relevance of the variable Position. For example, when
the agent picked up the victim and returns to the rescue area, it leaves the sub-scope
RescueVictim. Afterwards, the agent still responds to commands and acknowledgments
of other agents that concern the variables in the scope. However, the agent does not
actively continue distributing proposals with this scope, i. e., if an agent, who does not
have a consistent replica of the current value proposal, engages, the consistency will not be
restored. A detailed description of the engagement behavior follows in Section 7.5.4. This
has no influence on the negotiation process of other agents that distribute new positions
of the victims, i. e., agents negotiate all variables within the current scope of at least one
present agent.
ALICA plan variables can have a bijective mapping to PROViDE variables if the plan
containing the variables is set as a scope. The unique identifier of ALICA plans is not their
name but their generated number. This makes it difficult for human observers to read the
scope names.

7.5.3 Agent Disengangement
An agent disengagement occurs when an agent vanishes from the team, e. g., caused by a
connection loss. This arises due to three reasons: First, the team estimation component
identifies a connection time-out. Second, if the number of retransmissions exceeds a certain
threshold value, we assume an agent disengagement that has not yet been detected by the
team estimation mechanism. As a consequence, the according replication process is aborted
and only restarted when the agent re-engages. Third, a disengagement can be evoked
by the robotic application. The main reasons for this can be an active announcement of
an agent that presumes its disengagement in the near future, or due to observations of
other agents. This is particularly useful to allow the robot application to incorporate its
knowledge about the intention of the robot to increase the precision and efficiency of the
decision process. An example for this is a robot executing a behavior that moves it out of
the communication range.
Due to the persistence rule, an agent disengagement does not cause changes of any local
proposals. This property is important to store the most recent proposals to indicate the
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last intention of robots, e. g., a proposal value that identifies a certain victim. Additionally,
the validity time specifies the expected time to rescue the targeted victim. If this time is
exceeded, the proposal becomes invalid and the other robots can infer that the victim still
requires a rescue operation. The same mechanism applies to most other goals that require
operation outside the communication range. Summarized, this property is used to keep
task assignments persistent such as in ALICA.
The value decision strategies weak agreement and majority voting use the estimated team.
Thus, although no proposal change occurs, value decisions could change. As a result, an
agent disengagement can still influence the behavior of other agents.

7.5.4 Agent Engangement
We describe an agent engagement as the event when an agent appears within
communication range and joins the team. The main method to detect newly appearing
agents is the team estimation algorithm, which adds a agent to the team when it observes
the first message from this agent and resets the counter of consecutively lost messages. As
an alternative, PROViDE allows manually adding new agents at application level. Here,
domain knowledge can be used to achieve a faster detection of new agents, e. g., in some
scenarios, robots can detect their teammates by visual perception over a longer distance.
Furthermore, some frameworks such as ALICA provide an own team estimation method.
In case a robot n discovers a robot m with the intention to join the team, the local proposal
data store checks whether it maintains variables that underlie the following inconsistency
conditions:
L(x) > 1
Lt(VPn (x)) > Lt(VPm (x))
VPn (x) ∈ DB(n) 6= VPm (x) ∈ DB(n)
Scope(x) ⊆ Scope(n)

(7.37)
(7.38)
(7.39)
(7.40)

where Scope represents the scope of a variable or a robot. This means PROViDE only
considers inconsistency if the distribution method is at least monotonic commands. The
variable x still has to be relevant for agent n, which we identify by the variable scope,
which has to be a sub-scope of n. Finally, the proposal is only inconsistent when a change
of the proposal that has not yet been successfully replicated to m occurs. Such a failed
proposal replication can be identified by the logical timestamp of VPn (x), which is greater
compared to VPm (x). Additionally, agent n checks whether the proposal value actually
changed. This prevents retransmissions of proposals that changed multiple times but have
been negotiated to the initial value.
If the inconsistency conditions hold, robot m missed a command message of robot n and
is in an inconsistent state. As a reaction, robot n sends an according notification in form
of a new command message. This message informs about the current proposal value and
triggers the conflict resolutions as described before. Since the consistency level of x is
at least 2, agent m responds in turn with an acknowledgment. The distribution method
monotonic accepts also confirms the notification acknowledgments with the transmission
of a short acknowledgment. This procedure only differs from the standard communication
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protocol by the fact that messages are not transmitted via broadcast, i. e., all robots of the
team rebuild consistency separately. Note that both robots restore consistency only for
their currently chosen scope.
In Section 7.4.3, we showed the convergence of our negotiation mechanism. When we
also consider the presented optimization for mobile agents, the convergence does only
hold for proposals that satisfy the inconsistency conditions. Thus, convergence additionally
requires Equation 7.40 to hold. In contrast, the other conditions have already inherently
been part of the convergence proof. Since L(x) > 1 is a prerequisite, equal proposal values
cannot cause a conflict, and a higher logical timestamp follows directly from the fact that
a new value is proposed.
We propose this engagement mechanism for four reasons:
1. Robots do not need to track all uncompleted operations to ensure consistency, as it
can be determined by the described inconsistency conditions.
2. Joining robots do only process the most current robot proposals when changes occur
and at least one robot is in the respective scope
3. We reduce the number of messages to the minimum number that still maintains
consistency
4. This method implicitly enhances the local team estimation.
The disadvantages of this approach result from each agent’s independent reestablishment
of consistency. As a result, if multiple agents discover a new agent within a short period,
the communication channel might be flooded with proposal update messages, which might
cause collisions. To overcome this problem, we propose to assign distinct time slots to
each agent, which are dedicated for update messages. This allows for collision avoidance
and reserves bandwidth for other messages.

7.6 Considerations for Ad Hoc Networks
Standard communication technologies do not ensure that all agents are able to
communicate with all other agents in the same way, especially in scenarios with ad
hoc networks such as autonomous car driving or emergency response domains. As an
example, we consider three agents a, b, c, and links between agent a and b and between
agent b and c exist. In this case, all agents operate within the same team according to
our definition. However, there is no communication link between the agents a and c. To
establish such a communication link, agent b has to forward relevant network packets in
both directions. The problem of identifying which agent has to forward which packet to
which of his neighbors is called routing problem.
The ideal solution to this problem would first require the identification of the network
topology and then computing the path among each pair of agents and identifying optimal
broadcasting agents, respectively. The optimality of the latter is given, if the number
of required broadcasting agents has a minimum, as this provides the least bandwidth
requirements. The main drawback of such an approach depends on the mobility of the
robots, which can change the network topology dynamically. Therefore, the routing
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protocol either has to consider the robot positions or provide a general broadcasting
mechanism, which ensures that all agents in the team are reachable. In PROViDE, we can
use a simplified version of the routing problem, as duplicated packets are filtered due to
the appended logical timestamp. Furthermore, it is not required to guarantee full network
coverage for every transmission, as PROViDE is able to handle packet loss.
The research area of distributed systems developed a wide variety of different routing
protocols for message broadcasting. Here, we identified four classes of algorithms:
Flooding is the most basic method that is also the easiest to implement. Here, each node
forwards each received message exactly once. This guarantees that all agents are
reachable. However, it can result in the problem that the communication channel
overloads due to the redundantly sent messages. This problem is called broadcast
storm problem [114]. Due to the simplicity of flooding, many other approaches build
upon it.
Probabilistic approaches compute the probability whether packet forwarding is necessary
on each agent. The probability is usually adjusted to the network topology, e. g., in
sparse networks, a high probability is required, whereas almost fully linked networks
only require a small probability. Here, the probability determines a trade-off between
redundant messages and network coverage [45].
Counter-based approaches initialize a counter for each unique message. The counter
increases whenever a duplicate appears at the node. If the number of duplicated
messages is still below a specific threshold after a certain time, the agent retransmits
the packet [108].
Area-based approaches require a global map to determine a distance metric, which
decides whether a message requires rebroadcasting [118]. However, since PROViDE
does not have explicit information about agent positions or a global map, this
approach is not applicable.
To apply PROViDE to not fully connected teams, the internal network interface allows to
either implement one of these algorithms or to rely on a routing software product such as
LifeNet [106], which satisfy the requirements of PROViDE. Since sufficient solutions for
the problem already exist, a more detailed investigation of this area is out of the scope of
this work.

7.7 Summary
In this chapter, we introduced the PROViDE middleware, which implements the negotiation
procedure of our decision process. Therefore, we distinguish between the two concepts
of variable values and proposal values. A proposal can be distributed by any agent as
contribution to the current issue, whereas a variable groups all proposals of the same
issue together. To negotiate proposals, PROViDE includes three steps: proposal replication,
conflict resolution, and value decision. The negotiation process can be adapted to the
given problem setting by choosing the method for each of the three steps. Here, the
proposal distribution is implemented by one out of four distribution methods, which
provide different convergence guarantees for the proposal replication process. To enable
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conflict resolution, an acceptance method can be selected for each variable. This controls
when an agent discards its own proposal in favor of the proposal of another agent. As final
component, the value decision method allows the inference of a value from all replicated
proposals.
The communication protocol of PROViDE supports unreliable network environments and
mobile agents, which can engage and disengage the communication process. Thus, the
communication protocol is designed connectionless. To detect lost network packets, we
derived a resending mechanism to achieve convergence of the replication process. This
mechanism is based on a probability model, which also allowed us to infer convergence of
the proposal replica over time. We could further investigated the conditions under which
conflicts are resolved during the negotiation process.
In order to save bandwidth during the absence of some team members, we interrupt the
communication protocol during the resending procedure until the agents re-engage within
the communication range. Furthermore, PROViDE uses scopes to define relevant variables
and proposals. Hence, an agent engagement does not require a complete exchange of
all missed messages, but focuses on the data that is still relevant for at least one present
agent.

8 Software Architecture and
Implementation
In this chapter, we describe the software architecture of PROViDE, which was released
under the MIT license in August 2015.1 The major goal during the development process
was the creation of an extensible and lightweight software architecture. The extensibility
does not only focus on the possibility to easily integrate new acceptance and decision
methods but also to implement new replication mechanisms or even high-level protocols
that establish consensus. In the same fashion, the implementation has to provide separation
of concerns. In particular, we separated the low-level communication layers, which are
responsible for the transmission, from the PROViDE protocol logic. This separation makes
PROViDE independent from specific communication infrastructures. Hence, PROViDE is
easy to apply within other domains or when using new communication technologies, e. g.,
wireless sensor networks. Reference implementations of PROViDE are available in C++
and C#. The C++ version provides additional bindings to realize the low-level network
interaction, while the C# version is tightly coupled with ROS.
This chapter starts with an overview of the internal software architecture of PROViDE,
given in Section 8.1. Afterwards, we describe the most important software components.
In Section 8.2, we describe the implementation of the CNSMT solver and the internal
automated differentiation. Afterwards, we investigate the protocol logic of PROViDE
and its separation into tasks in Section 8.3. The communication interface allows
the implementation of additional communication technologies, which is analyzed in
Section 8.4. The clock synchronization and network model estimation are performed
by the time manager component. In Section 8.5, we describe the implementation
details concerning the internal timestamps and network model approximation such as
the calculation of the Lambert W function. PROViDE stores the replicated data in an
internal data store implementing persistence properties, as described in Section 8.6. The
storage and transmission of complex data types requires a serialization process. Although
PROViDE does not make serialization technique contributions, Section 8.7 describes the
implemented techniques. Section 8.8 explains the implementation of a console monitoring
tool, which acts as a PROViDE agent and can be used to distribute values or explicitly
perform operations on the local data store of other agents. We conclude this chapter with
analyzing the implementation of variable prototypes in Section 8.9. These support the
implementation of decision-specific variables such as mutual exclusion.

1 https://github.com/carpe-noctem-cassel/cace
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8.1 Overview
The core of PROViDE is composed of six component types: the middleware interface,
a data store, a time manager, variables, the communication protocol, and a low-level
network interface. Furthermore, PROViDE supports complex data types as proposal values.
To transmit such values over the network interface, a serialization component is required.
PROVIDE is furthermore embedded in two applications: the PROViDE monitor and the
ALICA communication interface. The software architecture of PROViDE is shown by the
component diagram of Figure 8.1.
The ALICA interface is a lightweight software module realizing the communication facilities
of ALICA and giving access to the PROViDE negotiation process. Thus, the ALICA messages
are serialized and transmitted with the fire and forget consistency and the collection
acceptance method. The ALICA interface implements proposal change subscriptions and
forwards received messages to ALICA. For the separation of the different ALICA messages,
we use a distinct PROViDE variable for each message type. This setup imitates a publishsubscribe-based middleware. We give a more detailed description of the interaction
between ALICA and PROVIDE in Section 9.4, which mainly concerns the synchronized
clock and the variable storage for the implementation of the PROViDE-based decisions.
The other software components of PROViDE are described in the next sections.

Code Generator

CNSMT Solver

PROViDE Monitor

ALICA Interface

PROViDE Interface
Data Store

Time Manager

Protocol

Network Interface

Variables

Figure 8.1: Component diagram of the PROViDE software architecture. The the arrows indicate
relationships between the internal classes.

8.2 CNSMT Solver
The CNSMT solver component implements the satisfiability modulo theories solver
described in Section 6.5. Our implementation consists of three components: SAT solver,
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local search solver, and interval propagation. These work independently of each other. This
means they can be used in stand-alone mode, e. g., to solve SAT problems or constraint
satisfaction problems.
The SAT solver implementation is based on Minisat [52]. In contrast to the original Minisat
implementation, we separated the learned clauses from safe and unsafe sources. This
makes the distinction of the clause origin possible: Due to the incompleteness of the
gradient-based T solver, learned clauses and their implications might be incorrect (from
an unsafe source). Vice versa, clauses that are learned from interval propagation are safe
implications from the problem description, which guarantee correctness. In case the solver
cannot find a solution, we can keep the safe and clear the unsafe clauses. Afterwards, the
solver restarts from the beginning. This procedure repeats until either a solution is found
or to computation time is exceeded. In the latter case, the solver returns an unsatisfiability
assumption.
The automatic differentiation library of Shtof [154] serves as the problem description
language for our solver. Since the library was originally developed in C#, we implemented
a C++ version relying on the same algorithms. For the computation of differentiations,
the library resolves operator priorities by compiling them into an efficient structure called
tape. The tape encodes a tree-like structure similar to heap data structures. After this
transformation process, it is possible to apply a visitor design pattern [62] on the tree
structure for an efficient propagation of values within the tree. This forms an ideal basis
for an interval propagation visitor class, which performs downward or upward propagation
of solution intervals, as described in Section 6.5.3.

8.3 Protocol Implementation
The network protocol implementation of PROViDE relies on a set of state machines, which
implement the protocol logic. We call such a state machine a task. Each task is responsible
for the transmission of a certain message type. A task terminates when it successfully
transmitted all messages via broadcast or unicast, respectively. Thereby, the criteria for
transmission success depend on the requested protocol level, i. e., transmissions that do
not require an acknowledgment terminate immediately after the network stack confirms
the transmission. Vice versa, a task that has to ensure the reception of its transmission
terminates after an acknowledgment message has been received from all destinations.
All transmissions include a unique message identifier. This allows the unique identification
of the processing task for received acknowledgments. In order to generate a unique
message identifier, we perform a bit shift to the left on the current logical timestamp
by log2 nmax bits, where nmax is the maximum unique identifier of all agents that can
appear within the domain. Afterwards, the least significant bits are replaced with the
binary-encoded identifier number of the sending agent. As the logical time grows strongly
monotonically for all sent messages and the identifier numbers of all agents are unique,
this method avoids collisions as long as no overrun occurs. However, the 64 bit integer
value range of most today’s systems is sufficient to avoid overruns.
The current implementation of PROViDE relies on the following tasks:
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The command task transmits a command message, which is required for consistency
levels 1 to 3. For consistency level 1 (fire and forget), the task terminates immediately
after sending the command message.
The acknowledgment task is responsible for the transmission of acknowledgments of
the distribution methods monotonic updates and monotonic accepts.
The short acknowledgment task is only required for consistency level 3 and always
provides immediate termination. Here, the short acknowledgment message includes
an identifier that corresponds to the preceding acknowledgment and command
message.
The proposal update task is initiated when an agent re-engagement is detected and
proposal updates of at least consistency level 2 were missed. The task sends a
standard command message on a different unicast communication channel, which
distinguishes it from a command task. For consistency level 2, it terminates
immediately. Otherwise, the reception of an acknowledgment message causes
termination.
The update acknowledgment task executes the acknowledgment to a proposal update
task. It only deviates from a standard acknowledgment task by sending a unicast
instead of a broadcast response.
The write task transmits a message to set a robot proposal remotely according to
Section 7.3.5. These messages always expect an acknowledgment.
The proposal request task requests a proposal at a certain agent to realize data access
for read operations.
The write acknowledgment task processes the acknowledgment for write tasks and
Proposal Request Tasks.
The time synchronization task performs the time synchronization and transmission of
a heartbeat message. As this is an infinite process, the task never terminates. Note
that received messages are always stored within a message queue and processed by
the time manager.
PROViDE supports two operation modes to process tasks: event-based or cyclic mode. Eventbased task execution triggers the task state machine whenever a message is received or a
distribution process is initiated. Thus, all tasks are processed immediately when an event
occurs. However, since the tasks access the proposals in the data storage, each variable
access requires permission by a mutex variable [164] to avoid concurrent operations and
memory access violations. However, mutex variables internally rely on system calls, which
slow down the execution. To avoid the resulting delays, tasks can operate in cyclic mode.
Here, the processing routine of tasks is triggered iteratively by an arbiter. This arbiter
operates synchronously with the robotic application avoiding concurrent memory access.
A further advantage of cyclic transmissions is the possibility to synchronize the robot
transmission cycles, which helps to avoid network collisions and follows the findings of
the real-time database [13]. Here, a robot is only allowed to transmit messages during its
own dedicated time slot. To assign a time slot to each robot, we use a list with all active
robots. This list is ordered by the unique identifier of the robots. Each robot can compute
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its own time slot by dividing the cycle time tf into n equally long time slots, where n is
the number of robots in the list. The time slot of robot i in the list is computed by
itf
≤ tsync
n

mod tf <

(i + 1)tf
.
n

(8.1)

This method distributes the time slots uniformly over the cycle time. As a result, small
synchronization errors do not necessarily provoke network collisions. We assume cycle
time slots of 5 ms to be sufficient with respect to the precision of the provided time
synchronization. Empirical results show that a cycle time of 30 ms is sufficient for up to 6
robots.

8.4 Communication Interface
The architecture of PROViDE separates the low-level communication interface from
the protocol implementation. This allows the use of PROViDE with many different
communication technologies. Therefore, the communication interface implements the
low-level functions to realize transmissions.
For the event-based task execution, our implementation uses the same threads to process
incoming messages and to execute the callbacks for proposal change subscriptions, i. e.,
these callbacks can block the reception of network messages and lead to lost messages
if the message processing is too slow. We refer to this issue with the term overloading
problem. In order not to excessively prune the computation time demanded by the user,
we use a thread pool maintaining a certain number of threads that can execute callbacks.
The overloading problem can also occure when using cyclic task execution. Here, PROViDE
asynchronously stores received messages in an internal message buffer. This buffer is
processed in the main loop of PROViDE. Hence, a buffer overrun can only occur if the
message processing time exceeds the cycle time of PROViDE. However, the internal message
buffer provides more storage capacity than the usual buffers in network stacks.
The default communication interface relies on ordinary BSD sockets, which makes it
independent from any middleware. However, in order to enable the usage of sophisticated
middleware approaches, which for example realize the routing, message queuing, or
security features, the communication interface allows the integration of such middleware
products. Our implementation provides – besides the binding for ordinary BSD sockets –
a ROS binding. ROS does not provide sophisticated inter-robot communication features,
which makes it rather inadequate for our targeted problem domains. In the context of
distributed applications, ROS serves as case study to show the applicability. Additionally,
we used ROS for debugging purposes during the integration process of new protocols.

8.5 Time Manager
The time manager component implements the synchronized clock according to Section 7.3.6 and a local reference wall-clock time. As we use the same data for clock
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synchronization and the estimation of the network model, the time manager determines
packet loss, network delay, and the list of currently connected agents. This also includes
the calculation for the resend time tr for the detection of lost network packets and the
probability for consistency, see Section 7.3.3 and Section 7.3.4. Therefore, we need a
implementation of the Lambert W function (the inverse function of f (w) = wew ), which is
required to compute tr . This implementation is based on the GNU Scientific Library (GSL)2 ,
which uses the Halley’s method [124] for approximating the function values by:
wj+1 = wj −

wj ewj − z
ewj (wj + 1) −

(wj +2)(wj ewj −z)
2wj +2

.

(8.2)

For further details see [67].
The time manager does its calculations based on a dictionary of time messages. One list
entry consists of the data of a clock synchronization message, the local wall-clock time
when the message arrived, and the synchronized timestamp from the message arrival.
Here, the clock synchronization message includes the robot identifier, the local time, and
the synchronized time of the origin from the time the message was sent. This allows
the computation of a maximum likelihood estimate for the average network delays and
divergence of the assumed underlying Laplace distribution according to Section 7.3.3.
Therefore, PROViDE uses by default the most current data sets received in the last 30 s.

8.6 Data Store
The data store component implements a dictionary of PROViDE variables. To avoid
concurrent access on the dictionary, , as is possible with write operations, critical sections
are secured by a mutex variable. Furthermore, the data store checks whether its validity
time is exceeded and replaces outdated proposals by an empty proposal. Moreover, the
data store collects all responses for remote proposal access, i. e., the acknowledgments of
write operations and the received proposal values of read operations.
The current data store implementation only stores data within nonpermanent memory.
This bears the risk that data is lost when an agent restarts its processes due to a crash or a
repair action, which are executed by frameworks such as [82]. If these kinds of restarts
are expected, the data store component can interface an external database service such as
MySQL [175], which allow for persistent storage of the data on permanent memory, e. g.,
the hard disk. However, the persistence property comes at the price of an increased time
to access the data.

8.7 Serialization
Similar to most communication middlewares, PROViDE has to address the problem of
serializing and deserializing its data to transmit it via the network. However, PROViDE
2 http://www.gnu.org/software/gsl/
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aims for simplicity and does not focus on sophisticated serialization methods for complex
data types. Therefore, the implementation of PROViDE offers methods for most common
variable types of robotic applications: integers, floats, string, long, and Vectors, which are
composed of floating point variables. Additionally, each of these elementary variable types
can be used in different value lists, i. e., in a list of integers, a list of strings, and so on.
Internally, PROViDE stores variable values in the serialized representation and allows
application developers to serialize complex data types on their own, e. g., by using ROS
messages, which are automatically generated with support for boost serialization [39].
During the integration of PROViDE as a middleware core for ALICA, we discovered the need
to address more and complex data types. We therefore integrated and extended the meta
serialization library [128], which provides a set of template functions that can recursively
serialize the data containers of the C++ Standard Template Library (STL) [164]. In
particular, combinations of STL tuples, lists, and vectors allow to encode the most important
data structures. Furthermore, the library author gives evidence that the implementation
outperforms boost serialization in computational efficiency and data size overhead.
PROViDE also supports a lightweight code generation tool, which generates classes
providing serialization and deserialization methods. The generated structures again
rely on the meta serialization library. The code generation is based on text files that
describe the data structure using the ROS interface definition language (IDL)3 [134].

8.8 PROViDE Monitor
The PROViDE monitor is a console tool estimating proposals of a single agent and
serialization manipulation functions. The PROViDE monitor hosts an instance of PROViDE
that responds to messages and distributes proposals according to the protocol logic. In the
same way, it participates in the time synchronization process.
The user can navigate through the robot scopes similar to a UNIX console using the CD
command. With the LS command, the user receives a list of all variables that have the
current scope as sub-scope. The CMD command initiates the proposal distribution and
negotiation process. By default, this is done with consistency level 3 and the happened-after
acceptance method. Furthermore, the user can remotely set proposals of other agents
with the WRITE command or request the current proposal of an agent by using the REQ
command.
For testing purposes, it is also possible to manually announce an agent engagement (ADD)
or disengagement (REM). This also allows for updating these agents with proposals that
require replication. To check whether all tasks are finished, the command TASKS prints a
list of all currently active tasks.
Although a PROViDE monitor instance acts as an agent, it is possible to switch it into quiet
mode. In this mode, the program acts as a pure monitor and does not transmit messages
autonomously. This means that it does not send out an acknowledgment although the
data store is kept up to date according the received messages of agents. However, it is still
possible for the user to actively interact with other agents.
3 http://wiki.ros.org/msg
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8.9 Variable Prototypes
Variable prototypes are the implementations of distributed applications for PROViDE. In
particular, these implement the decision method and high-level protocols as described
in Chapter 12. All these applications inherit from the base class PROViDEVariable. It
contains all proposals that are assigned to it and provides access methods for the proposal
properties. Furthermore, the PROViDEVariable class implements the decision method and
allows change subscriptions for variables or proposals. The subscriptions are invoked by
delegating function pointers.
An example for a distributed application we implemented, among others is the PROViDE
mutex variable. This mutex variable provides the standard P () and V () methods. An agent
can call P () if it intends to enter the critical section and V () in order to leave it. Since the
P () call requires waiting until the critical section is accessible, we implemented a blocking
and non-blocking version. The non-blocking version distributes the intention to enter
to all other agents. Hence, this variable type encapsulates the functionality described in
Section 12.2.

8.10 Summary
In this chapter, we described the software architecture of PROViDE. In particular,
we highlighted its decomposition into the key components: the CNSMT solver, code
generation, PROViDE monitor, ALICA interface, PROViDE interface, data store, time manager,
variable prototypes, protocol interface, and communication interface. This makes the
implementation maintainable and extensible. Using this structure, we developed a
PROViDE implementation requiring less than 30,000 lines of code including the constraint
satisfaction solver and the automatic differentiation library. Hence, we are able to provide
a lightweight reference implementation for our decision process.

9 ALICA Integration
Our decision process is embedded into ALICA, which supports the specification of a
problem description and is able to implement the final decision. We used ALICA for
four main reasons: First, its implementation allows us to assume mutual belief on the
problem definition. Second, as described in Section 3.6, ALICA provides robustness against
possible network failures, especially packet loss and delay. In turn, this does not make
consensus to an obligatory requirement. As we described in Chapter 7, PROViDE uses this
property to reduce the communication overhead for situations where temporary conflicts
are acceptable. Third, ALICA provides support to implement problem-solving algorithms in
a distributed setting. Fourth, a decision process requires an execution layer, which allows
the implementation of the computed decisions as real world actions. As ALICA is designed
for exactly this use case, it represents an ideal framework for our solution.
The combined framework of ALICA and PROVIDE abstracts the team coordination
process from the robotic application. Therefore, the robotic application accesses three
middleware interfaces: ALICA, which implements the execution layer and allows the team
behavior description, the PROViDE interface, which injects beliefs into the believe base
of ALICA, and the negotiation layer, which parameterizes the communication protocol
with the consistency and fault tolerance properties. Figure 9.1 gives an overview of the
communication layers of the proposed protocol structure. Note that in many cases, the
low-level network transport may again rely on a communication middleware. In particular,
PROViDE assumes that every instance represents an agent. Therefore, it is not adequate for
intra-robot communication, e. g., to transmit commands to the actuators. For this purpose,
we recommend an additional intra-robot communication middleware such as ROS.
The integration of PROViDE into ALICA requires several changes of the ALICA implementation. The first change to ALICA is required to facilitate exchanging the solution techniques.
Therefore, we propose a solver-independent interface. Each compatible solver needs to be
inherited from an interface and implement a solving method allowing ALICA to call it.
A second modification of ALICA needs to abstract the specification method for constraint
satisfaction problems. As mentioned in Section 3.4, the original ALICA implementation
requires constraints to be expressed by using the automatic differentiation library of Shtof
[154]. To manage the problem specifications and their solutions, ALICA requires access
to an object that represents the problem specification itself and solution references for
each variable. Therefore, we rely again on inheritance. Both of these changes allow
to almost arbitrarily exchange the solution techniques. Note that this modification also
enables solvers to access old solution values and map them onto their local variable
representations.
The third ALICA modification is the persistence of decisions. ALICA assumes noncommunicating agents as malfunctioning and replaces them in the current task assignment.
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Network Transport Protocol
Figure 9.1: PROViDE protocol structure.

To address this issue, we exploit the persistence of the replicated proposals to realize
persistent agent states. This allows agents to leave each other’s communication while
continuing their common decisions.
The rest of this chapter explains the integration of the decision process into ALICA. As
mentioned before, we see this as an example framework that forms a proof of concept for
the integration into other coordination middlewares. Section 9.1 and Section 9.2 describe
the interface design, which realizes exchangeability of the problem solving algorithms and
the concept to select an appropriate solver at runtime. Afterwards, Section 9.3 describes a
variable synchronization that encapsulates the decision process, which allows querying
variables or partial solver solutions. Section 9.4 explains the adapted collection of the
problem statement and summarizes the integration of PROViDE into ALICA. We conclude
this chapter in Section 9.5 and Section 9.6 with two applications that result from the usage
of our decision process: First, persistence of task allocations, and second, auction-based
task allocation.

9.1 Enabling Exchangeability of Problem Solvers in ALICA
To support reasoning on problem specifications and their solutions, the ALICA implementation uses four main steps to query a problem solver for solution proposals.
1. To access ALICA variable values, the developer sets up a query that starts the solution
process, e. g., in behaviors, utility functions, or conditions.
2. The list of variable names and the current plan tree is processed to unfold the
relevant constraints according to Section 3.4.
3. The collection of unfolded constraints is stored as a list of ConstraintDescriptor objects.
These include the problem specification as a utility function and the constraint
expression.
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4. The query object calls a solution algorithm that is able to process the problem
specification. Afterwards, the computed solution is returned to the calling component
via the query object.
Most high-level programming languages such as C++ or C# use typed variables. As ALICA
unfolds constraints to a complete problem statement and provides the interface to access
the computed solution proposals, generic representations for the problem specification
and the solution values are required. Therefore, we store all problem descriptions in the
SolverTerm class by using object-oriented inheritance. The polymorphism of object-oriented
programming languages allows that each solver is able to convert all terms into its own
representation for the internal solution.
Many problem descriptions require references to the queried variables, e. g., to constrain
them. These references are implemented through the inheritance from the SolverVariable
class. However, during the solution process, the solver has to match its solutions to the
respective variable, i. e. the list of queried variables requires the same order as the list of
returned solutions. Therefore, each variable is requested and instantiated by the problem
solver at runtime.
Another issue for exchangeable solving algorithms is the inhomogeneity of the solution
value type, e. g., solutions for SAT problems return a list of Boolean values, while pathplanning problems return a list of waypoints. Here, we assume that the developer knows at
compile time which variable type the solver class returns. In conclusion, we can realize the
solution query functions by using templates (C++) and generics (C# or Java), respectively.

9.2 Dynamic Solver Selection
One contribution of the presented decision process is the separation between the algorithm
to compute proposals and the behavior to implement them. This separation offers the
possibility to switch the problem solving algorithm dynamically. More precisely, we can
analyze the problem structure at runtime and select the solving algorithm, which optimizes
quality criteria such as computation time, robustness against sensor noise, or precision.
For a dynamic solver selection, we set up a list of all available solvers during the
initialization phase of ALICA. Additionally, each query object is extended with an additional
parameter referring to one of the solver instances. This enables the application developer
to recommend a solver for a certain query. As the query object performs the selection
dynamically, the application can use problem-specific metrics or reasoning methods to
determine the most appropriate solver for a given situation. Typical solver selection
methods rely on statistical properties of the problem definition. In particular, we consider
the numbers of variables, constraints, conjunctions, disjunctions, and inequalities. As
approach for such a selection method, we propose that each solver specifies weights for
the problem statistics, which forms a utility function. Afterwards, an optimization process
determines the optimal solver for a given problem. Therefore, we compute the utility value
of every solver for the current problem and select the solver with the highest value.
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9.3 Variable Synchronization Module
Many robotic applications have to repeatedly review the validity of decisions. For example,
soccer robots that decide on blocking positions have to check whether the movements of
their opponents require an adaptation of the targeted blocking positions. However, even
in case of a movement of opponent, it is common that slight deviations of the blocking
positions suffice to adapt to the new situation. Moreover, the assignment of blocking robots
to opponents remains the same. In such cases, the problem solver can use old solutions
as an initial seed to facilitate the computation of new solutions. Furthermore, the target
points become more stable, which leads to a smoother behavior of the robots.
Our software implementation provides explicit support for the reuse of old solutions
through a variable synchronization module. Its main function is the automatic distribution
of solutions among all agents, and the operation as database for solutions received from
other agents. To limit the memory requirements, the synchronization module does not
store a complete solution history. Instead, equal solutions of each agent are summarized.
This mechanism reduces the number of possible seeds for solvers and thereby simplifies
the search procedure. Hence, the logical view of the variable synchronization module on
old solutions is similar to a distributed tuple space such as Linda [11].
As the variable synchronization module internally queries the PROViDE middleware, the
result list does not only contain values that are solver results. Additionally, it includes
the finally negotiated values, which were selected previously. Hence, our approach puts
more emphasis on the actually selected values. If a selected value is explicitly considered,
the solver can realize a natural convergence to a common decision without requiring
an additional negotiation of PROViDE. An experiment showing these properties was
conducted in [157, p. 209ff].

9.4 Integration of the PROViDE Middleware Core into
ALICA
One goal of this thesis is a unified decision process responsible for all decisions of ALICA
agents. This requires two additional modifications of ALICA: First, a new interface object
that implements the interaction between ALICA and PROViDE and allows the access to
decision values is needed. Second, a unified communication interface that implements the
ALICA communication with PROViDE is needed.
As described in Section 3.4, a standard ALICA query applies five processing steps:
1. Collecting requested variables.
2. Unfolding ALICA constraint.
3. Probing requested solver for a solution.
4. Injecting the solution into the variable synchronization module.
5. Returning the result to the behavior.
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To start the PROViDE negotiation process for ALICA variable values, we implemented
the PROViDEQuery. A PROViDEQuery requests solutions from the PROViDE middleware
and returns the negotiated value decision. More precisely, the query only returns a value
if the negotiation process was successfully completed. The negotiation process requires
the initialization by at least one agent distributing a solver result as proposal value. An
agent that requires a negotiated solution executes the query twice: first, a standard
ALICA query, and second, a PROViDEQuery. If the agent does not have the knowledge to
compute a solution, it can wait for negotiated solutions of other agents by only executing
PROViDEQueries.
The second modification to ALICA requires a unified communication interface, which
transmits executed plans, synchronizations, and authority information to PROViDE.
Originally, ALICA instantiated multiple independent publisher and subscriber of a
robotic middleware such as SPICA [15] or ROS [134]. These components were
distributed over multiple components in the source code. This made the exchange of
the underlying communication middleware to a challenging task that requires profound
knowledge of the ALICA implementation and functionalities. To integrate PROViDE as
communication middleware and to make ALICA to a more generic framework, we grouped
the communication functionalities and provided a single interface. This interface serializes,
transmits, and receives the data structures of ALICA:
Plan tree ALICA iteratively sends messages, which identify the current plan and state.
This allows other agents to track the state of their teammates and detect conflicts.
Solver result As mentioned before, the variable synchronization module distributes solver
solutions among the ALICA agents. This allows to replace the PROViDE negotiation
by other decision middlewares.
Synchronization Synchronizations (see Section 3.1.3) are realized as a three-wayhandshake and therefore require two messages: One message transmits the
information that synchronous transition is requested and another is needed to
realize the acknowledgment.
Allocation authority The allocation authority is part of the conflict resolution in the task
allocation (see Section 3.6.2) and is sent by agents to ensure that the agent with the
lowest ID resolves the conflict.
Role switch In case an agent changes its role during runtime, it communicates this
information with a role switch message that includes the updated role. Note that this
message is only required if a change of capabilities occurs, e. g., due to malfunctions.
Additionally, we transmit ALICA’s debugging messages, which encode the current agent
state as a string. In contrast, plan trees only include IDs of the relevant ALICA elements. An
overview of how PROViDE is integrated into the ALICA components is shown in Figure 9.2
by presenting the example of the query process.

9.5 Persistent ALICA Agent States
The implementation of persistent decisions requires a change in ALICA’s treatment of
robots that do not communicate anymore. Originally, ALICA excludes such agents from
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Figure 9.2: ALICA querying components with PROViDE middleware integration.

the team and assumes the robot to be either broken or incapacitated. As a result, the tasks
that are executed by disconnected agents are released. Moreover, ALICA tries to assign
other agents to the mandatory tasks. If no other robot is able to take over such tasks,
ALICA detects a failure and applies its repair rules. In the worst case, this can cause the
cancellation of plans. Here, ALICA agents cannot accomplish tasks, which forces them to
move out of the communication range of the team. This is particularly the case because
new agents are assigned to such tasks whenever the assigned agent looses its connection.
In conclusion, ALICA would consecutively tasks all robots to this type of tasks.
To fix these issues, we attached a validity time to each task, which is an estimate of the
required execution time. Additionally, ALICA’s team-observing component is modified to
consider assignments as fixed according to this timestamp. Hence, ALICA “trusts” that
robots are up and running if they do not exceed the estimated execution time for their
current task. As a result, we enabled ALICA agents to leave each other’s communication
range if it is intended by the application developer.

9.6 Auction-based Task Allocation
As described in Section 3.6.2, ALICA provides a sophisticated method to detect and resolve
conflicts in its task allocation scheme. However, this method does not take into account
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which agent has the best knowledge or confidence for the judgment on a task assignment.
Instead, the decision mainly relies on the agent identifiers. More precisely, no agent can
compute a task assignment that conflicts with the task assignment of an agent with a
lower identifier. This approach results from the assumption that all ALICA agents act
cooperatively in a team and operate on equal information. Nevertheless, in practical
scenarios such as in emergency response or autonomous car driving scenarios, it is often
not possible to realize common knowledge or mutual belief on all relevant facts. Vice versa,
sometimes each individual agent can compute a better judgment of its own adequateness
for a certain task, which is often more precise and up to date than the one of other agents.
Classical methods following this idea are auction-based task allocation algorithms such
as [64].
The task assignment approach of ALICA supports the implementation of auction-based
task allocation in form of a utility summand. Therefore, we present a utility summand that
considers the auctions of other robots. Conceptually, this utility summand has a similar
implementation as the priority summand of ALICA (see Section 3.2.4):


if ∃a ∈ A with E a,τ ≤ 0
−1
if ∃a ∈ A with E a,τ = ∅ .
U(p, A, T ) = 0
(9.1)

 1 P E
otherwise
A a,τa
|A|
The summand relies on a matrix E of utility values, where each entry E a,τ describes the
estimated utility of agent a if assigned to a certain task τ . In the standard case, the
utility function returns the normalized sum of all utility values for the given assignment
T . Additionally, it suppresses robots that are assigned to a task with a negative utility
estimation by returning a value of −1. This avoids assignments where at least one robot
provides a negative contribution to the common plan goal.
When the team starts the plan execution, the task assignment is computed for the first
time. This means that E is initially a sparse matrix for the agents. More precisely, agents
initially only know their own utility estimates and start to distribute their auction bet using
PROViDE. As an optimal assignment can only be computed if the matrix is complete, the
utility function returns 0 until a “bet” for all agents exists. This indicates that the agents
are ready for the execution of a task and stand by.
A further component, which is required by ALICA’s task allocation algorithm, is a suitable
heuristic estimating the maximum utility value a partial assignment can achieve. We
therefore propose two heuristics, where the first exploits the maximum of each column
and the second the maximum of each row.
1. The heuristic first estimates an upper boundary for the utility values by:
~e = [max(E 1,1 , · · · , E |A|,1 ), · · · , max(E 1,|T | , · · · , E |A|,|T | )]
X
hmax =
ea

(9.2)
(9.3)

A

For n task to robot assignments (τi , ai ), the upper boundary is updated with:
h = hmax −

n
X
i=1

eai − E ai ,τi

(9.4)
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This heuristic reduces the utility estimate greedily by assigning the agent first that
desires a free task the most. As a consequence, it performs best when the agents have
a good self-assessment and distribute high values for tasks they are most suitable
for in comparison to the others. In conclusion, if all agents are able to distribute an
optimal estimate, U max equals h, which is an optimal heuristic leading to an optimal
search.

2. While the first approach speeds up the search by exploiting the maximum values of
the columns of the matrix E, it is also possible to adjust the approach to exploit the
row maximum:
~e = [max(E 1,1 , · · · , E 1,|T | ), · · · , max(E |A|,1 , · · · , E |A|,|T | )]
X
hmax =
eτ

(9.5)
(9.6)

T

The update for partial assignments follows the first approach but updates the heuristic
with the difference between the chosen assignment and the row maximum:
h = hmax −

n
X

eτi − E ai ,τi

(9.7)

i=1

The major advantage of this heuristic becomes apparent in scenarios where no agent
estimates a high utility for some tasks. Here, the agents with the highest utility for
those tasks are hold back during the assignment of other tasks.
Although both heuristics can result in fast computations of the task allocation, the problem
is N P -hard. Hence, the agents participating in the auction-based task allocation should
consider the adequateness of the others when computing their auction bets, in order to
increase the performance of the heuristic.
An important benefit of this auction-based task allocation summand is revealed when
considering the possibility of a conflicting allocation. In particular, a conflict can only occur
if E is not consistently replicated. However, this can only happen when the auction starts or
when agents change their auction bets. Thus, the bottleneck changes from the problem of
achieving coherent knowledge bases to the data exchange to determine E, which requires
less development effort of the system developer given a sophisticated distribution and
negotiation process such as PROViDE.

Part III

Assessment

10 CNSMT Solver Performance
Evaluation
One performance characteristic of a decision process is the required time to reach a
decision. In our decision process, the decision time depends on two characteristics: the
time to compute possible proposals and the time to negotiate them with PROViDE. This
chapter focuses on the performance evaluation of our proposal computation method.
Therefore, we compare the CNSMT solver with other state-of-the-art solvers considering
and analyzing their runtime requirements. Thereby, we conducted experiments for the
following solvers:
• iSat – developer version of iSat [60],
• z3 – Microsoft’s z3 solver [110],
• GSolver – the Rprop(Σ∧ , max) solver presented in [158], which is a standalone
version of the local search T solver described in Section 6.5.4,
• CNSMT – the approach presented in this work,
• CNSMT-no IP – the presented approach without interval propagation.
Here, the iSat solver addresses a similar problem class as the GSolver and CNSMT solver,
while the z3 solver cannot solve complex nonlinear constraints, which for example appear
in geometric problems. In addition, the CNSMT solver and GSolver can also handle
optimization problems, which is not possible with the iSat solver or z3 solver. However,
z3 solver has shown outstanding performances over years at the SMT-COMP-[16], which
provides a sophisticated benchmark to compare SMT solvers. The presented experiments
are conducted in single-threaded mode on an Intel i7-930 CPU (2.8 GHz) with Linux
3.2.0-35 and Mono 2.10.8.1.
The chapter is organized as follows: In Section 10.1, we show the efficiency of our
approach for a problem called 3-Sat-Sine problem, which highlights its strengths in a
complex nonlinear problem setting. Afterwards, we show the impact of the logical
structure on the problem solving efficiency in Section 10.2. Therefore, we formulate a task
allocation problem where a set of robots is assigned to target points. We present three
different formulations of this problem and analyze the different results. In the following
experiment presented in Section 10.3, we present the value of the interval propagation
algorithm. Finally, Section 10.4 concludes the chapter with the evaluation of a constraint
optimization problem, which shows the applicability of our approach to this problem class.
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10.1 3-Sat-Sine Problem
The 3-Sat-Sine problem shows the efficiency of our approach for a problem with a complex
Boolean structure and the presence of complex nonlinear expressions. This benchmark
was originally introduced in [157], based on [153]. In our problem instance, the number
of real-valued variables n is set to 25. The variables are composed to a problem with l = 50
inequalities p ∈ P . Each inequality has the form:
kΣ3i=1 Π3j=1 aij sin(2πxij + bij ) < θ,
where k =

1
.
Σ3i=1 Π3j=1 aij

(10.1)

All aij are random values, which are uniformly distributed in

[−1, 1]. Furthermore, bij is uniformly distributed within the range [−2π, 2π]. Finally, the
variable instances xij are randomly chosen among all the n variables. The threshold θ is
chosen to define the region of feasible values of the constraint, which covers 50 % of the
domain size. This ratio is determined by random sampling. Thus, a single propositional
variable controls the ratio dividing the solution space. The 3-SAT problem formula φ is
composed of m clauses with three literals, which are randomly drawn from P .
Although our approach can determine the unsatisfiability of problems, we assume that
robots generally decide on satisfiable problems. In order to guarantee the satisfiability
of φ, we define ~s as random point in Rd . The vector ~s represents a valuation function
v. Furthermore, P 0 is the set of propositional variables evaluated to true if v is assigned.
Then, for every clause in φ, we pick a random literal and set its sign to positive if its
propositional variable is in P 0 . Vice versa, the sign is negative if the literal is not in P 0 .
The z3 solver is not able to deal with trigonometric functions. Hence, we compared the
runtime of our approach only with the iSat solver and GSolver. Therefore, we varied the
constraint ratio m/n to adjust the problem complexity. As shown in Figure 10.1, if the
constraint ratio exceeds a value of 2, our solver outperforms the GSolver and the iSat
solver. These results are averaged over 1,000 repetitions of the experiment.
This experiment confirms the presumption stated in [153]. More precisely, we can observe
a phase transition at a constraint ratio of approximately 7.8. This value is at the same
order of magnitude as the phase transition of SAT solvers for random 3-SAT problems,
which is at approximately 4.2 [20, p. 110]. From this experiment, we can conclude that
our solution is able to exploit a given logical problem structure, which justifies the usage
of an internal SAT solver. Since this use case is rather artificial compared to real robotic
applications and provides an unusual 3-SAT problem structure, the next experiments focus
on the properties of more practical problem settings.

10.2 Allocating Robot Positions
A typical problem in robotic applications is the task assignment problem. In Section 3.2.3,
we explained the common classification into single-rask robots (ST) and multi-task
robots (MT), which execute single-robot tasks (SR) or multi-robot tasks (MR). In this
section, we formulate a multi-robot task assignment problem as constraint satisfaction
problem. Generally, most multi-robot task assignment problems are strongly N P -hard [65].
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Figure 10.1: 3-SAT-Sine test executed by the iSat and CNSMT solver.

As our solution additionally has to deal with an arithmetical expression, we reduce the
problem to an ST-SR-IA instance. Moreover, the number of tasks equals the number of
robots. Hence, a valid solution assigns one robot to exactly one task. This problem can be
solved with O(n3 ) using the Hungarian method [87].
In our scenario, we specify n different locations pi within a global coordinate frame as
two-dimensional points. In practice, these are given by prior knowledge, e. g., the position
of disaster victims, which were detected by a search robot and have to be rescued. The
task allocation problem assigns these n locations as target positions ti to all robots i ∈ A.
In order to ensure that the problem expression requires the assignment of each robot to a
target location, the first part of the constraint expression is:
n _
n
^

(ti = pk ).

(10.2)

i=1 k=1

Here, an assignment pi = ti is present if the Euclidean distance deceeds a certain threshold:
(tix − pjx )2 + (tiy − pjy )2 < 2 . This induces a nonlinearity to the problem formulation,
which increases the overall problem complexity again to an N P -hard problem. We sample
the uniformly distributed target locations within an area of 10 × 10 km. Furthermore, a
robot can detect target victims by their local sensors if they are closer than  = 50 m to the
target. The following results are averaged over 1,000 executions.
The second part of the constraint ensures that each task is performed by exactly one robot.
Therefore, we can distinguish three different problem formulations. First,
n _
n
^

(tk = pi )

i=1 k=1

(10.3)
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ensures that each target location is assigned to at least one robot. Since the number of
robots equals the number of target locations, the problem solution can only be valid if
each robot is assigned to exactly one location. The resulting constraint is made up of n
clauses with n − 1 disjunctions. This constraint requires the least memory compared to the
other expressions.
Figure 10.2 shows that our solution requires more computational power than all other
approaches for more than 4 agents. This is caused by the fact that the problem formulation
does not allow the exploitation of the logical problem structure. More precisely, the
theorem solver requires queries for multiple sub-problems in order to detect a conflict.
However, if many sub-problems do not allow to draw conclusions on the solution, it is
more efficient to query for a solution of the complete expression. As a result, the GSolver
shows the best overall performance.
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Figure 10.2: Required runtime to solve constraint Equation 10.3.

The second formulation is
n ^
n i−1
^
^

(ti 6= pj ∨ tk 6= pj ).

(10.4)

i=1 j=1 k=1

It ensures for all locations and all possible pairs of robots that at least one is not assigned
to that location. In other words, two robots can never be assigned to the same location.
Here, each clause is composed of only two literals, creating a 2-SAT problem, which is
known to be N P -complete [55] and can be solved in polynomial time [85]. However, this
comes at the price of a high memory consumption caused by the number of clauses, which
3
is n /2.
Due to the simplicity of the 2-SAT problem, the SAT solver-based approaches outperform
the GSolver if the number of agents exceeds 5, as shown in Figure 10.3. At the same time,
we can identify a high runtime overhead of the iSat and z3 solvers. However, both show a
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better scalability for an increasing amount of agents and tasks. In particular, the z3 solver
is able to solve the problem in less than one second for 20 agents. At the same time, we
claim that a performance below 100 ms is essential to allow reactive behavior. Here, the z3
solver suffers from its overhead, and both CNSMT solver solutions outperform the other
approaches for less than 9 agents, i. e., the CNSMT solver is more suitable than the z3
solver for scenarios with a low amount of agents such as in robotic soccer.
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Figure 10.3: Required runtime to solve constraint Equation 10.4 based on a 2-SAT problem, which
favors SAT-based solvers.

The last formulation is semantically equivalent to Equation 10.4:
n i−1
^
^

(ti 6= tk ).

(10.5)

i=1 k=1

Thus, all pairs of robots are required to be mutually different. We describe this pairwise
inequality with an arithmetic expression, instead of using a logical structure. Hence, the
2
number of clauses is only n /2. This causes a shift of the problem complexity from the SAT
solver to the T solver.
The results of the final expression are shown in Figure 10.4. Here, the T solver provides
efficient implications through expressive clauses where conflicting assignments can be
identified. Therefore, the SAT-based solvers again show a better scalability than the
GSolver. The comparably low overhead induced by a T solver call allows our CNSMT solver
to provide runtimes superior to the other approaches.
Since our approach is incomplete, it is worth to mentioning that the CNSMT solver solved
all 1,000 repetitions of all presented formulations within a single run. This shows that
the incompleteness of our solution does not necessarily cause false positive solutions.
Considering all three experiments, the z3 solver offered the best results for more than 8
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Figure 10.4: Required runtime to solve constraint Equation 10.5, which provides the most complex
arithmetical structure.

agents with the formulation of Equation 10.4 according to the scalability. Furthermore, in
all three formulations, the interval propagation algorithm did not show any impact on the
runtime of the CNSMT solver. We suspect that this is caused by the usage of the Euclidean
distance measure, which provides a gradient landscape with a strong indication towards
the solution. In particular, the solution points only have the weak dependence to each
other: inequality. Thus, the contribution of the interval propagation for the local search is
almost neglectable. This experiment shows that the CNSMT solver induces low runtime
overhead and benefits from a logical problem structure. This allows to outperform other
approaches, especially for small problem instances. Furthermore, problem settings that
allow the inference of expressive clauses by the T solver are beneficial for the runtime of
the CNSMT solver.

10.3 Communication Chains
A typical problem in emergency response scenarios is the lack of a sufficient network
infrastructure, e. g., caused by broken routing nodes. As a result, important network nodes
may be cut off from the network connection. One solution for the establishment of the
network connection is the setup of mobile network nodes, which are able to forward
network packets. Therefore, we rely on a mobile robot, which can transport and install
these routing nodes. However, the question question about which locations between the
base station (origin) and the destination node are ideal for the placement of the routing
node arises. Here, we have to respect the maximum communication range of the routing
nodes and the surface of the environment, as some areas might not be accessible to the
mobile robot such as mountains or valleys. The scenario setup is depicted in Figure 10.5.
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Figure 10.5: Setup for the communication chain scenario where the position of four routing nodes
has been determined to establish a connection between a base station and a target
node. The possible positions are constrained by the two inaccessible areas and the
communication range limitation of the nodes.

If we formulate the node placement problem as a constraint expression, we assume the
presence of a two-dimensional map with a fixed coordinate frame, e. g., through GPS
positions. The expression has to describe the target points Pn for n nodes between a base
station b and the target node at a goal position g inside an area of 100(n + 2) × 100(n + 2) m
size. For each number of nodes, we repeated the experiment 1,000 times. In every run, we
randomly selected the relative angle between b and g.
We assume the communication range of all nodes to be equal and limited to 100 m.
Therefore, two consecutive nodes require a position within that distance:
|pi − pi+1 |2 < 100 m,

(10.6)

where the last node position has to match the destination: pn = g. Since the distance
between b and g is set to 90 · n m, it is ensured that a feasible solution exists. At the same
time, the discrepancy of only 10 m between the maximum communication range and the
average distance a single node has to bridge shrinks the solution space. Additionally, the
first node requires contact to the base station:
n
_

|pi − b|2 < 100 m.

(10.7)

i=1

As already mentioned, we define areas where nodes cannot be placed, as they are not
accessible for mobile agents. The shape of these areas is simplified to two rectangular
shapes obj , which is a simple approximation to their convex hull. This convex hull
is described by surrounding straight lines y = mx + b. We limited m to the interval
[−1000; 1000] to avoid numerical problems. Both areas are placed in the middle between b
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and g with a size of 50 × 500 m. Thus, we added the following to the constraint:
n
^

Outside(pi , ob1 ) ∧ Outside(pi , ob2 ),

(10.8)

i=0

where Outside is implemented as:
Outside(p, ob) := py < m1 px + b1 ∨ py < m1 px + b2
∨py < m2 px + b3 ∨ py < m2 px + b4 ,
where m and b refer to the lines surrounding the obstacle ob.
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Figure 10.6: Required runtime to compute the target positions for network nodes to re-establish the
network between a base station and a cut off network node.

Figure 10.6 shows that the interval propagation algorithm outperforms all other approaches
for more than 7 nodes. In particular, the CNSMT approach without interval propagation
requires a higher runtime for more than 3 nodes. We suspect that this runtime behavior
originates from the strong relation between the computed target positions, which forms a
more complex search space than the previous examples. In conclusion, the propagated
intervals significantly improve the initial seeds for the local search solver, which causes
a more efficient computation. It is also remarkable that only the z3 and iSat solvers can
solve the problem within less than 10 s for up to 3 or 4 nodes, respectively. We assume
that this is caused by the lack of an explicit search strategy for the given problem setting,
which addresses the high amount and diversity of arithmetical operations.

10.4 Constraint Optimization
If constraints determine the goals for homogeneous robots, it is common that more
than one solution exists. In many cases, a specific agent can still address a certain
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target more effectively than another one, e. g., because it is located closer to the target
position, which allows the agent to fulfill a task with less travel time. Although this is
not the focus of our approach, the CNSMT solver is able to incorporate a cost or a utility
function, respectively, in addition to the constraint expression, which determines the
optimal solution, as described in Section 6.5.5. To our present state of knowledge, the
only approaches that are able to solve this problem class are the GSolver and both CNSMT
solver versions. Therefore, we cannot compare our results with other approaches.
If we consider the task assignment example of Section 10.2, it might be useful to minimize
the average travel distance of each robot. We selected the best performing constraint
formulation, Equation 10.4, and added the following utility function to create a constraint
optimization problem:
U (~t, ~x) = ncmaxDist − dist(~t, ~x).

(10.9)

Here, the n current physical positions are encoded by ~x, and cmaxDist denotes the maximum
possible distance between objects in the 10 × 10 km target area, which is 14.14 km. Thus,
the value cmaxDist ensures that the utility expression returns a value greater or equal to
zero. As described in Section 6.5.5, this condition is required for our approach. Due to the
negative sign of the distance between ~t and ~x, a maximization of the utility function leads
to a minimization of the distances.
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Figure 10.7: Average utility value when solving the constraint optimization problem according
to Equation 10.9

As the solution quality of constraint optimization problems depends on the available
runtime, we limited the runtime to 30 ms. This is a typical available computation time for
robotic soccer applications with dynamic environments. In our problem setting, we can
measure the solution quality by the final utility value, which is shown for two to seven
target positions and agents in Figure 10.7. It shows that our approach outperforms the
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GSolver for more than three agents, as the CNSMT solver achieves a higher utility value. It
is worth mentioning that for less than six agents the computed solution also determined
the globally optimal solution.

10.5 Summary
This chapter analyzed the performance of our proposal computation algorithm. Thereby, we
focused on the solution quality and runtime requirements for different types of problems.
In the presented experiments, our approach showed a low runtime overhead, which makes
it particularly useful for smaller problem instances, e. g., with less than 20 free variables.
Furthermore, at the price of incompleteness, we provide a solution that can deal with
nonlinear expressions, which is an exception in the field of SMT solving. Although other
solvers such as the iSat solver are also capable to handle geometric functions like sine or
cosine, our approach resulted in a better runtime performance in almost every experiment
we conducted.
For simple arithmetic expressions as in Section 10.2, the performance strongly depends on
the logical problem structure. Due to the underlying SAT solver, the CNSMT solver is able
to outperform the pure gradient search solver if a proper logical structure is present. For
example, a 2-SAT problem description provides this kind of structure.
The impact of the interval propagation algorithm seems to strongly depend on the
relationship between the variables. For problems with almost independent variables,
the interval propagation method does not influence the runtime. In contrast, the
communication chain example showed a speed-up if the number of free variables exceeded
12. Finally, we evaluated the solution quality for a fixed runtime concerning a constraint
optimization problem. This experiment showed a high solution quality if the number of
free variables was small.
In this chapter, we applied the CNSMT solver on in total 73,000 problem instances. Despite
the use of incomplete local searches as a key component of the CNSMT solver, all problem
instances were solved without producing a single false result. This result gives a strong
evidence for the applicability of our solution approach. Note that we assume a dependence
on the investigated problem settings. In particular, all problems were satisfiable, which we
consider as the targeted use case for the CNSMT solver.
The second important part of a team decision process – besides the efficient computation
of possible solutions – is the negotiation of the proposals. Therefore, our CNSMT solver
is embedded in our decision process, which incorporates the PROViDE communication
middleware to negotiate the solution. The performance of this negotiation part is evaluated
in the next chapter.

11 PROViDE Negotiation Performance
and Scalability
We consider the required time from the initial proposal until a value is successfully
negotiated as the most important performance metric for the negotiation process.
Therefore, we start the evaluation of the PROViDE middleware by investigating the two
parameters that determine the negotiation time: First, we examine the latency induced
by the middleware required for the information processing, e. g., to access the local data
storage and apply the acceptance method, as described in Section 11.1. Second, we
investigate the transmission time to apply the negotiation. This is mainly influenced by
the network properties, e. g., by network delay.
An important property of PROViDE is its capability to deal with unreliable communication.
To investigate PROViDE’s tolerance towards network errors, we examine the influence
of packet loss on the proposal replication process. In Section 11.2 and Section 11.3,
we evaluate the required bandwidth and the time that is required until a proposal is
successfully replicated. To control the network parameters, we rely on the Linux NetEm [75]
network emulator. NetEm simulates artificial network delay and packet loss.
The bandwidth scalability of the PROViDE middleware depends on the selected distribution
method and the number of agents. Section 11.4 and Section 11.5 show an analysis of these
factors. Furthermore, the provided results depend on the estimation of the probability
model for the network connection, which is examined in Section 11.6.

11.1 Latency
The PROViDE middleware implementation focuses on a lightweight design to reduce
the transmission latency. In conclusion, we incrementally reworked the architecture to
reduce the number of system calls and identified operations that allow parallel processing,
for example the parallel processing of tasks. Additionally, we used the profiling tool
Valgrind [152] to identify and resolve the source code parts with high runtime requirements.
As a result, the latency of the final implementation mainly depends on the network stack
of the operating system. As the operation speed of most network stacks depends on
the packet size of the transmission, the latency of PROViDE scales with the size of the
proposals. Thus, we distributed proposals of varying network sizes and measured the
latency. Thereby, we considered the time between the distribution command and the call
of the change subscription at the remote instance as latency. Our experiment focuses on
the latency caused by the middleware and ignores the network delay. Therefore, both
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PROViDE instances ran on a single host with an Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-2630QM CPU with
2 GHz. We used the Ubuntu 14.04 operating system with a 3.13.0-30-lowlatency kernel.
We compared the results with the latency of OpenSplice DDS1 implementing the data
distribution service standard to provide a state-of-the-art middleware. Since DDS is a
data-centric approach, its distribution properties are similar to our approach although it
does not explicitly support a negotiation process. Furthermore, we measured the latency
of a vanilla UDP BSD socket, which forms the baseline of our comparison. Recall that the
PROViDE implementation relies on BSD sockets to realize the low-level communication.
Hence, it allows the determination of the computational offset caused by PROViDE.
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Figure 11.1: Latency comparison between PROViDE, OpenSplice DDS, and a BSD socket.

Figure 11.1 shows the results of the latency evaluation averaged over 1,000 trails per data
point. Here, PROViDE agreement indicates that the proposal replication was successful
and the acknowledgment was received. Thus, it includes two message transmissions in
contrast to PROViDE consistency, which only measured the time to successfully replicate
the proposal. As a result, the latency for reaching agreement approximately doubles the
pure replication time of a proposal.
The comparison between PROViDE and OpenSplice DDS reveals that OpenSplice DDS is
on average 3.13 times slower. Thereby, we observed the same latency for DDS independent
from the usage of reliable or best-effort transmission modes. However, the BSD socket
outperforms the latency of PROViDE consistency by a factor of 3.1 on average. This offset
is caused by the more efficient internal variable management of PROViDE. In particular,
some critical sections have to be secured by mutex variables to avoid errors caused by
concurrent memory access. The measured latencies of BSD sockets confirm the results
of [15]. This also constitutes the assumption that the computational power of the host
does only have a small impact on the overall latency.
1 OpenSplice

DDS Industry Solutions (2009) Prismtech
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11.2 Impact of Packet Loss on the Replication Process
In Section 1.4, we identified fault tolerance as key requirement for multi-robot decision
processes. One of the most likely types of faults in adverse environments is packet loss.
Because of the consecutive retransmissions of lost packets, PROViDE induces additional
communication delay, which increases with the probability of packet loss. In order to
investigate this relation, we connected three robots with a 1.6 GHz Intel(R) Core(TM)2
Duo CPU using a 100 MBit/s Ethernet connection through a network switch. There is no
other network traffic in the network except for the transmissions of PROViDE. This creates
a test environment, which can be controlled with NetEm inducing artificially drop or delay
network packets. The network setup is shown in Figure 11.2.

Switch

NetEm
Environment

NetEm
Environment

NetEm
Environment

Figure 11.2: Experimental network setup.

In order to create network conditions that are similar to wireless networks, we simulated
a network delay of 10 ms for all network connections, i. e., according to our assumption
of Section 7.3.1, all connections are symmetric. The cable network itself induces small
amounts of packet loss (less than 0.01 %) and delay (less than 0.5 ms). We consider their
impact as almost neglectable in this setup.
In our experiment, we evaluated the ability to consistently replicate proposals and
the appropriateness of the estimated resend time. Therefore, one robot is set up as
a master, which iteratively distributes new variable values to both slave robots using
the monotonic accepts distribution method. We chose a high enough interval between
two consecutive transmissions to avoid interferences. In the experiment, the number of
maximum transmission retries is limited to 10. Furthermore, we used a probability of
P (De ≤ tr ) = 0.75 for the calculation of the resend time tr .
The time to achieve agreement for a proposal with 10 bytes and different amounts
of artificial packet loss is averaged over 1,000 distribution processes per data point
and depicted in Figure 11.3. Here, agreement is present after both slaves successfully
transmitted their acknowledgment messages to the master. As the number of message
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Figure 11.3: Influence of packet loss on the replication of PROViDE proposals.

retransmissions is limited to 10, the replication process fails more likely with an increasing
packet loss rate. This relationship is shown by the probability of achieving replication
success.
The results from Skubch [157] show that ALICA provides a well-coordinated behavior if
the network delay does not exceed 250 ms and the packet loss rate remains below 50 %.
In conclusion, our results show that the usage of PROViDE improves the usability of ALICA
for networks with packet loss rates of up to 67 %, as we can still achieve a success rate
above 50 % with a transmission delay below 250 ms.

11.3 Message Runtimes
PROViDE’s opportunity to subscribe to proposal changes allows to transmit messages
similar to publish-subscribe middlewares. Therefore, a message transmission is
implemented as the replication of a robot proposal where the proposal name identifies
the topic. Thus, the fire and forget distribution has properties similar to standard UDP
transmissions. In contrast, monotonic commands distribution increases the probability of a
message arrival for reliable message transmissions. The question about which transmission
times can be achieved by the monotonic demands distribution method compared to TCP
or sophisticated middleware approaches in networks that provide packet loss. In order to
collect appropriate data, we again applied the setup of Section 11.2.
The results for the message transmission times are depicted in Figure 11.4. Each data
point is averaged over 1,000 trials. In every trial, we measured the time difference from
sending a message until it appears at the receiver. The results show that PROViDE requires
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Figure 11.4: Comparison of the message transmission times of TCP, OpenSplice DDS, and PROViDE.

less transmission time than OpenSplice DDS and TCP. One reason for this result is the
fact that our resend mechanism determines the parameters for the network connections
dynamically and is therefore adjusted to the network setup. Furthermore, the focus of
PROViDE is geared towards quick decisions. In contrast, TCP fosters collision avoidance.
However, we assume a small number of simultaneously sending agents. Thus, collisions
are unlikely in our targeted applications. In particular, TCP achieves poor results for
consecutive packet losses. For packet loss rates above 30 % the network connection brakes
down, prohibiting the communication. From this fact, we conclude that TCP connections
are not suitable for robotic applications promoting unreliable network connections. In the
same fashion, OpenSplice DDS also stops the delivery of transmissions for packet loss rates
over 70 %. However, this result should suffice for most robotic scenarios.

11.4 Bandwidth Requirements in the Presence of Packet
Loss
The distribution methods of PROViDE have different bandwidth requirements caused by
the different amounts of mandatory transmissions. As each mandatory transmission is
guaranteed by the resend mechanism, each distribution method scales differently in the
presence of packet loss.
In order to determine the required bandwidth in relation to the induced packet loss, our
experimental setup again relies on Section 11.2. Here, we additionally tracked the number
of transmitted bytes for the three PROViDE instances and averaged the results over 1,000
distribution attempts. Thereby, we excluded the transmissions of the time synchronization
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messages, as these only depend on their synchronization frequency and the duration of the
experiment.
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Figure 11.5: Required bandwidth of different distribution methods relative to the packet loss rate.

As shown in Figure 11.5, consistency level 3 causes exponentially growing bandwidth
requirements for increasing packet loss rates. This exponential growth is only slowed
down by the retry limit for lost messages, i. e., the success of the distribution process
shrinks with packet loss rates above 50 %, which limits the bandwidth to an upper bound.
In contrast, the bandwidth requirements of consistency level 2 scale linearly with the
amount of packet loss, as the probability for resends also grows linearly. Finally, we can
identify that consistency level 1 is not affected by packet loss, as no retransmissions occur.
However, at the same time, the success rate of consistency level 1 corresponds to the
packet loss rate.

11.5 Scalability
The scalability of the PROViDE middleware depends on the selected distribution method,
the number of agents in the team, and the number of lost messages due to network errors.
In the previous sections, we already investigated the influence of lost network packets
on the required bandwidth. In the following, we analyze the impact of the distribution
method and the amount of agents in the team.
If we neglect the possibility of packet loss, the proposal distribution to n robots with the
monotonic accepts distribution method requires
(cCmd + (n − 1)cAck + (n − 1)2 cSAck ) bytes,

(11.1)
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where cCmd is the size of a command message, cAck the size of an acknowledgment
message, and cSAck the size of a short acknowledgment message. Due to the quadratic
term for the short acknowledgments, monotonic accepts distribution is only appropriate for
a small number of robots (i. e. for IEEE 802.11abg networks n  20). In particular, robot
engagements represent a critical situation, as this might initiate multiple simultaneous
notification tasks to restore proposal consistency.
We can similarly determine the required bandwidth for a variable update of monotonic
commands by
(cCmd + (n − 1)cAck ).

(11.2)

This equation grows linearly with the amount of agents and packet loss. In contrast, the
required bandwidth of fire and forget is constant cCmd due to the broadcast transmission.
Note that the equation for fire and forget is independent of the probability of packet
loss, which supports the results of Section 11.4. Since monotonic commands distribution
suffices for most applications while providing a high success rate, we consider it as default
distribution method for our decision process. We evaluated these equations by measuring
the required bandwidth for the distribution of an empty proposal value.
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Figure 11.6: Comparison of the required bandwidth of three PROViDE distribution methods.

Remote write or read requests for proposals with local variable management require (cReq +
cVar ) bytes. In this case, each request with cReq bytes is acknowledged with the current
value proposal requiring cVar bytes. This corresponds to the asymptotic requirements of
TCP.
In the presence of network faults, the resend mechanism causes a growth of the required
bandwidth. Here, the retransmission can either be caused by a loss of the original
transmission or the acknowledgment, i. e., when the acknowledgment gets lost, two
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messages require retransmission. To analyze the impact of this mechanism, we evaluated
the required bandwidth with a varying number of agents in the presence of artificial
uniformly distributed packet loss by distributing an empty proposal.
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As depicted in Figure 11.7, packet loss has an exponential impact on the amount of
required bandwidth of the monotonic commands distribution method. However, even
for 30 agents and a packet loss rate of 50 %, the required bandwidth does not exceed
40 kb to successfully distribute an empty proposal. In contrast, Figure 11.8 shows that the
monotonic accepts distribution method requires a bandwidth increased by an order of
magnitude. These results are averaged over 100 distributions per data point.

Figure 11.7: Required bandwidth of the monotonic commands distribution method in the presence
of packet loss.

11.6 Communication Model Estimator
The previous experiments already included an implicit evaluation of the network
estimation, as the resend time relies on the estimated network delay. Nevertheless,
it is our goal to confirm the network assumptions of Section 7.3.1. In particular, we gather
data that supports the hypothesis of a Laplace distribution of the network delay jitter as
discovered by Zheng, Zhang, and Xu [181] and Edward J. Daniel, Christopher M. White,
and Keith A. Teague. [51].
In this experiment, we set up a static network with two PROViDE instances, which are
directly connected via a 100 Mbit Ethernet connection. With NetEm, we induced 40%
artificial packet loss and a delay of 10 ms. In this setup, the master instance is distributing
proposals with a frequency of 2 Hz. The proposal value contains the timestamp of the
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Figure 11.8: Required bandwidth of the monotonic accepts distribution method in the presence of
packet loss.

synchronized clock indicating the time of the proposal distribution. The receiving slave
instance computes the difference to its local time, resulting in the inconsistency duration
of the proposal. For an accurate estimate of this inconsistency duration, both clocks are
synchronized using the precision time protocol (PTP) [96], as PTP can achieve a precision
of less than 0.5 ms in similar network setups according to Lee and Eidson [96].
We averaged the collected data over 10,000 transmissions and computed the cumulative
probability of a proposal remaining consistent with respect to the inconsistency duration.
Additionally, we collected the converged consistency probability estimation, which is
determined by the master instance, according to Section 7.3.4, from the master instance.
Figure 11.9 compares both results including the estimation error computed by the
difference between both functions. The results show that PROViDE underestimates the
steepness of the rising edges of the distribution. This results from an overestimation of the
diversity of the underlying Laplace distribution. Overall, the estimation error never exceeds
10 %, which gives evidence for the correctness of our assumptions and the precision of
PROViDE.

11.7 Summary
In this chapter, we showed extensive evaluations for the PROViDE middleware framework.
In particular, we found out that the induced latency is lower compared to other middleware
approaches such as OpenSplice DDS. Furthermore, we evaluated the performance of
PROViDE in environments with unreliable and delayed communication. Here, we
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Figure 11.9: Real and estimated probability for consistency for a packet loss rate of 40% and 10 ms
delay in a 100 Mbit Ethernet network.

investigated the success rate, bandwidth, and inconsistency duration of the replication
process. From these results, we can conclude that PROViDE is suitable for scenarios with
unreliable communication. Furthermore, TCP seems to be inappropriate, as network
connections tend to break down if the packet loss rate exceeds 30 %. Afterwards, we
provided an investigation of the built-in communication model estimation. This experiment
showed that the estimation errors are neglectable and supports the a priori assumptions
regarding the network model.

12 Application Examples
In this chapter, we give an overview of possible application examples of a PROViDE-based
negotiation. These demonstrate the adaptability and expressiveness of our decision process
and the PROViDE middleware. Each of the examples has already been solved by at least
one algorithm of distributed systems research. However, the usage of PROViDE reduces the
required experience of the developer by unifying the implementation of these algorithms
in a single framework. Therefore, PROViDE implements variable types for the described
algorithms. Note that all applications could also be implemented in a centralized fashion
where one coordinating agent manages crucial values using the local variable management
distribution method. Other agents can remotely request and write these values with strong
consistency properties. However, we aim for a more distributed solution that does not
induce a single point of failure.

12.1 Whiteboard
In the robot soccer domain, we experienced the need for the distribution of strategy-related
knowledge among the agents. Often, this knowledge does not describe observations but
relies on the intentions of the agents. For example, whenever a robot wants to execute
a pass, the receiving agent requires a notification of the pass destination. This allows
the receiver to adjust its location towards the destination point without having a visual
perception of the ball position or its velocity vector. After the execution of the pass kick,
the passing robot can transmit a refined destination position based on its local observation
of the ball direction. In both cases, the pass receiver adjusts its position to intercept the
pass. As a result, the knowledge improves the pass success rate and execution time. This
scenario is depicted in Figure 12.1.
A property of these pass destinations is their volatileness: Due to the dynamic robot
movement (with up to 5 m/s), the characteristics of the current situation change within
a few seconds. In conclusion, the analysis of new sensor data usually leads to a change
of the optimal destination point. This data is gathered with a frequency of 30 Hz. Hence,
distribution methods such as monotonic commands would lead to an unnecessary overhead.
Here, PROViDE would wait for acknowledgments referring to data that is almost outdated
at the time of arrival. Furthermore, the incremental update of the destination causes
new transmissions with a frequency of 30 Hz. As a result, a single packet loss delays the
receiver by 33.3 ms. In conclusion, we used fire and forget consistency to replicate the
pass position proposal. In this scenario, only the passing agent distributes a proposal.
Therefore, the other agents simply have to accept the proposals using the happened-after
acceptance method and then select their own proposal to achieve coherent behavior. Since
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Figure 12.1: Pass execution in the RoboCup MSL. Observed obstacles are marked in black, the
ball position in orange, and team members as triangles. The executing robots use a
PROViDE whiteboard to transmit the destination point of his pass to the receiver, which
uses this information to move towards this position.

the decision value is distributed by a single origin, we consider this scenario as the most
elementary use case for PROViDE. However, PROViDE allows to extend this use case easily
for the situation when the receiving agent can contribute reservations in form of a different
destination proposal, e. g., if the receiver makes contradictory observations.
A second value, which we post on the whiteboard, is a Boolean value that indicates a ball
movement during a soccer standard situation: In MSL standard situations, the team not in
ball possession is only allowed to approach the ball after it started to move, e. g., by a kick.
In our team Carpe Noctem Cassel, we can detect the ball within a distance of approximately
8 m if it is in the line of sight. However, during standard situations, many opponents try to
interrupt the visibility of the ball, which complicates the detection of the ball movement.
In conclusion, we defined at least one robot as a distinct ball spectator trying to maintain
ball visibility. Additionally, other robots within a distance of 5 m also observe the ball
while following their task to disturb the opponent’s strategy. This distance is empirically
determined and ensures that disturbing opponents do not cause false movement detections.
Here, the whiteboard value is by default set to false, indicating that the ball did not move.
If a single robot detects a ball movement, it switches the value to true. This value stays
valid until the end of the standard situation, which can last 10 s at maximum. Each robot
closer than 5 m can distribute a valid proposal.
In this scenario, we can again select the happened-after acceptance method. An important
difference to the pass decision is the fact that the ball-moved value is not updated and
distributed iteratively. Instead, we distribute it once when the movement has been detected.
At the same time, it is important that all robots receive the information that the ball moved,
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allowing them to execute their defending behavior. Otherwise, the robots do not attack the
opponents, which may allow them to score uninterruptedly. For this reason, the monotonic
commands distribution method is used. Note that the write operation is idempotent during
the execution of the observation task, as all agents only set the value to true. Accordingly,
the negotiation task is rather simple.
The whiteboard application is characterized by the fact that usually no conflicting proposals
appear and all the decisions are designated for a specific situation. This is the most common
use case for inter-robotic communication besides the distribution of shared observation
data. As a consequence, it is supported by almost all modern middleware products. A
standard way to tackle whiteboard applications is to apply a data-centric communication
such as in DDS [125]. Here, the QoS properties can be adjusted to achieve a behavior
similar to the distribution methods of PROViDE. The major contribution of PROViDE in
contrast to other approaches is the dynamic broadcasting mechanism, which is able to
handle packet loss and adapts to the network infrastructure. The whiteboard was road
tested at the RoboCup Portuguese Open 2014, where we achieved the third place and
could conduct over 30 successful passes in all eleven matches.

12.2 Mutual Exclusion and Election
A more complex example than whiteboard applications is mutual exclusion. Here, the
middleware needs to provide a negotiation process that resolves conflicts caused by
simultaneous, i. e. causally independent, proposals. Thus, we use PROViDE to avoid a
concurrent behavior execution. We can identify concurrent behaviors in many practical
scenarios. For example, in robotic soccer, only a single robot is allowed to attack a ballpossessing robot, in an autonomous car driving scenario, only a single lane can pass a
crossing, and in emergency response scenarios, a specific victim should only be rescued by
a single robot in order to save resources.
One method to implement a mutex variable with PROViDE is an integer-typed variable,
which indicates that an agent currently operates in a critical section. Such a critical section
protects potentially conflicting behavior implementations from concurrent execution.
Therefore, the variable is initialized with a number that is not used as a robot identifier, in
our case −1. When a robot wants to enter the critical section, it distributes its own value
using the distribution method monotonic accepts with the happened-after acceptance
method. Thus, according to Section 7.4, the conflict handling ensures the negotiation of
simultaneous proposals. More precisely, the proposal with the highest logical timestamp
will gain acceptance when the distribution process is completed. In case two agents have
the same logical timestamp, the agent with the higher number will enter the critical section.
Resulting from the convergence properties of the monotonic accepts distribution method,
all agents eventually identify the winner.
As a value decision method, we use unanimous agreement to ensure that no agent enters
the critical section before all agents agree on it. The value of mutex variables cannot be
overwritten except the agent’s proposal is −1 or invalid, i. e., no value can be inferred.
To enable other agents to enter the critical section, the winner agent announces when it
leaves the critical section. Accordingly, it resets the mutex variable to −1. Only the agent
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inside the critical section is allowed to do so. Note that the agents can avoid a deadlock
situation by using a validity time, which is adapted to the expected time inside the critical
section. Once the first proposal expires, it is not possible anymore to infer the winner,
which allows the other agents to again propose their intention to enter.
In order to achieve quicker decisions, a weak synchronization variable can be used, which
is less strict regarding the access to the critical section. Therefore, the weak agreement
decision method, which only requires robots within communication range to agree on
a winner, is used. Additionally, the required bandwidth can be reduced by selecting
the monotonic commands distribution method. In that case, the winner can identify its
allowance to enter the critical section. However, all other agents are eventually not able to
determine the winner, as their acknowledgment transmission might be lost.
A different application for PROViDE is a distributed election process to select a
distinguished robot for a certain task, e. g., in an emergency response scenario where
several equally equipped robots are available to rescue a single disaster victim. Here,
it is not important which robot is sent out for the rescue, but it is important that it is
exactly one of the agents who is sent out and that all robots are aware of this winner. The
election variable is similar to a mutex variable except for the fact that all agents intentionally
distribute proposals simultaneously at the beginning of the election. The election start is
usually triggered by some external event, e. g., a team of agents entering an ALICA plan.

12.3 Task Lists
Another common problem in multi-agent systems is the producer-consumer problem. In
robotic applications, this problem appears in search and rescue missions if some robots are
distinct searchers, while others are built to rescue a disaster victim. In this case, the search
robots collect possible targets within a task list. Usually, an omnipresent and continuous
communication channel does not exist within the team. Thus, the exchange of the list data
is restricted to distinct situations, e. g., when the robots meet within communication range.
As a result, the most operations are performed distributedly and concurrently.
The simplest form of a task list only allows agents to add items to the list. This can be
realized using a PROViDE variable with list data types, monotonic commands distribution,
and the collection acceptance method. Thus, it ensures that PROViDE delivers all command
messages when communication is possible. Since no agent overwrites its own proposal
based on the acceptance method, an explicit value decision method is not required and
the inferred value is the list of all proposals. In such a model, an agent can only remove
values of its own proposal list or transmit a proposal write request to the list owner. The
latter is no safe operation, as this operation could overwrite local changes of the remote
agent that have not yet been replicated.
To enable robots to remove or consume values from a list, we propose a second variable
list, which includes all values that have been removed from the list. The drawback of
this solution is that both list sizes increase monotonically. As a result, the bandwidth
requirements of production and consumption grow over time.

12.4 Making Causally Dependent Decisions
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12.4 Making Causally Dependent Decisions
The causal dependency of two decision variables x and y, where y is causally dependent
on x, is given if the decision value of x happened before the value of y according to Lamport
[91]. In the context of the PROViDE negotiation process, this means that a decision for y
cannot be inferred before the successful negotiation of x has been performed. Assuming
the own proposal value decision method, we can identify a sufficiency condition from
Lamport’s happened before relation:
Lt(max(VP(x)) < Lt(max(VP(y)) w.r.t.

<o ,

(12.1)

i. e., the logical timestamp of the highest ranked proposal according to the ordering relation
of the acceptance method of x has a lower logical timestamp (happened before) than the
one of y. For a general necessary condition that is not specific for a certain decision
method, we have to recognize that the agent proposing max(VP(y), was able to process
max(VP(x) before:
Lt(VPw (x)) < Lt(VPw (y))
∧D(x) = VPw (x) ∧ D(y) = VPw (y),

(12.2)
(12.3)

where D(x) indicates the value decision according to the decision method of x. We can
conclude that the causal dependency of y on x if it holds
Lt(D(x)) < Lt(VPa (y)) ∀a ∈ A < Lt(D(y)).

(12.4)

As a result, D(y) becomes invalid if an agent proposes a new value for x. Note that
these conditions do not ensure agreement or coherence for the decision. However, the
decisions underlie the same convergence rules as described in Section 7.4. Therefore, we
can eventually achieve convergence for a monotonic commands distribution method with
a strict ordering relation <o .

12.5 Consensus
PROViDE forms a framework that allows the implementation of complex network protocols
such as the basic Paxos protocol [90]. Paxos is a two-phase protocol, where the first phase
performs a leader election, while the second phase determines the consensus value. Each
agent has at least one of the roles client, proposer, acceptor, learner, and leader. As setup
for robotic scenarios, we assume that each robot in the team acts as proposer, acceptor, and
learner simultaneously. The leader is always a proposer: Being the winner of the election
phase, the leader is allowed to command a consensus value for the second phase. Multiple
proposers can simultaneously believe to be the winner. The client role represents an agent
issuing a request to the distributed system, e. g., to one or more of the proposers. As all
robots act as proposers, this rule is obsolete in this setup.
As Paxos is a two-phased protocol and the PROViDE distribution methods only implement
a single-phase communication, two proposal distribution steps are required: One step
is needed to determine the leader in phase 1 and a second to distribute the consensus
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value in phase 2. In the first phase, Paxos proposers send a unique proposal number to all
acceptors. The acceptors respond with the highest proposal number they received before
or, if available, with the consensus value. With the response, the acceptor promises to
never accept a proposal with a lower identifier. After receiving a majority of responses
without any rejections, the proposer continues with phase 2. If the proposer receives a
rejection in form of a consensus value, it can conclude that consensus is already present
for a concurrent proposal, and it adopts this value.
To implement the first phase of Paxos in PROViDE, we transmit an empty value proposal
VP(x) with the monotonic commands distribution method. We implemented an additional
acceptance method, which assumes the value type to be an n-tuple, where the first two
values are a positive integer and represent the minimum proposal number of phase 1 or
the number of the accepted proposal, respectively. Here, the proposals are ordered by the
integer values:
<P = {(VPi (x), VPj (x)) | (VPj (x)2 6= 0 ∧ VPi (x)2 < VPj (x)2 )
∨ (VPj (x)2 = 0 ∧ VPi (x)1 < VPj (x)1 )
∨ (VPi (x)1 = VPj (x)1 ∧ Lt(VPi (x)) < Lt(VPj (x)))},

(12.5)

where VPj (x)n is the n-th tuple element. If the proposal numbers are equal, the proposal
with the higher logical timestamp is accepted, which allows an update by the leader in
phase 2. Note that this acceptance method does only accept the highest proposal number
if the agent has not accepted a consensus value before. Accordingly, a variable change
callback additionally stored the maximum proposal number within the own proposal.
We ensure the uniqueness of the proposal number VP(x)1 . It is composed of the logical
timestamp of the proposer as the most significant bits and the robot number as the least
significant bits. This acceptance method ensures that the robots will accept the highest
proposal number. Afterwards, in a change subscription callback function, the proposer
checks whether a majority of responses has been received, which implements a feedback
of the decision process by initiating phase 2.
In phase 2 the Paxos proposer distributes its proposal number together with the value for
which it requests consensus. Therefore, we assign the value to VP(x)3 , if it has not already
been set in phase 1. All acceptors respond with the highest proposal number they received
earlier. If the proposer again receives a majority of responses, it once again checks for
rejections, i. e., for all proposal numbers smaller than or equal to its own. If this is the
case, the consensus has been established. Otherwise, the protocol restarts with phase 1
and a higher proposal number.
After receiving a majority of responses, a proposer a can detect consensus by the fact that
no response contained a proposal number greater than its own:
X
i∈A

∧

X

1{true,false} (VPi (x)2 > 0) ≥

|A|
2

1{true,false} (VPa (x)2 ≥ VPi (x)2 ) = 0,

(12.6)

i∈A

where 1{true,false} is the indicator function, which returns 1 if its parameter is true and 0
otherwise.
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If no consensus is present, the protocol restarts and chooses a new proposal value. As our
implementation assumes that all proposers are also acceptors, any acceptor can perform the
same check to determine the presence of consensus. Note that the only value guaranteed
to satisfy consensus is VP(x)3 when selecting the own proposal decision method, which
corresponds to a majority of VPi (x)3 ∀i ∈ A. The main algorithm is shown in Listing 12.1,
which requires the callback function described in Listing 12.2.
Algorithm InitPaxos(value)
Register(x, VariableChangeCallback)
if a ∈ P roposers then
proposalId := Lt  sizeof(ID) + Id(a)
phase := 1
VP(x)a = {proposalId, 0, ∅}
DistributeProposal (VP(x)a , Monotonic Commands, <P )
end
else
VP(x)a = {0, 0, ∅}
end
return
Listing 12.1: Implementation of the basic Paxos consensus protocol using the PROViDE

middleware.
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Procedure VariableChangeCallback(x)
VPa (x)1 := max(VP(x)1 ∈ DB)
if a ∈ Proposers then
responsesPhase1:=0, agreeCount:=0
for VPi (x) ∈ DB do
if VPi (x)1 ≥ proposalId then
responsesPhase1++
end
if phase = 2 ∧VPa (x)2 < VPi (x)1 then
InitPaxos(value)
end
if phase = 2 ∧ VPa (x)2 = VPi (x)2 6= 0 then
if ++agreeCount > |A|
2 then
ConsensusReached()
end
end
end
if responsesPhase1 ≥ |A|
2 ∧ phase = 1 then
forall the i ∈ A do
if VPi (x)3 6= ∅ then
value := VPi (x)3
proposalId := VPi (x)2
end
end
phase := 2
VP(x) = {proposalId, proposalId, value}
DistributeProposal (VPa (x), Monotonic Commands, <P )
end
end
Listing 12.2: Basic Paxos callback function for proposal changes.
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13 Conclusion
In this work, we presented a decision process designed for teams of autonomous mobile
robots. Inspired by human group decision making, we divided the decision process into
five steps. Although each of these steps can appear in different forms, we proposed an
implementation for each step and showed its applicability. The process starts with the
identification of the problem. In the context of mobile robots, this corresponds with
the definition of a proper problem description. In our solution, we propose the ALICA
modeling language for this step, which embeds and executes our decision process. ALICA
models cooperative behavior from a common perspective and provides conflict resolution
methods for situations where agents have conflicting estimations concerning their current
task. Thereby, ALICA allows to collect different partial problem statements into a single
expression.
In the second step, our decision process identifies relevant solution proposals. Therefore,
we proposed the CNSMT solver, which combines an incomplete solution technique for
nonlinear constraint and optimization problems in an SMT-based approach. We showed
that this unique combination allows for solving highly complex nonlinear problems if
the underlying logical structure is suitable for SAT solving. However, even in case of
arithmetical problems, our solution showed good runtime results compared with other
state-of-the-art approaches. Thus, the CNSMT solver forms a universal solution, which is
adequate for a variety of practical problems in the domain of autonomous robots.
The last three steps are supported by the PROViDE middleware. Therefore, the given
proposals are first distributed among all available robots by using a selectable distribution
method. The distribution method can be adapted according to the required distribution
guarantees and decision time, i. e., the developer can chose between fast and unreliable
methods for transient decisions, or slow and fault-tolerant distribution methods that
guarantee convergence of the distribution process. Our protocol implementation uses
a probability model to determine lost packets based on missing acknowledgments. The
model is able to adapt to the network delay and packet loss rate. Thereby, our solution
can reach faster transmission times then state-of-the-art middlewares if the transmission
frequency makes collisions unlikely.
In the next decision step, each agent can support one of the replicated proposals. This
means that the agent accepts this proposal as its own. For the selection process, the
developer can choose an acceptance method that influences the convergence of the
decision process to a specific proposal and the resolution of conflicts. In particular, our
proposed method selects the highest ranked proposal with respect to an ordering relation.
In this context, we showed that the negotiation process eventually converges if a strict
ordering relation is selected.
The last step of the decision process determines the final decision value from the replicated
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proposals. According to human decision-making, this allows to meet a common decision
although not all agents support a certain proposal, e. g., a majority voting allows to outvote
others and achieve a common decision. In the same fashion, it is possible to select the
proposal that is most likely correct, e.g., selecting the most recent proposal or the proposal
of an agent with the highest confidence in its observations.
Summarized, the decision process is supported by the CNSMT solver, which computes
the solution proposals, and the PROViDE middleware, which implements the negotiation
process to provide a profound basis to meet coherent decisions in the presence of adverse
network environments. Thereby, we explicitly support network failures such as network
delays and packet loss. Naturally, these environments prohibit guaranteed consensus
according to the FLP proof [57]. Thus, state-of-the-art consensus algorithms such as Paxos
try to maximize the probability to achieve consensus at the cost of liveness. However,
many robotic domains such as autonomous driving or robotic soccer provide fast changing
environments. Thus, a decision process has to enable swift decisions. Moreover, not
all decisions require consensus guarantees, as the implementation of robots inherently
tolerates errors. To address the trade-off between safety and efficiency, our framework
allows the developer to adjust the negotiation parameters specifically to the requirements
of the robotic application and decision.

13.1 Requirements Revisted
At the beginning of this thesis, we identified requirements for the decision process of
autonomous mobile robots in Section 1.4. We inferred these from three scenarios: robotic
soccer, autonomous driving, and emergency response. This allows us to collect the
requirements from domains with a different degree of connectivity, safety, amount of
decision incidences, and available time to meet a decision. In the following, we summarize
how these requirements were solved.
Full Distribution The presented decision process operates without any central coordination component. Furthermore, the PROViDE middleware allows the network topology
to split in arbitrary groups. Thereby, broken or separated robots are considered as
additional network partition. Our decision process allows each partition to meet
decisions according to the selected distribution, acceptance, and decision method.
Incomplete Knowledge Our solution does not imply a common knowledge base for all
agents. In contrast, each agent can locally compute its own decision proposal and
participate in the negotiation process. If a decision requires knowledge that cannot
be gathered by a single agent, it can be requested from other agents in form of a
causally dependent decision.
Support for Dynamic Team Configurations The disengagement of robots during the
decision process is naturally covered by the selected decision method, i. e., an
unanimous agreement blocks decisions for partitioned network topologies, while
a majority of agents is still able to agree on a value. Hence, PROViDE allows for
adjusting the decision processes to different team configurations.
Robustness PROViDE covers robustness against conflicting proposals by its built-in conflict
resolution. In Section 7.4.3 in particular, we showed the ability of PROViDE to detect
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and resolve proposal conflicts if the selected acceptance method is based on a strict
ordering relation and the monotonic commands or monotonic accepts distribution
method is selected.
Fault Tolerance The network protocol of PROViDE explicitly considers network faults.
Therefore, lost network packets are detected and retransmitted based on the
estimated network delay and packet loss rate. More precisely, PROViDE continuously
observes the properties of the present network connections to determine a maximum
waiting time for the acknowledgment of network packets. This allows the protocol
to adapt to the network properties at runtime.
Availability Except for the local variable management distribution method, PROViDE
automatically distributes all proposals within the team and keeps the replica up to
date. As a result, all agents within communication range of a proposing agent can
access the proposal locally after the successful replication. Due to the data replication,
PROViDE fosters the availability in the local memory of the agents. Moreover, the
persistent storage of proposals allows access even if the communication link to the
proposal origin vanishes.
Efficiency In our decision process, efficient decision-making is achieved by three main
factors: First, as shown in Chapter 10, the CNSMT solver provides low computation
times to determine proposals and re-evaluate previous solutions for constraint
satisfaction and optimization problems. Second, PROViDE by default avoids feedback
loops to realize short negotiation times. Third, as shown in Section 11.1, the
PROViDE implementation induces less latency than other state-of-the-art approaches
such as OpenSplice DDS.
Adaptability Due to the support by PROViDE, the application developer can adapt the
negotiation parameters to the given problem instance. This allows for fast decisions
in dynamic scenarios, where decisions are rather transient, or safe decisions with
longer decision times if safety has a higher priority.

13.2 Future Work
In this thesis, we presented a comprehensive decision process that is supported by a
sophisticated middleware framework. Nevertheless, some research questions have not
been addressed and are open for future investigation:
Position-based network estimation PROViDE uses an abstract model of network connections and does not involve all available knowledge to update the network estimates.
In particular, the knowledge about the positions of all team members within a given
map and the knowledge about the utilized communication devices can be used to
improve the probability function that underlies our network model. Here, physical
objects and the positions of the robots have an important impact on the quality of
the communication link. Future research could analyze and integrate position-based
models.
Dynamic changes of negotiation parameters The distribution, acceptance, and value
decision method are currently defined by the application and have to be consistently
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chosen by all participants. Thus, we assume the definition of these parameters by the
multi-agent program in order to ensure consistency. However, if a scenario requires
dynamic parameter changes, a by-pass mechanism is required, which allows robots
to change the negotiation parameters. Here, it is especially important to consider
parameter changes during the absence of agents and to elaborate a conflict resolution
mechanism if such agents re-engage the team.

Conflict resolution for constraint satisfaction problems In our approach, we provided
mechanisms for coherent decisions in all parts of the decision process except the
problem statement. Thus, robot proposals can rely on conflicting problem statements.
Furthermore, clauses learned by the CNSMT solver are not involved during the
negotiation process. Petcu [129] presented a possible solution for this issue, which
incorporates additional communication between the robots. For the integration into
our decision process, the approach needs to be enriched with support for nonlinear
constraints, dynamic domains, and possible network faults.
Integration of additional theorem solvers We optimized our CNSMT solver for general
nonlinear problems. However, the incorporation of additional assumptions
of the problem domain can significantly reduce the solution time for specific
problem settings. Therefore, it is possible to borrow ideas from the z3 solver of
Microsoft [110], which also supports empty theory, linear arithmetic, and quantifiers.
Semantic matching of proposal values Currently, equality of proposal values is determined on a syntactic level, i. e., proposal values are identified as equal if each bit
of their serialized representation is equal. However, two syntactically different
solutions could still be semantically equal, e. g., if a list of solutions contains the
same values in a different order. This could be addressed with a semantic mapping
and a partitioning of the solution.

Part IV

Appendices

A Sum of Two Equal
Laplace-Distributed Random
Variables
We assume two Laplace-distributed random variables A and B. Both distributions have
the same mean µ and divergence b. The resulting probability distribution P (C) is the
convolution of their probabiltiy distributions
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.
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For this proof, we exploit the fact that a convolution in the time domain corresponds to
multiplication in the frequency domain. Therefore, we first Fourier transform P (A) and
P (B), respectively:
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with α = 1b and D = √12π e−iωt0 . Here, the factor e−iωt0 corresponds to a time shift in the
frequency domain by t0 . Hence, we can compute F(P (C)) by F(P (A)) · F(P (B)):
⇒ F(P (C)) = D

α4
.
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In order to prove
P (C) =

α
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4

(A.9)
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the Fourier transformation of P (C) has to correspond to Equation A.8:
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